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ABSTRACT 

15 

This dissertation presents a new multiple objective optimization algorithm 

that is capable of solving for the entire Peireto set in one single optimization run. 

The multi-objective complex evolution (MOCOM-UA) procediure is based on the 

following three concepts: (1) population, (2) rank-based selection, and (3) competi

tive evolution. In the MOCOM-UA algorithm, a population of candidate solutions 

is evolved in the feasible space to search for the Pareto set. Ranking of the pop

ulation is accomplished through Pareto Ranking, where all points are successively 

placed on different Paxeto fronts. Competitive evolution consists of selecting sub

sets of points (including all worst points in the population) based on their ranks 

and moving the worst points toward the Pareto set using the newly developed 

mviltiobjective simplex (MOSIM) procedure. Test einalysis on the MOCOM-UA 

algorithm is accomplished on mathematical problems of increasing complexity and 

based on a bi-criterion measure of performance. The two performance criteria used 

are (1) efficiency, as measured by the ability of the algorithm to converge quickly 

and (2) effectiveness, as measxired by the ability of the algorithm to locate the 

Pareto set. Comparison of the MOCOM-UA algorithm against three multiobjec-

tive genetic algorithms (MOGAs) favors the former. In a realistic application, the 

MOCOM-UA algorithm is used to calibrate the Soil Moistvire Accoimting model of 

the National Weather Service River Forecasting Systems (NWSRFS-SMA). Multi-

objective calibration of this model is accomplished using two bi-criterion objective 

functions, namely the Daily Root Mean Square-Heteroscedastic Maximum Likeli

hood Estimator (DRMS, HMLE) and rising limb-faUing Umb (RISE, FALL) ob

jective functions. These two multiobjective calibrations provide some interesting 
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insights into the influence of different objectives in the location of final parameter 

values as well as limitations in the structure of the NWSRFS-SMA model. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 HYDROLOGIC MODEL CALIBRATION 

The increasing use of hydrologic models ss tools for the study of hydroclima-

tology has prompted hydrologists and climatologists to examine complex problems 

and utilize new data sources. Hydrologic models, however, are only as reliable as 

their structure and the accuracy of their inputs and parameter estimates. While 

they axe often mathematical in their structure, for reasons of parsimony and math

ematical tractability, they must remain simple while being able to accurately sim

ulate and predict complex hydrological phenomena. It is often assumed that the 

model structure is correct (even though this assimaption can be questionable) and 

to devote much attention to model inputs and parameter estimates. 

Various techniques exist by which paxcimeter estimates can be deduced: (a) 

field measurements, (b) prior information, and (c) calibration. For as much as it is 

desirable to infer model parameters using (a) and (b) as witnessed by the gaining 

importance of the former, virtuciUy all models require that some parameters be 

calibrated. 

Hydrological model calibration is the process by which some or aU peiram-

eters of a model are systematically adjusted in order to provide model outputs 

that closely resemble the observed data. The goal of calibration is to reduce the 

imcertainty associated with the model parameters. (Maximum uncertainty is when 

parameters are assigned their initial range, whereas minimiun imcertainty is when 

a single parameter set of values is found.) Depending on the techniques used to 
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infer parameter estimates, calibration can be separated into manual and automatic 

calibration. 

1.1.1 MANUAL CALIBRATION 

Manual calibration is a procedure in whicli veirious subjective adjustments 

to model parameters, usually one at a time, are made on the basis of specific 

characteristics of the modeled output. Evaluation of model parameters by man

ual calibration can yield a good set of estimates. The method is, however, time 

consuming and reqtiires some degree of interaction between the hydrologist and 

the computer which, for some large systems, may not be possible. In addition, 

subjective adjustments of parameters make the success of manual calibration user-

dependent. In fact, the user (here the hydrologist) must possess a significant level 

of experience with the model to achieve good parameters. Besides the subjectivity 

of the method, it is possible that, on separate occasions, a single user can obtain 

different sets of acceptable parameters because of changing experience with the 

model or because of the order in which some parameters are estimated: although 

these pzirameters may be different, they still provide similar output results. 

Perhaps the best argtmient for the use of manual calibration is that the user 

gains experience with the model and valuable insights into parameter interaction 

and sensitivity. Manual calibration is often used for initialization of model param

eters including initial ranges and starting values. For example, manual calibration 

is used to provide initial values for the parameters of the Soil Moisture Accounting 

(SMA) of the Sacramento model [Peck, 1976]. 
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1.1.2 AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION 

Automatic calibration consists of techniques in which the computer adjusts 

parameters in a rule-based fashion using a single objective function. The imple

mentation of an automatic model calibration procediire requires the selection of 

(a) a calibration data set, (b) a goodness-of-fit mecisure (objective function), (c) 

an automatic parameter search procedure (optimization algorithm), (d) a region 

of the parameter to be searched (feasible parameter space), and (e) a validation 

procedure (tests to determine the degree of imcertainty remaining in the model). 

The main advantages of automatic calibration are its speed and ease of 

use. With the availability of fast and powerful computers automatic calibration 

has gained in importance as witnessed by the multitude of computer optimization 

algorithms. Automatic calibration can be viewed as an objective tool which even 

a novice can use because the user is not reqmred to intervene during the search for 

the best parameter set. 

The main disadvantages of automatic calibration are its dependence on a 

single objective function to direct the search for the best parameter and failure 

to obtain a imique global optimimi. Another disadvantage is that, without the 

proper selection of an objective function, automatic calibration can degenerate to 

pure curve fitting [Peck, 1976]. 

1.2 THE NEED FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING 
IN HYDROLOGIC MODEL CALIBRATION 

Previous research has focused extensively on the proper selection of an ob

jective function for calibration of hydrological models. The development of an 

objective function is typically based on assumptions regarding the distributions of 
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meeisureinent errors present in the data. In general, these functions caji be sum-

mEirized by a weighted least square (WLS) of the following mathematical form 

[Troutman, 1985\'. 

(1.1) 
n ' t=i 

where and are the observed and model response at time respec

tively, and n is the number of observations. The model response is dependent on 

parameters 6 and exogenous inputs which for hydrologic models include rainfall or 

temperature measurements. The WLS function scales and weights the difference 

between observed and model response, the prediction error ej = gf"" — 5°^^ by 

the constant factor ^ and Wf, respectively. Depending on the values for ^ and wt 

and assimaption regarding the distribution of the prediction error, Equation (1.1) 

corresponds to the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) in some cases. For ex

ample, when the weights are set to unity and = 1, Equation (1.1) reduces to the 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and corresponds to the MLE for independent and 

identically imiformly distributed errors. For ^ = 2 and tut = 1, WLS becomes 

the well-known Simple Least Square (SLS), where the errors are assumed to be 

normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance, i.e., et ~ K(0,cr"). 

For cases where the weights are different than unity, their correct form can be de

duced via maximum likeUhood theory. The Autocorrelated Maximvun Likelihood 

Estimator (AMLE) and Heteroscedastic Maximiun Likelihood Estimator (HMLE) 

developed by Sorooshian and Dracup [1980] are examples where ^ = 2 and corre

spond to gaussian errors. AMLE assumes correlated errors [et = a x et-i -t- £<), 

while HMLE assimies that the errors have unequal variance. 

Choosing the proper objective for calibration can be difficult. The selection 

of an objective function requires prior knowledge or some assumption of the tj-pe 
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of distribution present in the measurement errors associated with the data. For 

that reason, it is highly recommended that, for any calibration, results should be 

validated by residual analysis in order to verify the assiunptions made with the use 

of a specific objective function. 

It is not clear that residual analysis alone cjm provide justification of using 

one objective function over another. Based on an extensive study of NWSRFS-

SMA, a conceptual rainfaU-runoff model used by the U.S. National Weather Service 

River Forecast System (NWSRFS), the performances of two objective functions 

were carefully examined by Yapo et al. [1996]. The objectives were: (a) Daily 

Root Mean Square [DRMS = y/SLS/n) objective function and (b) HMLE objec

tive fimction. Evcduation of the performance of each objective was carried out by 

standard residual analysis composed of scattergrams, residual plots, correlograms, 

and a test for normality (plotting position on normal probability paper). Those 

tests tended to support the assumptions made by HMLE regarding the distribution 

of the measurement errors. Subsequent tests, however, based on the distributions of 

actual residuals and relative residuals (actual residuals divided by observed flows), 

suggested that DRMS criterion provides better performance on high flow than on 

low flow, while HMLE criterion maintains a constant performance across all flow 

ranges. Using DRMS as objective resulted in better matching of high flow events 

than HMLE. On low flow events, however, HMLE provided better results. There

fore it was concluded that neither DRMS nor HMLE was superior but, depending 

on the intended purpose of the model either objective function could be used for 

calibration. 
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Even though the use of HMLE seems to be supported by residual analysis, 

its corresponding model performance is not necessarily better than DRMS perfor

mance. It is hypothesized that the diverging model performances are due to the 

model error (error arising due to inadequacy of model structure). Model error gets 

distributed differently according to the objective function selected for calibration 

[Yapo et ai, 1996]. 

During the optimization phzise of cedibration, an attempt to minimize a 

statistic of the prediction errors is as follows: 

6* = Argminee&{T{ei, 62, .... e„)} (1.2) 

where T{*) is a mathematical function and: 

- ^sim „oba /i o\ e t = 9 <  - < l t  •  ( 1 - 3 )  

Using the following: 
„obs j^true i ^meas Ht ~ Ht "t" 

-aim ^true i -model 
Ht ~ "t I ^t 

(1.4) 

where: 

qtrue _ unobservable flow at time 

= observed flow at time t, 

= simulated (or computed) flow at time t, 

gmeas _ gj^gr due to measurement at time t. 

gmodei _ error due to model structure at time t 

By substituting the proper terms from (1.4) into (1.3), the following expres

sion for prediction error is obtained: 

^  g m o r f e / _  g m e a s  
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In cases where << choosing a specific objective function might be 

justified and desirable. However, when model errors are as large as, if not larger, 

than the errors in the measurement data, it is not clear what advantages there 

might be in forcing the former to match the distribution of the latter. In fact, 

it is safe to assume that model error is a deterministic variable and thus there is 

no benefit in treating it as a stochastic variable. It is suspected that, by selecting 

DRMS or HMLE, the model errors get distributed differently; with DRMS, the 

result is smaller residuals at high flows and larger residuals at low flows while, with 

HMLE, the result is a more imiform distribution of relative residuals (residuals 

divided by actual flow) across flows [Yapo et ai, 1996]. 

A tradeoff exists among the objective functions selected for calibration; how

ever, when using a particular function for calibration, the DM is not aware of the 

existence of different parameters (derived from other objective functions) that could 

yield different but good model performance. This implies the design of a calibration 

strategy which has the ability to incorporate several objective functions at once; 

this strategy should provide the DM with distinct solutions representing tradeoff 

among the different objectives selected. 

A strategy that can address this challenge is multiobjective programming 

(MOP). MOP is a technique that considers several criteria, usually conflicting in 

natiu-e, and optimizes them simultaneously. The goal of this method is to deter

mine the tradeoffs among objectives and to give the corresponding solutions in 

the parameter space. When applied to hydrological model calibration, MOP could 

provide several tradeoff solutions to the decision maker and possibly contribute 

to better understanding of what characteristics in the parameter space influence 

different portions of the hydrograph. 



1.3 CALIBRATION VIEWED AS A MULTIOBJECTIVE PROBLEM 

VVe recall that calibration is the process by which parameters of a model axe 

inferred. In general, model calibration requires the usage of an objective function 

where the goal is to determine a peirameter set which minimizes that objective. 

This implies that the objective function must provide some measure of closeness 

between the model outputs and the observed outputs. In general, this closeness is 

determined by the magnitude of errors between observed and model outputs. Two 

fundamentally different ways exist to improve the closeness of model outputs to 

the observed data. On one hand, each error can be minimized independently but 

simultaneously. On the other hand, the errors can be aggregated vmder different 

functional relationship (e.g., weighed svun or weighed product) to accoimt for spe

cific chaxacteristics present in the errors. In general, the second option is adopted 

because of its feasibiUty and mathematical attractiveness. In this section, however, 

both methods are explained with their advantages and disadvantages. 

1.3.1 FIRST VIEWPOINT 

In calibrating hydrologic model such as NWSRFS-SMA, it is sought to 

match all points on the hydrograph as close as possible using the model on hand. 

Using the difference between observed and predicted values, we seek to find the 

parameter set so that all differences are reduced simultaneously to their minimum 

value. For example, in Figure 1.1 64,6$, and eio represent the errors between 

observed and simulated flows for ordinates t = 4t 8, and 10, respectively. 

By changing the value of the model parameters, these errors are minimized. 

Each actual difference (or some measure of it) is a criterion which the hydrologist 

attempts to minimize. Each residual can be regarded as a separate objective to 
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Figure 1.1 Illustrative example of the calibration process. 
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be minimized. Ideally, if the model on hand is a perfect representation of the real 

world and the data contain no error, a unique solution to this problem exists. Due 

to model and measurement (in both input and output) error, however, a tmique 

solution is non-existent. In fact, in trying to reduce some residuzils, others are 

likely to increase at the same time; inacciurate representation of the process by the 

model introduces limitations to the model itself. The conflicting natvire of these 

objectives is a necessary and appealing condition for solution using multiobjective 

programming. 

To remedy the difficulties associated with a multiobjective approach to the 

calibration problem a single criterion encompassing all objectives is often used. In 

general, differences between predicted and observed values are summeirized in a 

statistic of the form shown in Equation (1.1). Aggregation of objectives in (1.1) 

and optimizing on the resulting function is known in MOP as the weighing method 

[Zadeh, 1963]. 

Treating the errors at each point on the hydrograph as a separate objective 

to be explicitly addressed is surely an advantage. However, it has the following 

disadvantages. First, as the length of calibration data increases, so does the mmaber 

of objectives to be considered. Second, redimdancy or correlation in observed values 

lead to correlated errors. In fact, AMLE has been designed to represent dependence 

in the errors [Sorooshian and Dracup, 1980]. Considering all errors as objectives 

to be minimized could render the multiobjective optimization extremely difficult 

to solve and can violate the principle of parsimony. 
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1.3.2 SECOND VIEWPOINT 

Dialogues with expert hydrologists indicate that single criterion optimiza

tion is often used to determine a "ball park" region of the set of optimal parameters. 

Once this region is foimd, additional timing of the parameters needs to be done to 

determine their optimal values. In general, tuning of the peirameters is performed 

by trial and error. Parameters are adjusted so that model outputs satisfy several 

criteria. For example, fine-timing of the N^VSRFS-SMA consists of minimizing 

monthly bias, bias by flow ranges, cind peak flow error, in addition to minimizing 

DRMS, where the hydrologist interacts with the model via simulation and visual

ization softwcire. It is worth mention that another fine-tuning technique has been 

developed and applied to NWSRFS-SMA by Brazil [1988], where Kalman filtering 

is used. The method of fine-tuning of parameters is similar to manual calibration 

because it is subjective, but the initial model uncertainty is greatly reduced by fii*st 

applying automated calibration. 

Application of the fine timing process in model calibration is a multiobjective 

decision-making tool. The hydrologist seeks a set of parameters that can satisfy 

several criteria simultaneously. Unfortunately, current methods used to satisfy all 

criteria are based on trial and error, and a large number of good solutions can be 

ruled out by applying single-objective optimization first. 

In light of these two viewpoints, hydrologic model calibration is inherently 

a multiobjective problem. Nevertheless, most current methodologies attempt to 

formulate model calibration as a single-criterion-based optimization. 

The automatic calibration process of hydrologic models has reached state-of-

the-art level, and it has expended its refinements. In fact, the recent development 
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of a global optimization search strategy [Duan, 1991; Duan et ai, 1992] and a 

method for selection of data most appropriate for calibration \ Yapo et ai, 1996] 

have allowed the identification of global set of parameters in a reliable fashion. 

To further the quest of a better calibration strategy, attention is now focused on 

the identification of parameter sets that result in optimal values of several criteria 

simultaneously. 

1.4 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The calibration of hydrologic model is inherently a multiobjective problem 

because several objective functions can be used in matching difierent portions of 

the hydrographs or matching multiple outputs. The goal of mtdtiobjective pro

gramming (MOP) is to seek non-dominated, efficient, or Pareto solutions. Pareto 

solutions represent tradeoffs among different objective functions; as one moves from 

one non-dominated solution to another non-dominated solution and one objective 

function improves, then one or more of the other objective functions must decrease 

in value [Goicoechea et ai, 1982]. The importance of multiobjective programming 

to identify Pareto solutions has been known for severed decades. In partictdar, 

multiobjective programming has been incorporated in the decision process for the 

management of water resources [Yapo et ai, 1992], for the identification of efficient 

controller parameters for mechanical systems [Fonsecas and Flemming, 1994], for 

optimal arrangement of electronic components in a cooHng process [Queipo et ai, 

1994] ill mechanical engineering, and for establishment of economic policies [Tabu-

canon, 1988], among others. 

Most traditional methods in mvdtiobjective programming such as generat

ing techniques [Szidarovszky et ai, 1986] convert a multiobjective problem into a 
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single-objective optimization problem in order to identify Paxeto solutions. Hence, 

as many (single-objective) optimizations must be carried out to obtain as many 

eflB.cient solutions sought. Such traditional multiobjective optimization strategies, 

however, are inadequate in situations where the inverse problem, i.e., the identifi

cation of an optimal parameter set based on a given criterion, is not trivial, such 

as hydrologic model calibration. In fact, to obtain a value of the objective func

tion, it is required to nm the model and simulate its outputs from which the value 

of the objective function is then deduced; one hydrologic simulation can require 

significant computer time depending on the model used. 

The need for an improved multiobjective optimization method to seek the 

Pareto solutions is evident, and such a method must address the problems out

lined above by having the following characteristics [Sorooshian and Gupta, 1995; 

proposal to NSF]: 

(1) Efficiency: It can approximate or identify the entire global Pareto set 

through a one-time solution of the multiobjective optimization problem, 

avoiding the need to solve a multitude of single-objective optimization prob

lems. 

(2) Objectivity: It does not require the prior assessment of preferences to objec

tive functions in the generation of the Pareto optimal set. 

(3) It can facilitate the evaluation of candidate non-dominated solutions in a 

quick and reliable fashion. 

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 identification of 

two potential algorithms and their appUcations is given. In Chapter 3, a specific 
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solution methodology is introduced and test problems to evaluate the new method 

are proposed. Preliminary performance results of the new method are presented 

in Chapter 4 with further refinements of the method. Then the refined method is 

compared against a class of mtiltiobjective genetic algorithms. Application of the 

new method is then implemented to the Sacramento model in Chapter 5. Final 

conclusions with some suggestions for future research are given in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING 

2.1 A BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In many applications, the task of finding an optimal solution is complicated 

by the existence of several competing objectives. A decision maker (DM), however, 

has the ability to make proper decisions in the presence of several criteria, but the 

quality of his decisions depends on experience with the problem at hand. Because 

several competing criteria are involved, the DM task is complex; to simplify it, sub

jective preferences among the objectives on hand are introduced. Simphfication of 

the problem consists of prioritization and aggregation of the different criteria into 

a single objective function or evaluation of a limited mmaber of alternatives from 

which a solution is selected. Examples of techniques to assist the DM in determin

ing optimal solutions to problems posed in a multiple objective framework are the 

weighing method [Zadeh, 1963]^ e-constraint method [Marglin, 1963], compromise 

programming [Zeleny, 1973], Surrogate Worth Tradeoff method [Haimes and Hall. 

1972], and Tradeoff Development method [Goicoechea et ai, 1976]. Seldom, how

ever, are techniques for Multi-Criterion Decision Making (MCDM) efficient or able 

to identify all optimal solutions in a single optimization run. 

Multi-Objective Decision Making (MODM) started in economics during the 

18th Century with philosophical discussions on equilibrium theory [Arrow, 196S]. 

The fotmdations of multiobjective optimization, however, can be attributed to 

Pareto and Edgeworth in their development in welfare theories and competitive 

equilibrium [Edgeworth, 1881; Pareto, 1971], Since then, MODM has been intro

duced to several disciplines including game theory [Borel, 1953; von Neumann, 
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1921f[, production theory [Koopmans, 1951], engineering [Stadler, 1984a,b; Zadeh, 

196S], and water resources [Marglin, 196'f\. 

Aside from applications into different disciplines, multicriteria optimization 

is a well-established discipline. In fact, its introduction to mathematics is due to 

Cantor [1897] and as a mathematical discipline by Kuhn and Tucker [1951] and 

Hurwicz [1958]. (Several objections have been made with regard to the work of 

Kuhn and Tucker preceding that of Hurwicz.) The seminal work by Cantor [1897] 

introduced the notion of infinite dimensional ordered spaces and equivalence classes, 

whereas Kuhn and Tucker [1951] expanded multiobjective programming (MOP) to 

non-lineax problems with inequality constraints. Stadler [1986] provided a detailed 

historical retrospect on multiobjective optimization. 

2.2 MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION OF MULTIOBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING 

In this section, a mathematical definition of the Mvdtiobjective Program

ming (MOP) problem is presented. Related terms and their definitions are also 

provided. 

Let the following optimization problem be mathematically posed as: 

minF = [Fi, ..., Fa/] (2.1) 

where X is the feasible set defined in N-dimensional Euclidian space, and F,- is 

the i-th objective function among M objectives. (Without loss of generality, a 

minimization problem is presented.) The optimization problem defined in (2.1) is 

a multiobjective optimization program where F is a fimctional objective vector. 

The solution to (2.1) reqviires finding a solution parameter vector x such that all 
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objective functions are simultaneously minimized. The solution to (2.1) is seldom 

unique. In fact, it is common to have several solutions where a decrease in one 

objective fimction causes an increase in at least another objective function. Because 

the individual objectives are non-commensvurate (each function is its own entity), it 

is not possible to determine objectively among such solutions which one is the best. 

Thus, such solutions are called non-dominated, non-inferior, or efficient solutions. 

The goal of MOP is to seek some or all efficient solutions. The set of all efficient 

solutions is called the efficient set or Paxeto set. In Figure 2.1, an example of the 

Pzireto set in the parameter and objective space is given. Point A and point B 

are non-dominated, as moving from A to B yields a decrezise in Fi but an increase 

in F2 (Figure 2.1b). In this dissertation, efficient solutions and non-dominated 

solutions will be used interchangeably throughout to denote points that belong to 

the Pareto optimal set. 

a) Parameter Space b) Objective Space 
1 1 

B A 

-1 0 
-1 0 1 2 0 0.5 

F1 
1 

XI 

Figure 2.1 Example of the Pareto set (solid line) and two non-dominated 
solutions (point A and B). 
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Efficient solutions are preferred to any other solutions when non-

commensurate objectives are considered. The concept of preference among so

lutions suggests that an order relation be specified, particulaxly over the objective 

space defined by F. Contrary to scalar quantities, ordering of vector quantities 

is achieved with a strict partial order instead of a complete order. Following the 

notation scheme by Vincent and Grantham [1981], let Xi and X2 be two feasible so

lutions to the MOP defined in (2.1) and let Fi and F2 be their respective objective 

vectors; we then have the following order relation: 

(i) Xi is strictly less than X2 (xi -< X2) if and only if F(xi) < F(x2), Vf 6 /, 

with I = {1,... ,M}. 

(ii) Xi is less than or equal to X2 (xi :< X2) if and only if F,(xi) < F,(x2), Vi € 

L 

(iii) Xi is equal to X2 (xi = X2) if and only if -Fi(xi) = F,(x2), Vz € I-

(iv) Xi is partially less thanx2 (xi <= X2) if andonly ifF,(xi) < F, (x2), Vj G I 

and 6 /, F,(xi) < F,(x2). 

Given the order relation above, a formal definition of Pareto optimality can 

be given as [Vincent and Grantham, 1981]: 

A point X* € X is a Pareto optimal point for the vector Vcdued function 

F(x) = [Fi(x) ... FAf(x)] if and only if there does not exist a point x € X 

such that F(x) < F(x*). 

Other mathematical definitions and symbols for the order relation exist and 

can be fovmd in Goicoechea et al. [1982], Stadler [1988], Szidarovszky et al. [1986], 

and Tabucanon [1988] among others. 

The Paxeto set is seldom a finite set and, therefore, most multiobjective 

optimization techniques will attempt to locate a few to several efficient solutions. 
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\ 

Figure 2.2 Georaetrical representation of a-posteriori multiobjective methods. 
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depending on the difficulty in obtaining those solutions. While stating the problem 

as in Equation (2.1) is simple, solving it to identify the Peireto optimal set is not 

an easy task and has been the subject of much research. Analytical solutions to 

the Pareto set can be derived [Vincent and Grantham, 1981] for simple problems. 

In general, explicit solution, however, is typically not possible, and only an approx

imation of the Pareto set described by a finite number of efficient points can be 

obtained. Several methods have been proposed for the generation of efficient solu

tions as a way of approximating the Pareto set, the more popvdax methods being 

the weighing method [Zadeh, 1963; Goicoechea et ai, 1982] and the e-constraint 

method [Marglin, 1967; Cohon and Marks, 1975; Szidarovszky et ai, 1986]. Other 

methods have been suggested to generate only a subset of the Peireto set that the 

decision maker is interested in. Such methods axe usually interactive; the tradeoflf 

development method (Trade) of Goicoechea et al. [1976] and the Surrogate Worth 

TradeoflF (SWT) method of Haimes et al. [1975] are examples of interactive meth

ods. Yet other methods require choosing a solution among several alternatives: 

compromise programming and goal programming are examples. MOP techniques 

can be stmmiarized into three categories depending on the preference assessed to 

the different objectives involved, e.g., methods that require a priori, a posteriori, 

and interactive articulation of preference among objectives [Harboe, 1992]. 

2.3 TECHNIQUES OF MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING 

Several methods have been proposed and used for the generation of Pareto 

optimal solutions in multiobjective decision making [Duckstein et ai, 1993; Fer-

reira and Geromel, 1990; Fonsecas and Flemming, 1994; Goicoechea et ai. 1976; 

Haimes and Hall, 1972; Ko et al., 1992; Laabs and Schultz, 1992; Li and Haimes, 

1987; Wineka, 1992; Yan and Haan, 1991b]. Reviews of methods in MODM can 
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be found in papers by Loucks [1975], Cohon and Marks [1975], and Hipel [1992], 

Szidarovszky and Szenteleki [1987] as well as in textbooks by Goicotchea et al. 

[1982], Szidarovszky et al. [1986], and Tabucanon [1988], to name a few. Yapo et 

al. [1992] presented a review of MODM methods but in terms of their application 

to water resources management. This section presents a review of the principal 

methods available. 

2.3.1 A POSTERIORI METHODS 

A posteriori methods are characterized by the DM's unwillingness to use pre-

specified tradeoffs among the criteria under study. These methods are only used 

to produce Paxeto optimal solutions by systematically varying tradeoffs among 

the objectives. After analysis of the generated solutions, the DM can then pro

ceed to select his most preferred solution(s); final choice of a particular solution 

is determined after (a posteriori) several efficient solutions have been generated. 

Examples of a posteriori methods are the e-constraint method [Marglin, 1967\, the 

weighing method [Zadeh, 196S], emd the multiobjective simplex method [Philip. 

1972; Zeleny, 1974]. 

The first of the techniques for generating efficient solutions to the multiob

jective in (2.1) is the weighing method developed by Zadeh [1963]. The weighing 

method is a direct result of necessary conditions for efficient solutions presented 

by Kuhn and Tucker [1951] which stated [see Cohon and Marks, 1975]: If a solu

tion X € X to (2.1) is noninferior, then there exists w = [loi ... iua/] > 0 and 

A = [Ai ... A/i"] such that: 

Afc flrjt(x) =0, k  =  1 ,  . . . ,  K  (2.2) 
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and: 
M K 

J]zz;.VF.(x) - ^AfcV^,(x)=0 (2.3) 
1=1 ifc=i 

where ^jt(x) < 0 represents some functional constramt. Then from (2.3), it is 

seen that, to generate efficient solutions, the multiobjective problem of (2.1) is 

transformed into a single-objective optimization by weighing each objective with a 

positive constant and aggregating them to obtain: 

where the weights Wi are non-negative numbers but not all zero, i.e., for some 

i 6 /, Wi > 0. Each selection of weights defines a particular tradeoff among the 

objectives and will yield a different point within the Pareto optimal set; by proper 

selection of the weights, the DM can emphasize different objectives at the expense 

of others. To generate efficient solutions, the weights can be systematically varied 

over the raxige 0 to 1 and (2.4) solved for each different combination of weights. Ge

ometric interpretation of the scalarization theorem depicted in Figure 2.2a demon

strates how the weighing method works for a two-criteria problem. The solid curve 

represents the mapping by the fxmctional vector F = [Fi, F2] of the feasible space 

X into the objective space, where S = F(X). The bold segment on S represents 

the Pareto set in objective space. A specific combination of weights defines a di

rection (straight lines) in the objective space. Minimizing the aggregate objective 

function corresponds to moving in the direction normal to the straight Unes until 

the tangent to the Pareto surface is foimd. Point P is then the corresponding 

efficient solution to the paxtictdar set of weights w. The major disadN-antage of the 

weighing method is its inability to find concave portions on the Pareto curve such 

as the one shown in Figure 2.2b. 

m 
xG 
w>0 

(2.4) 
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The e-constraint method [Marglin, 196't\ is performed by selecting one ob

jective function as the primary objective. Once the primary objective, the one with 

greatest preference to the DM, say F,-, is selected, the remaining M-1 objectives 

are relegated in inequality constraints. The constraints are designed to enforce the 

secondaxy objectives not to exceed specified levels defined by a set of real nimibers 

^ other words, Cfcs are upper boimds for the secondary objectives. The 

mvdtiobjective problem (2.1) is then rewritten as a single-objective optimization 

problem according to: 

min -Fi(x) 
XGX 

s.t. i^it(x) < Cfc, k £ I [k ^ i) 

The solution to (2.5) has objective function values lower than ejt; the optimal 

solution has objective function values within prespecified levels set by the DM. A 

geometric interpretation of the e-constraint method is shown in Figure 2.2b for a 

two-criteria problem. With Fi as the primary objective, the constraint F2(x) < eg 

further defines the feasible region to the left of the line = eo, where minimising 

Fi yields efficient solution point P. 

The e-constraint technique reqmres subjective selection of the e^-s in addition 

to selecting a primary objective. A disadvantage of this technique is that a feasible 

solution may not exist for particular selections of e^. In Figure 2.2b, it can easily 

be seen that, by selecting eg small enough, say below eg', Equation (2.5) yields no 

solution. Nevertheless, by systematic variation of the e^-s within a range of values, 

several efficient solutions can be generated. 

Goal attainment [ Gembicki, 1914] bas also been used to generate efficient so

lutions for multiobjective problems [Fonsecas and Flemming, 1994] is available 

in the Matrix Laboratory software (MATLAB) optimization toolbox [MathWorks, 
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1992]. The method trajisforms the multiobjective problem of (2.1) into the follow

ing single-objective optimization problem: 

min A 
x€X 

s.t. F i ( x )  -  W i X  <  g -  (2.6) 

Wi > 0, i = 

where g* is a prespecified goal for objective F,-, and Wi is a user-selected weight. 

The nimiber WiX represents the degree of attainment (satisfaction) of the specified 

goal gi which can be under-attained (iu,A > 0) or over-atteiined (ty,A < 0). When 

Wi = 0, the z-th constraint in (2.6) forces the i-th objective to be rigidly constrained 

imder its specified goal. For each set of weights, this method yields a single point 

on the tradeoff curve. It is possible for this method, however, to generate solutions 

that are not globally Pareto optimal. A geometrical interpretation of the method 

is shown on Figure 2.2c. Point G defines the goal to be attained and weights u',s 

defines the direction of the straight hne from G. Minimizing A enables the tradeoff 

curve to collapse to a single efficient point P. 

The weighing method, e-constraint method, and goal attainment method 

constitute the main a posteriori generating techniques in multiobjective program

ming. Generally, for those methods to yield an approximation of the Pareto set. 

they require systematic variation of the weights Wi (weighing method and goaJ at

tainment) or the upper boimds e^. If, say C values of Wi or et are used to generate 

efficient solutions, then optimization problems must be solved. To put this 

ntmiber in perspective, a 6-objective problem with C = 10 will require 10® single-

objective optimizations. For complex highly nonlinear systems such as hydrological 

models, it is not trivial to conduct even a single optimization. The inverse problem 
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in hydrology has proven to be a very challenging and computationally intensive op

timization problem, even for the most powerful algorithms. There are cases where 

it would not be feasible to generate enough efficient solutions in order to estimate 

the tradeoffs among the objectives in a reliable fashion. 

A priori methods require that some but not all efficient solutions be pre

sented to the DM; generation of efficient solutions can be achieved by using one 

of the methods described above. To select the most appropriate or preferred solu

tion requires imposing additional conditions on the problem to establish preferences 

among efficient solutions. Often, these conditions and distinctions cannot be stated 

explicitly in mathematical form, and the DM is called upon to use subjective judge

ment in selecting between several efficient solutions that are presented. To do so, 

the DM relies on a set of predetermined or a priori preferences among the objec

tives, where preferences are often translated in term of weights associated with 

each objective. 

One method to arrive at the most preferred solution is compromise progrEim-

ming [Relent/, iP75], a method which assists in the determination of a "compro

mise" among several efficient solutions or alternatives. Compromise programming 

is a distance-based technique. Given an M-objective problem with N alternatives to 

be evaluated, selection of the best alternative is done by minimizing the following 

Lp-metric: 

maximmn and minimum value for objective i over all alternatives, respectively. F* 

2.3.2 A PRIORI METHODS 

(2.7) 

where F,(x-') is the value of objective i imder alternative J, and M, and m,- are the 
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T 
describes the ideal or Utopia point and is in general defined as F* = [mi ... mjVf] . 

Hence, the expression inside the square brackets represents a normalized quantity 

in 0-1 which is weighted by Wi reflecting the level of preference for objective i over 

the other objectives. Compromise programming minimizes a measiire of distance 

between the ideal point and alternatives where the alternative with the least dis

tance is chosen as the best. Different values of parameter p (p = 1, 2, ..., oo) 

reflect different attitudes of the DM. For instance, p = I indicates full compen

sation among the objectives, p = 2 indicates partial compensation, and p = oo 

indicates no compensation and corresponds to the "minimax" problem where the 

Loo is also known as the Tchebycheff norm. 

The multiattribute utility method [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976] consists of 

using a utility function to map alternatives with several attributes into a single 

utility value that determines the performance of each alternative. By definition, 

a utility function is a mathematical representation of an individual's preference 

structure that provides a functional relationship between the attribute cuid its 

corresponding preference. An attribute is used to indicate the level of achievement 

of a specific criterion. In order to construct the multiattribute utihty function, two 

forms are generally assumed: the additive eind multiplicative form [Keeney and 

Raiffa, 1976]. Depending on the DM aversion, the utihty function is concave (risk 

averse), convex (risk seeking), or hnear (risk neutral). By using a multiattribute 

utility function the DM can select the most preferred alternative by maximizing 

his utihty over all alternatives. The main disadvantage of the multiattribute utihty 

technique is the construction of utiUty functions and checking for their vahdity. 

Goal programming [Goicoechea et ai, 1982] is another distcuice-based 

method and rests on the minimization of the stun of weighted absolute deviations 
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from targets for each objective. Similar to compromise programxaing, the weights 

reflect priority among objectives. Although goal programming may be computa

tionally efficient (it requires fewer than solutions in seeking efficient solutions 

because the targets eliminate most efficient solutions), it can yield inferior solutions 

[Cohon and Marks, 1975]. 

Other multiobjective techniques can be reviewed in Goicoechea et al. [1982], 

Szidarovszky et al. [1986], and Tabucanon [1988]. Examples Eire ELECTRE I and 

II [Btnayoun et al., 1966], Surrogate Worth Tradeoff method [Haimes and Hall, 

1972], and Sequential Mialtiobjective Optimizations (SEMOPS) [Monarchi et al., 

197S]. 

2.3.3 INTERACTIVE AND MIXED METHODS 

In cases where it is not necessary to analyze all solutions of the Pareto set, 

interactive methods such as the sequential multiobjective problem-solving method 

(SEMOPS) [Monarchi et al., 197S], Trade [Goicoechea et al., 1976], and the Sur

rogate Worth Tradeoff method (SWT) [Haimes et al., 1975] can be used. In these 

interactive methods, the DM indicates his relative happiness with the current so

lution and specifies which objectives must be improved and which can be allowed 

to become worse; this articulation of preference among objectives allows other so

lutions to be evaluated, and eventually a preferred solution is foimd. 

Trade was developed by Goicoechea et al. [1976] to solve for a multiobjective 

problem in watershed management. The method uses a goal programming and e-

constraint approach to improve a solution until satisfaction. Details of the method 

follow, but it is modified to follow the minimization problem in (2.1). 
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Given the MOP in (2.1), independent minimizations are performed for each 

objective to solve the problems: 

F,(x') = min Fi(x), i = (2.8) 
x€X 

from which set R is defined as follows: 

R= {x'li e (2.9) 

and, 

Fi(x)Tnai = meg: Fi(x) (2.10) 
x6R 

Let: 

n.(Tc\ = 

F.(x')-F.(x) 
G.(x) = (2.11) 

and the surrogate function: 
M 

5.(x) = ̂ G,(x) (2.12) 

i=l 

which is an aggregation of normalized quantities, 0 < Gi(x) < 1, where G,(x) 

measures the level of goal attained by solution x on objective F,-. Using (2.12), the 

surrogate function is maximized, and solution Xi defines: 

W, = [Fi(x,) f2(x,) ... F,vf(x,)]^ (2.13) 

and Vi = Wi X 100%. Vector Wi represents an efficient solution vector to (2.1), 

while vector Wi represents the percentage of goal achievement for all objectives 

which may be more informative to the DM. If all goals are satisfied Xi is kept as 

the final solution to (2.1). However, when one or more goals are unsatisfactory, 

the DM selects the objective with the most satisfactory goal, say F,-, eind forms the 

constraint: 

Fi(xi)<e,- (2.14) 
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Tliis constraint allows for objective i to deteriorate up to a certain level (no worse 

than e, ) and in the same process let other objectives improve. It is evident that the 

choice of e,- should be made so that it allows Fi to deteriorate sligthly in exchange 

for improvement in the other objectives; the authors provide a suggestion on how 

to select e,- properly. Using (2.14) as a constraint, a new surrogate fvmction 52(xi) 

similar to (2.12) is formed by omitting the t-th objective, and a new compromised 

solution X2 is determined with corresponding solution and goal vectors W2 and 

W2, respectively. If X2 is not acceptable, 62 is selected and a new sturrogate S2(xi) 

is formed. This recursive process will stop whenever an acceptable solution is found 

or a desirable vector E = {ei, £2, ..., cm} is achieved. 

As seen, Trade methodology does not reqtiire the usage of weight to de

termine tradeoff among objectives. The method moves from one solution to the 

next by allowing compromise to be made in terms of constrained goeds. Although 

Trade avoids selection of weights, it still has the disadvantage of solving several 

single-objective optimization problems to determine tradeoffs. In addition, only a 

subset of efficient solutions is generated. 

More elaborate methods for MODM have also been developed, based on 

combinations of more elementary methods. These mixed methods combine some 

or all three approaches described earlier. Often such methods are devised to address 

specific problems in management and engineering such as watershed management 

and multi-purpose reservoir operations. For example, Ko et al. [1992] proposed a 

technique in which the weighing method is used to generate efficient solutions. Then 

a statistical analysis is applied to the efficient solutions to study their performance 

based on which the most reliable solutions are selected. (The concept of using 

statistical analysis to test candidate solutions is similar to the validation process 
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used in model calibration.) Finally, the most preferred solution is selected using 

yet other MODM techniques such as compromise programming. This approach 

was used to derive optimal operating rules for the Wupper Reservoir System in 

Germany. Yan and Haan [199 la,b] applied a posteriori-interactive variation of the 

weighing method to generate efficient solutions to cahbrate the PRMS hydrologic 

model [Leavesley et ai, 198S]. Weights were systematically varied to generate a 

subset of the Pareto set. When this method was applied to four watersheds in 

south-central Oklahoma, it yielded better resrdts than classical single-objective 

calibration. 

2.3.4 PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT MOP TECHNIQUES 

The major strength of the e-constraint method, the weighing method, and 

similar approaches that attempt to approximate the entire Pareto set is that they 

have the potential to provide "global" solutions to the multiobjective optimization 

problem. Indeed, similar to single-objective optimization, in MOP local Pareto 

solutions coexist with global solutions. 

The major weakness of generating techniques is that they convert the one 

multiobjective optimization problem into a large number of single-objective op

timization problems. For problems with a nimiber of objectives larger than, say 

three, the computational burden grows at an exponential rate. For instance, if ten 

C = 10 different values of the weights eire used to generate efficient solutions using 

the weighing method, the number of single-objective optimizations required for a 

different nimiber of objectives is shown on Figure 2.3. Therefore, the task of esti

mating the entire Pareto set becomes inefficient, cimibersome, and time-consimaing. 

Further, it is difficxilt to generate solutions at the boimdary of the efficient set. 
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In contrast, the strength of the interactive methods is that they generate 

relatively few eflScient solutions by moving from one feasible solution to the next 

using subjective articialation of preference among the different objectives. The 

major problem with these methods, however, is that they fail to explore the entire 

feasible space of solutions and so may not arrive at a "global" solution (the final 

solution may depend on the initial point used in the procedure). 

2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW OF OPTIMIZATION METHODS 

Several single-objective optimization methods have been shown to reliably 

obtain the global parameter set for problems having complex response surfaces. 

Examples of these methods axe pure random seeirch and adaptive random search 

[Brazil, 1988; Benke and Skinner, 1992], simiJated annealing [Otten, 1989], ge

netic algorithm (GA) [Goldberg, 1989], and shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) 

[Duan et ai, 1992]. The efficiency of some of these methods, however, is question

able, paxticxilaxly for problems where the cost of evaluating the objective function 

is significant. In addition, most of these methods axe based on a single-point im

provement in their search for the optimimi; single-point improvement can be a 

disadvantage when multiple solutions are sought, as in the case with MOP (the 

Paxeto set contains a multitude of solution). There axe two methods which have 

the potential advantage of eliminating these problems, namely GA and SCE-UA. 

These methods utihze a population of test solutions in their search for the global 

optimvmi. 
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2.4.1 THE SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION METHOD 

The shuffled complex evolution method (SCEl-UA) was developed by Duan 

et al. [1992] to provide globally optimal solutions to complex single-objective opti

mization problems having a large number of local minima. The SCE-UA method is 

a direct-search algorithm based on a combination of deterministic and probabilis

tic approaches and the concepts of clustering, competitive evolution, and evolution 

into a direction of global improvement. The SCE-UA method works as follows. 

Given a population of p points selected at random in the feasible space, these points 

axe partitioned into several commxmities or complexes of size 2n+l points, where 

n is the number of parameters. Each complex is evolved independently using the 

downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead [1965]. The evolution steps allow for 

replacement of the original points by better points in the conmxvinities. The new 

points are called offsprings. Periodically, the entire population is shuffled in order 

to share new information. Sharing of information is done by the reassignment of all 

points into communities. As the search proceeds, the population tends to converge 

towards the region of the globed optimum [Duan et al., 1992, 199S, 1994]-

A property that makes the SCE-UA method attractive is the downhill sim

plex method. The downhill simplex method [Nelder and Mead, 1965] is a direct-

search method where an improvement direction is determined by evaluating the 

objective function at different points in the parameter space in order to direct the 

search towards the optimum. In n-dimensional space, a simplex is a geometrical 

figiire of n+1 points. For example, in two dimensions, a simplex is a triangle, and 

in three dimensions a simplex is a (not necessarily regular) tetrahedron [Press et 

al., 1989]. A simplex provides a first-order approximation of the derivative Eind 

hence a direction of improvement. In order to evolve the simplex towards a (at 
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least local) Tninimnm, the method uses a series of predetermined rule as follows: 

(a) reflection, (b) extension, (c) contraction, and (d) shrinkage. For each step, the 

worst point in the simplex is identified (point with largest fimction value), and its 

improvement is attempted using one of the step above. Reflection, extension, and 

contraction operation can be summarized by: 

where: 

Pyj = worst point in the simplex, 

Pnew = new point to replace worst point, 

Pg = centroid of simplex not including worst point, Pg = P(,). 

DiSerent values for 7 yield diflerent step sizes of the simplex, i.e., 7 = 0.5, 2. 

and 3 corresponds to the contraction, reflection, and extension step, respectively. 

Shrinkage of the simplex occurs whenever aU previous steps have failed to provide 

a better point than P^,- the simplex is shrunk around its best point by a factor, 

say p G (0,1), in each parameter direction. TypiceJly, p is set at 0.5. Termination 

of the algorithm is achieved whenever a maximum ntunber of function evaluations 

has been exceeded or when the fractional range from lowest to highest point in the 

simplex is below a given threshold or [Pre^s et ai, 1989]: 

(2.15) 

F.R. = 2 X \ fmax  fmin  
(2.16) 

\ fm  ax  I + \  fm  in  I 

Sorooshian et al. [1993] used the SCE-UA method for the calibration of the 

NWSRFS-SMA. That model has 16 parameters where 13 need to be optimized. 

A population of 405 points consisting of 15 complexes of 27 points was used to 
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optimize the model. Stopping criterion for the algorithm was 20,000 function eval

uations or when the parameters converged into a hypercube 0.001 times smaller 

than the original space in each parameter direction. When the SCE-UA was com

pared to the multi-stcirt simplex (MSX) method, it performed significantly better; 

the SCE-UA method converged to the same location in parameter space 10 times 

out of 10, while MSX converged to different places in all trials. 

Duan et al. [1994] provided optimal parameter settings of the SCE-UA 

method. Using the NWSRPS-SMA model and parameter values determined by 

Brazil [1988], a simulation trace of daily discharge was realized and considered 

as the observed data. In this experiment, the true parameters were known and 

effects of specific algorithmic parameters on algorithm performance were studied. 

In particiilar, algorithmic parameters analyzed were; 

p = nimiber of complexes, 

Pmin  — minimimi nimaber of complex required, 

0 = number of evolution steps taken by each complex, and 

a = nimiber of offsprings produced by each subcomplex. 

To test the effect of each parameter, ten independent runs were performed for the 

increasing number of optimized parameters. Performance evaluation was deter

mined by two figures of merit, namely, the mmiber of successes (NS), defined by 

the abihty of the algorithm to converge within 10"^ of the optimal objective func

tion value DRMS = 0, and the average ntimber of function evaluations (AFE) of 

those successful runs. Results showed that in order to guarantee a high success 

rate (100%), the nmnber of complexes should increase with the dimensionality of 

the problem. However, no mathematical relationship was given between p and n, 

the mmaber of dimension. On the other hand, performance does not seem to vary 
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with parameter /?; setting parameter j3 too large, however, caji reduce the algo

rithm efficiency by increasing AFE. The authors recommend keeping the default 

value of 2n+l. Similarly, pmin should be set equal to p for optimal results. Fi

nally, performance was best when parameter a was set to one, the default value in 

SCE-UA. 

Luce and Cundy [1994] also applied the SCE-UA method for calibration of 

a runoff model for forest roads; the model has four parameters to simulate infil

tration, depression storage, and overland flow where one parameter is identified 

independently. Hence, in their study, three parameters were optimized. Calibra

tion of the parameters was performed with the SCE-UA and downhill simplex 

method. Seven complexes of seven points each (for a total of 49 points) were uti

lized in the SCEJ-UA where the stopping criterion was when the five best points 

in the population converged to 0.001 times the original space. The downhill sim

plex method was started with four points randomly chosen in the feasible space; 

convergence for this algorithm was reached when the difference between the worst 

and best function value was less than 0.001 times their averaged value. Both meth

ods were evaluated on 92 data sets from six different locations in the western U.S. 

using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as an objective between observed and com

puted hydrographs. Comparison between the algorithms was accomplished based 

on percentage error in voltune and pecik flow; these measures were more compa

rable across data sets than MSE. Both optimization methods yielded statistically 

seime and imique parameters, although some SCE-UA peirameters produced better 

hydrographs than the simplex method; these corresponded to response surfaces 

where parameter interaction created flat \'alleys. 



Although studies presented so fax have been on the usage of the SCE-UA 

method, we feel that the work by Brazil [1988] must be presented £is well for its 

relevance to this dissertation. Brazil [1988] developed a multilevel cahbration strat

egy for complex hydrologic models with application to the NWSRFS-SMA. In his 

approach, Brazil [1988] used a three-level calibration approach. At the first level. 

Level I, a guided interactive initial parameter estimation and data quality control 

are performed; the result of Level I is a feasible range for the parameter being 

optimized. La fact, some of these initial ranges were used in this dissertation. In 

the second level. Level II, an optimization procedure is applied to determine a set 

of optimal parameter values using the feasible range determined in Level I. In his 

study, Brazil [1988] used two procedures for optimization: (a) imiform random 

search (URS), and (b) adaptive random search (ARS). In the URS approach, a 

large number (10,000) of vmiform random parameter veilues in the feasible raxige 

are selected, and the model is simulated using those parameters. Based on sev

eral criteria, ten statistics of the errors between simulated and observed flows, a 

multiobjective technique (weighting method) is used to select the most preferred 

parameter sets among non-dominated solutions. In the ARS approach, a single 

simtilation statistic (DRMS) is improved until convergence. In this method, imi

form random search is applied on a decreasing search space using a prespecified 

nimiber of trials; the search space is modified or adapted Eiroimd the current best 

parameter set. In the third stage. Level III, a fine-timing process is implemented 

by using Kalman filtering to improve on the best parameter set obtained in Level 

II using either URS or ARS. The multilevel calibration technique was appHed to 



NWSRFS-SMA for the calibration of 13 parameters; this multilevel strategy pro

vided satisfactory calibration of the Leaf River near Collins, Mississippi and in less 

time than using a previous method [Brazil, 1988]. 

2.4.2 THE GENETIC ALGORITHM 

The genetic algorithm was developed by Holland [1975] at the University 

of Michigan, a^id it has since been improved and introduced into ntimerous fields, 

including biology [Bac and Perov, 1993], chemistry [Wienke et ai, 1992; Hibbert, 

1993], mechanical engineering [Queipo et ai, 1994]-: and system control [Fonsecas 

and Flemming, 1994]. GA is a search algorithm which uses the concepts of natiiral 

selection ajid genetics. A GA operates on a population of points which are coded 

into a sequence called strings. By coding the variables, the GA essentially dicretizes 

the search space into a grid. A simple GA can be described by three operators: (a) 

selection, (b) crossover, and (c) mutation. Application of edl three operators yields 

a new population called generation. By recursive application of GA operators the 

population tends, generation after generation, to converge towards the region of 

the global optimum. Details of the GA are given in Appendix B. 

2.4.2.1 APPLICATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Extensive research has been devoted to the three genetic operators. Several 

\'ariant of the simple GA exist and have been demonstrated to yield better and 

more robust algorithms. Goldberg [1989] provided a review of these developments. 

A simple GA has been used by Wang [1991] for calibration of the Xinan-

jiang model, a conceptual rainfall-nmoff model [Zhao et ai, 1980]. The seven 

parameters of the model were calibrated based on minimizing the residual variance 

(MSB) and using six years of data from a temperate watershed (Bird Creek near 
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Speny, Oklaiioma). The GA parameters were 100 strings (population size), each 

of length 10 bits and a mutation probability of 0.01. By selecting string length 

of 10 bits, the GA effectively gridded its search space with 1024 uniformly spaced 

points in each parameter direction. The fitness rule was a linear function where 

the best and worst string had selection probabilities 0.02 and 0, respectively. Thus, 

the worst point in the population never reproduced. Parents were mated by us

ing two crossover locations independently ajid randomly selected along a parent's 

string. This procedure enabled two mates to swap genetic materials in between the 

crossover points. Ten independent runs were conducted up to 5000 function e\'al-

uations and then stopped. The algorithm was showm to converge eight times out 

of ten to a value believed to be the global optimimi. The two failiures converged to 

two different local optima of the response surface but with similar objective values 

than the global minimimi. Even though a fine-timing procedure was applied after 

the GA convergence, results after timing were indistinguishable to results before 

tuning; GA provided a robust and rehable method for locating the global optimum 

on a multimodal surface. 

GA has also been used in other problems. For example Hibbert [1993] used 

GA to estimate parameters in a kinetic model in chemistry. Mansour and Fox 

[1991] were able to derive an optimal solution for task allocation among several 

computers. GA has also been applied to classifier systems, rule-based systems, 

and artificial life [Dorico and Sirtori, 1991; Valenzula-Rendon, 1991; Withley et 

ai, 1991; Ray, 1991\. GA has proven so useful and diverse that international 

and local conventions specific to theoretical development and applications are held 

periodically. 
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Genetic algorithm has been so popular since its development that commer

cial and non-commercial algorithms exist. One example of a OA package is the 

GENESIS program written by Grefenstette [1984a,b]. Another package avciilable 

is GAUCSD developed by Schraudolph and Grefenstette [1992] at the University 

of Califomia-San Diego. This program is available on the Internet for public use 

and is based on GENESIS. A version of GAUCSD (version 1.4) is used in this 

dissertation and is modified to handle multiple objectives. 

2.4.3 MULTIOBJECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

By working with a population, OA has a built-in advantage of being able 

to work with multiobjective problems. Indeed, with multiobjective optimization 

a set of solutions axe sought; the GA population can dehver several solutions of 

the efficient set. Two approaches to multiobjective optimization exist based on 

GA. The first approach is VEGA, the Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm [Schaf-

fer, 1984]- The second approach is Pareto GA [Ritzel et ai, 1994]- These two 

types of multiobjective genetic algorithms (MOGA) are now introduced with some 

apphcations. 

2.4.3.1 VECTOR EVALUATED GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Given a GA population, VEGA selects parents from the population accord

ing to the different objectives considered. The mating pool is composed of equal 

size subpools selected from the population according to each objective. For in

stance, for a bi-criterion optimization problem, the mating pool is generated by 

J parents selected based on the first objective, and the remaining j parents are 

selected from the second objective. Crossover and mutation operators are similar 

to that of the simple GA. 
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VEGA was introduced by Sckaffer [1984, 1985] to solve for the Pzireto set 

described by multiple non-commensurate objectives. In devising this approach, the 

author used several test functions, including two-valued one-dimensioneil fimctions 

with continuous and disjoint Pareto sets, a two-state simple integrator (where the 

states are the objectives) with six parameters, and third and seventh order dynami

cal systems with 9 and 21 parameters, respectively. Aside from the one-dimensional 

function, the remaining test cases were from control engineering, where the goed 

was to find an optimeil integrator based on minimizing the root mean square error 

between the simulated solution eind a target solution. Population size was defined 

by assigning 30 strings per objective. Other GA parameters were set at 0.95 for 

crossover probabiUty and 0.01 mutation probabihty. Selecting a crossover proba

bility less than one indicates that some parents can pass on to the next generation 

vmaltered. 

Results of VEGA on the simple one-dimensional fimctions demonstrated 

a tendency of the algorithm to ignore middle points of the Paxeto set [Goldberg. 

1989]. Middle or "middling" points are solutions that have average values on all 

functions [Schaffer, 1985]. These results could have been anticipated due to the 

selection method. Parents are selected using each objective, and this allows for 

individuals with extremely good performance in one objective to be selected. This 

problem could be more severe for a concave Pareto set [Schaffer, 1985]. VEGA 

was compared against another MOP algorithm, the Adaptive Random Search Op

timization (ARSO) procedure [Beale and Cook, 1978]. Comparisons were favorable 

to VEGA as being a robust algorithm. 

Aside from the bias against "middhng" individuals, VEGA ultimately al

ways converges to a single point on the Pareto set. The VEGA approach is similar 
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to the weighing method -where the weights axe determined by the initial population 

[Ritzel et ai, 1994]. 

2.4.3.2 PARETO GENETIC ALGORITHM 

In contrast to VEGA, the Pareto GA methodology selects parents for re

production based on a non-dominated ranking procedvire [Goldberg, 1989; Hilliard 

et ai, 1989]. The procedure consists of identifying all non-dominated points in the 

current population and assigning them a rank of 1. These points are then removed 

from the population, and the next set of non-dominated individuals are found and 

assigned a rank of 2. This process is iterated imtil all points in the population have 

been successftdly placed on different Pareto fronts. Rajiks represent the strings 

fitness where selection probabilities for reproduction can be deduced. The method 

of using rank to determine selection pressure has been shown to yield more robust 

GAs [Whitley, 1989]. Rank-beised fitness can avert prematiire convergence due to 

imusually strong individuals and at the same time, speed up final convergence when 

the strings values tend to be the same. 

Ritzel et al. [1994] developed a Pareto GA in grotmdwater hydrology. The 

problem was to determine the Pareto set on the tradeoff curve depicted by relia

bility and cost of a pollution-containment problem. Decision variables were how 

many injection/pimiping wells to install, where to install them, and how much to 

pump from each. A previous solution to this problem was achieved using mixed 

integer chance constrained programming (MICCP) [Gorelick, 1981], a multiobjec-

tive solution technique. MICCP provided a known solution for the Pareto GA to 

be compared against. The VEGA method was also employed in this study. The 
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two-objective formulation of the pollution-containment problem involved inequal

ity constraints used to ensure minimum target hydraulic head requirements. Model 

parameters were 16 potential well sites that were each binary coded using 13 bits: 

one bit represented the extraction/injection, while the remaining 12 described the 

actual pumping rate. Thus, a string's length was 208 bits long. GA population was 

set at 300 strings and allowed to evolved for 300 generations. Mating and muta

tion strategy were defined by 0.8 and 0.5 probabilities per string, respectively. Note 

that the mutation probability of 0.5 per string corresponds to about 3.33 x 10"^ 

mutation probability per gene. The authors used a variant of simple GA for selec

tion of the mating pool, namely deterministic binary tournament selection (DBTS) 

[Goldberg, 1989\. DBTS ensvired that, on the average, the most fit string would 

have two copies of itself in the parent population, the median string would have 

one copy of itself, and the worst fit string would not get to reproduce. 

Results of Paxeto GA and MICCP were foimd to be similar where the former 

excelled the latter in some instances. On the other hand, VEGA produced worse 

results than either Paxeto GA and MICCP and was not able to reproduce the 

entire Paxeto region. Furthermore, it was shown that, by varying the selection 

ratio, VEGA would map different paxts of the tradeoff cvurve depending on the 

objective emphasized. VEGA was generally seen to be an inferior method to Paxeto 

GA and MICCP. Other results were obtained by parameter sensitivity cinalysis of 

the Pareto GA parameters. For instance, increasing generations from 300 to 1000 

did not seem to yield significant improvements. Similaxly, decreasing the string's 

length (hence, paxameter resolution) from 208 (13 bits/variable) to 144 bits (9 

bits/variable) yielded the same MICCP-based Paxeto curve. In simimaxy, Paxeto 

GA was shown to be capable of generating the eflScient set obtained by another 
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multiobjective technique, namely, MICCP, and with less computer time. Finally, 

Paxeto GA was superior to VEGA and had the potenticd. to solve highly nonlinear 

problems with many objectives. However, the authors mentioned that their method 

had the potential of converging too quickly. Premature convergence is inherent to 

GA, especially when its parameters are not selected properly. 

Another variant of Pareto GA has been developed in control systems. Fon-

secas and Flemming [1994] introduced a rank-based MOGA where the DM can 

intervene directly to steer the search for efficient solutions into different cireas of 

the Pareto set. The rank-based fitness method utilized was governed by the fol

lowing equation: 

rank{ X i ,t) = l4-pi(t) (2.17) 

where Xi is an individual at generation t which is dominated by pt{t) individuals. 

Fitness Weis determined by sorting the popiilation according to ascending rank and 

fitting a linear function. Individuals with the same rank had their fitness averaged 

in order to have the same fitness value. Note that this rank-based fitness procedure 

ensvures that the overall population fitness is kept constant throughout generations 

yielding a more robust algorithm. In comparison to the Pareto GA of Ritzel et al. 

[1994], this method did not converge to a specific solution on the efficient set. The 

MOGA population was forced to uniformly converge onto the Pareto set by using 

a process called niche formation [Goldberg, 1989]. 

Niching can be viewed £is the role served by different strings in a population. 

For example, in a multimodal function, it may be desired to identify all peaks on the 

response surface. To achieve this, strings in the population must converge towards 

all the different peaks; thus, they must be assigned different roles. The nvunber 

of strings converging towards a peeik is usually proportional to its size. Niche 
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formation can be achieved by sharing fitness [Goldberg and Richardson, ISSlf]. 

Fitness sharing requires points that aie close together to share fitness eind thus 

avoid an excessive number of individuals into one area. The effect of sharing fitness 

among close individuals in a popiolation is a decrease in individual fitness. 

In order to induce niche formation, Fonsecas and Flemming [1994] intro

duced the parameter a share- This parameter represented the minimum distance 

two points must be apart, in order not to affect each other's fitness. In addition, 

mating restriction was used to avoid excessive competition between distant individ

uals in the population. Innovation of this MOGA comes from the fact that the DM 

can explore different areas of the Pareto set. By modifying the fitness assignment 

described above and incorporating information provided by goals set by the DM, 

non-dominated solutions can be preferred to others. Preference among efiicient 

solutions was achieved by applying the goal attainment method [Gembicki, 1974\-

The MOGA method described above has been implemented as a toolbox 

into MATLAB and to solve for five control parameters of a gas turbine [Flemming 

et al., 1993\. Gray encoding of the five control parameter consisted of a 70-bit long 

string where two crossover points were selected. The MOGA poptilation was set at 

80 members. The four objectives to be simultaneously minimized were: (1) time 

taJcen to reach 70% of the final output, (2) time taken to settle within ±10% of the 

final output, (3) overshoot of the final output, and (4) error from the final output 

4 seconds after the start [Fomeca^ and Flemming, 1994]-

MOGAs have also been developed to solve problems in other fields. Wienke 

et al. [1992] described a genetic algorithm for multicriteria target vector optimiza

tion in analytical chemistry. In that paper, GA was compared to standard single-

objective optimization including pattern search, simplex search, steepest ascent, 
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and simvilated anneziling on a two-dimensional multimodal function. This method 

was also implemented on a seven-criterion problem in spectroscopy. Hilliard et 

al. [1989] proposed a MOGA for solving a bi-objective schedvding problem in the 

military. Their method gave superior results to VEGA and random search. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

An extensive review of the literature for multiobjective optimization has 

been presented. Among current single-objective optimization techniques, two 

methods seem to possess good intrinsic features to be extended into MOP to 

solve for the Pareto optimal set. These methods are the shtiffled complex evolu

tion (SCE-UA) algorithm and the multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA). Two 

MOGA methods have been developed for multiobjective optimization, namely Vec

tor Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) and Pareto GA, where the latter has 

been consistently observed to outperform the former. MOGA-tj-pe methods, how

ever, seem to suffer from one main disadvantage: discretization of the search space. 

Although floating-point coding can provide a remedy to that problem, it requires 

restrictions on the crossover and mutation operators, two essential operators in 

GA. In addition, utilization of floating point coding is less efi&cient than the op-

timcil binary coding. Discretization of variables, however, can be an advantage in 

certain problems such as optimization of networks of pipelines where the variables 

are not continuous. 

The SCE~UA has been shown to be a reliable global optimization strategy-. 

Its analogous structure to the GA indicates that it could be broadened to encom

pass mtdtiobjective optimization. In fact, a multiobjective SCE-UA could solve for 

the Pareto set in one single-optimization run instead of many optimization runs as 
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in other techniques. Contrary to MOGA, SCE-UA works directly on the variables 

themselves; hence, valuable computer time is not spent coding and decoding vari

ables. It is fair to anticipate that a SCE-UA-based methodology could imiformly 

sample the efficient set with less requirements than MOGA (i.e., niching and mat

ing restriction). Therefore, a multiobjective SCE-UA should provide a productive 

area of research. In fact, concepts of the SCE-UA (popvdation and competitive 

evolution) have been used to develop the new midtiobjective optimization method 

presented in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The solution to a multiobjective optimization problem is seldom unique or 

finite, because the Pareto set is composed of an infinite number of solutions. On 

one hand, it is imreasonable to cisstime that conventional optimization techniques 

based on single-point improvement C8in efficiently approximate the Pareto set. On 

the other hand, optimization algorithms that base their search on a population of 

points are particularly well-suited to provide a multitude of efficient solutions at 

once. 

In this chapter, a single-objective optimization algorithm that operates on 

a population of points to locate the global optimum is extended to solve mul

tiobjective optimization problems. The cdgorithm used is the shuffled complex 

evolution algorithm (SCEl-UA) developed at The University of Arizona by Duan 

[1991]. Modifications to the SCE-UA algorithm axe in the shuffling and evolution 

procedures to fit the characteristics of multiobjective optimization. 

3.2 MULTIOBJECTIVE COMPLEX EVOLUTION (MOCOM-UA) 

The multiobjective complex evolution (MOCOM-UA) algorithm uses a pop

ulation of candidate solutions to explore the feasible space in search of the Pareto 

set. Contrary to the original SCE-UA algorithm, its multiobjective extension relies 

on a single complex to effectively sample the feasible space for efficient solutions. 

Although some inherent advantages (global search and computational efficiency) 

to dividing the population into several complexes [Duan et ai, 199S] exist, this 
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approach is deemed secondary and does not hamper the development of the newly 

proposed strategy. The single-complex approach to MOCOM-UA is thus appro

priately labeled midtiobjective complex evolution. 

Similar to its single-objective coimterpart, MOCOM-UA uses the concept 

of population and competitive evolution (no shuffling is used in this algorithm) 

to identify the Paxeto set. Description of the algorithm is as follows. Given an 

M-objective minimization problem, a population of p points is selected at random 

in the n-dimensional Euclidian feasible space X C 3?". For each point in X, the 

functional objective vector F = [Fx, ..., is computed and the population is 

ranked. Based on ranks, individuals are then selected for evolution. Evolution is 

performed by selecting simplexes from the population and allowing them to evolve 

according to a set of deterministic rules. The evolution process provides new points, 

the offspring, that are on the average better than the original points, the parents. 

The offspring are allowed to replace their parents and form the new population. 

When ranking, evolution, and replacement are iteratively applied, the resulting 

population tends to converge towards the Paxeto set. The algorithm will terminate 

when all points become mutually non-dominated. 

Because severed objectives cire considered simultaneously, conventional sim

ple sorting based on a single value is not possible. The concept of inferiority-

superiority in multiobjective theory is instead used to rank the population. This 

special sorting is called Pareto ranking and it has been suggested by Goldberg [1989]. 

Similarly, the selection and evolution processes are not trivial. Indeed, two types 

of selection process are available, namely, function-based selection and rank-based 

selection. For MOCOM-UA, rank-based selection is used because it is a more ro

bust scheme [Whitley, 1989]. The evolution process also needs special attention 
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because more than one objective function is considered. A modified multiobjective 

downhill simplex method (MOSIM) is used to produce the oflfepring. 

Strategies used in SCE-UA and adapted to fit multiobjective optimization 

axe: (a) Paxeto ranking, (b) rank-based selection, and (c) multiobjective downhill 

simplex method. A detailed description of these strategies follows. 

3.2.1 PARETO RANKING 

Pareto ranking is based on the concept of nonOdominance [Goldberg, 19S9\. 

This ranking procedure starts by identifying all non-dominated individuals in the 

population and assigns them rank one. These individuals are then removed firom 

the population, and the next set of non-dominated individuals are determined firom 

the remaining population and assigned rank two. This process is iterated imtil 

all points in the population are successfully ranked. By sorting the population, 

Pareto ranking essentially determines points that lay on the same Pareto fronts. 

In a population of p individuals, the assigned ranks are 1,2,3,... ,i2n,ax, where 

Rmaz < p; the highest-ranked individuzils are the closest to the Pareto optimal set, 

while the lowest ranked individuals are the farthest. 

3.2.2 RANK-BASED SELECTION 

Rank-based selection utilizes an individual's rank in the population to de

termine its likelihood of producing ofispring. In the SCE-UA sdgorithm rank-based 

selection is achieved in a complex by first sorting the individuals from smallest to 

largest function value and assigning to them a corresponding rank from 1 to m. 

where m is the size of the complex (m = 2n+l). Using the individual ranks, a 
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Figure 3.2 Rank-based selection in the MOCOM-UA algorithm. 
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trapezoidal probability mass function (pmf) is fitted to the sorted complex. Selec

tion probabilities are computed as: 

P. = —7—TrT' « = 1, (3.1) 
TTly TTl ij 

where i is the rank. The probability of selection decreases with rank as shown on 

Figiire 3.1. For instance, the highest-ranked individual {i = 1) has probability pi = 

of being selected, while the lowest-ranked individual (i = p) has probability 

Pm = m[m+i) selected. 

Similarly, in MOCOM-UA, rank-based selection favors points closest to 

the Pareto set where selection probability is proportional to rank. Assignment 

of selection probability is done by fitting the following probability distribution to 

the population: 

Rmax "t" 1 Rmax ''i + l in n\ 
Pi = -7 = p— (3.2) 

E {Rmax - r,- -f- 1) px {Rmax + 1) " E ^ 
i=l i=l 

The denominator in (3.2) ensures that {pf is a pmf ( E ~ !)• 
1=1 

3.2.3 SIMPLEX EVOLUTION - THE MOSIM ALGORITHM 

Once all individuals axe successfully ranked, the entire population is evolved 

by selecting as many simplexes as there are points with lowest (worst) rank r, where 

Ur is the nvunber of points with lowest ranks. Each simplex consists of n+l points 

(n = number of vaxiables), where one point is selected from the worst points 

and the remaining n points axe selected at raxidom, without replacement, from the 

p — remaining points according to the pmf in (3.2). Figure 3.2 provides an 

example of simplex selection from a population of six points, where point A, B, 



axid C have rank one, points D and E have rank two, and points F and G have 

lowest rank three {Rmax = 3). The numbers shown next to the points cire their 

respective rank in the popxilation. The two triangles represent the chosen points 

in addition to the worst points to form the simplexes for evolution. Here we have 

shown the simplexes to have no points in cormnon. In practice, however, simplexes 

can share points. 

The adopted simplex generation allows the worst points to be identified by 

a global ranking rather than a local ranking. This strategy determines a globed 

improvement direction. Indeed, if the targeted individual for reproduction (the 

worst point) was determined by a Pareto ranking of the simplex (local ranking), it 

would not necesscirily be a point having the lowest rank in the overall population 

because Paxeto ranking does not provide a complete order. For instance, Pareto 

ranking of simplex CEG yields ranks 1, 2, 2, respectively, where point E might 

be targeted for evolution because it is a worst point. 

Because the simplexes axe evolved independently of each other, implemen

tation of the evolution procedure is well-suited for parallel processing, a process 

known to significantly decrease computer execution time. The actual simplex evolu

tion procedure to improve the worst point is a modification of the downhill simplex 

method [Nelder and Mead, 1965], but modified to handle severed objectives at once. 

The method is called the multiobjective downhill simplex method (MOSIM). 

The multiobjective downhill simplex method generates a new point which 

automatically replaces the worst point in the simplex. Generation of the new point 

is obtained by two operators, namely a reflection step and a contraction step. These 
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evolution steps axe identical to the ones defined hi the downhill simplex method as 

follows: 

Snew = 1 Sg+{l-^)S^ , 7 = 0.5,2 (3.3) 

where; Snew is the point obtained by a reflection or contractioa step about the 

centroid Sg = ^ 7 = 2 or 7 = 0.5, respectively, and replaces the worst 

point Su, = Sn+i- Note that points in the simplex are sorted by increasing rank. 

In other words, points 5i, S2, have ranks rsi < < .•• < ^s„+i-

respectively. 

The rules for accepting a reflection (Sre/) or contraction Scontr point are 

based on the concept of dominance. Sref is accepted if and only if it is non-

dominated with respect 5i, S2, • •., 5„. If the reflection point is dominated it is 

rejected and a contraction point (S'contr) is automatically accepted. This process 

allows for a simplex to be evolved exactly once where a single offspring is produced. 

Pseudocode of the MOSIM algorithm in shown on Table 3.1. 

In Figure 3.3, an illustration of MOSIM is shown for a two-dimension two-

objective problem. 

The objective fimctions are quadratic centered at (0,0) emd (1, 0) and rep

resented by the contour lines in Figure 3.3a; the solid contour lines correspond to 

Fi and the dashed contour lines correspond to F2. The Pareto set is indicated by 

the thick gray line. Given the simplex abc, a reflection step (5re/) is attempted 

first but failed because it is dominated by point a (Figure 3.3b). The contraction 

point (Scontr) is then automatically accepted and replaces point c in the original 

simplex. Note that the contraction point is closer to the Pareto set, while the 

reflection point is farther. 
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Table 3.1: Pseudo-Code of The Multiobjective Simplex (MOSIM) Algorithm. 

STEP 1. Given the "sorted" simplex i-e-, ^Si < -. • < ^s„+i, let 

SL = Si^,, i = l,...,n (B.l) 

and 

F^=F(S„+i) { B . 2 )  

be the worst point and it is targeted for evolution. 

STEP 2. Compute the centroid Sg of the simplex without Su, ELS: 

n 

STEP 3. Attempt a reflection step by computing the reflection point: 

S r e f ^  =  2 S i - S i ,  J  =  (5.4) 

and its corresponding functional vector: 

Fref = ^(81-6/) (5.5). 

Perform test for dominance among the points Si, S2, •.., S„+i, Sref- If Sref 

is a non-dominated set ~ F„ew = Fref and go 

to STEP 5. Otherwise proceed to STEP 4. 

STEP 4. Compute contraction point: 

Scontr^ = - SI), j=l,...,n (B.6) 

and its functional vector: 

Econtr — F(Scontr) (-^•^)' 

Set = {^contr}J=i and F„ew = Fconir-

STEP 5. Replace S„+x and Fn+i by S„ew and Fngy,, respectively, and return simplex. 
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3.2.4. COMPLEX EVOLUTION - THE MOCOM-UA ALGORITHM 

When all simplexes have been evolved exactly once, using MOSIM, the new-

points replace all worst points in the original population, thus creating a new pop

ulation also c£Jled the next generation. All points that ranked better than Rmax in 

the previous population are passed unchanged onto the next generation. Once the 

next generation is determined, the popiilation is sorted via Pareto ranking. Sort

ing the popiilation by increasing rank tends to rearrange the individuals. Pareto 

ranking, simplex generation, and simplex evolution constitute a cycle or iteration 

of MOCOM and is labeled a msdn loop. Repetitive application of the above steps 

tends to move the population in the direction of the global Pareto optimal set. 

Termination of the algorithm is reached when all points in the population have 

rank one. In other words, the method will conclude its sezirch when there exists 

no inferior points in the population; a global direction of improvement cannot be 

found. 

A flow diagram of MOCOM-UA is presented in Figures 3.4-3.5. In Figure 

3.4, the algorithm set-up is shown with initialization of algorithmic parameters and 

generation of the initial population. Figure 3.5 depicts the probabilistic selection, 

simplex generation, and evolution step on MOCOM-UA. 

Using the two-dimensional problem with two quadratic objectives depicted 

in Figure 3.2 several iterations of MOCOM-UA are shown on Figiures 3.6-3.10. In 

Figure 3.6a-b, the initial popvilation composed of 30 randomly selected individuals 

in the feasible space is shown. Black dots (4) indicate non-dominated points, while 

circles (26) denote dominated points. After one iteration (Figm-es 3.7), there are 

six non-dominated individuals (black dots). From two to four iterations (Figures 

3.8-10), the Pareto front approximated by the black dots is seen to "close in" on 
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Input: n = dinnension, s = sample (population) size 

Sample s points in X the feasible space. 

Compute functional vector for each individual in population 

Sort the s individuals using Pareto ranking and 
store them in D = [XIXF] and the corresponding 
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max • 

True Evolve sample population D 

1 r 

Complex Evolution 

Figtire 3.4 Flow chart representation of MOCOM-UA - population evolution. 
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Figiire 3.5 Flow chart representation of MOCOM-U A - complex evolution. 
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the true Paxeto set in both parameter and objective space. Note that ziU points in 

the final popiilation axe mutually non-dominated. Although the final points are not 

exactly on the Pareto line (Figure 3.10a) in the objective space, they lie virtually 

on the tradeoff curve (Figiire 3.10b). 

3.3 MATHEMATICAL TEST PROBLEMS 

As with any new method being developed it must be tested on standard 

problems with known properties. Test problems provide a controlled environment 

where the advantages and drawbacks of a new method can be studied and rec

ommendations for its optimal usage can be suggested. To study the properties of 

MOCOM, a series of test problems have been designed. The test problems are 

standard mathematical problems of increasing complexity whose Pareto optimal 

sets axe known and cire of varying dimensions in both the decision and objective 

space. 

3.3.1 OBJECTIVE TEST FUNCTIONS 

The objective functions used consist of quadratic fimctions (convex func

tions) whose general form is: 

n 

= (3.4) 
1=1 

T 
where C = [ci C2 ... c„] is the minimvmi of the quadratric in n dimensions. For 

two and three dimensions with F(x) = c > 0, Equation (3.4) describes a circle and 

a sphere, respectively, of radius \/c zind centered at C. 

Two types of multiobjective problems have been selected, namely regidar 

and irregular problems. Regtdar problems axe chaxacterized by the fact that the 

Paxeto set they define is of the saxae dimension as the feasible space. Irregular 
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problems define a Pareto set whose dimension is less than the feasible space. The 

following sections provide formal definitions and examples of regular and irregular 

problems. 

3.3.2 CONVEX REGULAR PROBLEMS 

Given the following n-dimensional m-objective programming problem: 

minF = [Fi, ..., F,v/] (3.5) 

Assuming that all functions have continuous first partial derivatives with respect 

to X € X C SR**, then the hypersvurface described by F(x) is regular [Li and Haimes, 

1987\ if: 

=n (3.G) 

The MOP problem in (3.5) is defined a regular problem or full-rank problem 

if the corresponding hypersurface is regular. The minimvun nvimber of objectives 

required to define a regular problem when the objectives are quadratic is m = n-fl. 

In this dissertation, regtdax MOP problems are constructed as follows: 

minF = [Fi, ..., Fv/] (3.7) 

where: 
n 

F i  = - C i j ) ^ ,  2 = 1, ..., M  (3.8) 
j=i 

It can be easily verified that Rank{dF/dx) = n = m — 1 with n > 0. Defining the 

regtilax test problems this way allows for the Pareto set to be easily characterized. 

The Paxeto set corresponding to the problem in (3.7) has the following properties; 
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(1) The Paxeto set is a convex polygon whose vertices are the centers of the 

quadratic functions defined in (3.4). 

(2) The vertices of the Paxeto set coincide with the orthonomial basis in the 

real Euclidian space. 

(3) The Paxeto set is a volume, hence, providing a measure of performance of 

the efiectiveness of the algorithm (see Section 3.4). 

(4) The size of the Paxeto set with respect to the feasible space X is easily-

controlled by moving the centers of the objectives. 

3.3.3 CONVEX IRREGULAR (DEGENERATE) PROBLEMS 

Contrary to regular problems, irregular problems are such that: 

(5F\ — I < n (3.9) 

Following the form used to define regular problems, an irregular convex problem is 

constructed by removing at least one objective from the MOP problem in (3.7). In 

particiilax, fully degenerate irregular problems axe defined by fixing the number of 

objectives to m = 2 for dimensions n > 2 eind axe mathematically represented by: 

minF = [Fi , F2] (3.10) 

where: 
n 

„ (3.11) 

F2 = (xi - 1)2 + 
i=2 

Here the Paxeto set is cheiracterized by a unit segment between the origin 

(0,0,..., 0) and point (1,0,0,... ,0). Note that this segment corresponds to the 
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unit vector ei. Similaxly, the Pareto set can be modified by changing the centers 

of the two quadratic fimctions in Equation (3.10). 

A second class of irregular problems that is studied is a set of six 15-

d i m e n s i o n a l  p r o b l e m s  w i t h  a n  i n c r e a s i n g  n u m b e r  o f  q u a d r a t i c  o b j e c t i v e s  { M  =  

2, S, 5, 10, 15, 16). This class of problems is selected to study the impact of the 

number of objective functions in MOP. It is expected, in this Ccise, that increasing 

the nxmiber of objectives reduces the difficulty of the MOP. Regular and irregu

lar problems are illustrated in Figure 3.11. Each point on the graph represents a 

particular multiobjective problem. 

3.4 MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE 

For einy optimization algorithm to be useful it must be efficient and effective. 

Efficiency is the ability to converge quickly to a solution; it can be measured by the 

nvimber of function evaluations required for convergence. Effectiveness is the ability 

to converge to the true solution. For MOCOM-UA, effectiveness is measured by 

the ratio of the number of points inside the Pareto set to the population size. 

Formally, we have: 
Efficiency =  G i  =  N f  

[ Effectiveness = 02= 

where: 

N f  =  total number of function evaluations until convergence, 

Npar = nvunber of points inside the Pareto set, and 

p = number of points in popxilation (population size). 

The effectiveness in Equation (3.12) represents the geometric average probability 

(per dimension) of a point in the population falling inside the Pareto set. By 
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Figure 3.11 Regular and irregular multiobjective problems. 
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definition, > 0 and 0 < G2 < 1, where the goal is to have G\ —>• Gl* = 1 and 

Go —> Gl ~ ~ (1? 1) 's the ideal or utopia point. In other words, for an 

optimization algorithm to be judged good, it must have a low number of function 

evaluations and high probability that the final population is inside the Pareto set. 

These two criteria will be used to assess the performance of MOCOM-UA and for 

its comparison against other multiobjective algorithms. 

The definition for G2 in (3.12) can be rewritten to be consistent with Gi, 

i.e., a number close to zero indicates good performance. Hence, ineffectiveness can 

be redefined as the probability that a point does not fall inside the Pareto set. 

Mathematically, ineffectiveness is then redefined as: 

G3 = 1-[^^]" (3.13) 
P 

and this form will be used subsequently. 

The definition of in-effectiveness in (3.13) requires the Peireto set to be of 

the same dimension as the feasible space (Dim{Pareto set} = n). Indeed, if the 

Pareto set is of lower dimension (Dim{Pareto set} < n), the probability of an 

n-dimensional point falling inside is zero. For example, in two dimensions, the 

probability of placing a point on a line is infinitesimal (Figure 3.12a), while the 

probability of a point falling in a surface (triangle) is greater than 0 (Fig\are 3.12b) 

where the probability is proportional to the size of the surface. Thus, an alternate 

measure of effectiveness must be defined for irregular problems. To circumvent the 

problem above, let us define: 

= ; E ll"' - P|l (3") 
^ 1=1 
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where P is the closest point in the Pareto set to the t-th individual x,- in the 

population. In words, G4 represents the arithmetic average Euclidian distance of 

the population to the Paxeto set. For points inside the Pareto set, the distance 

||x,- — P|| is zero (xj = P). It is desirable to have G4 —>• G4 = 0 because it 

indicates that the population is close to or inside the Paxeto set. 

Ironically, efficiency and in-effectiveness are non-commensurate performzince 

measures and thus mvist be used simvdtaneously to rate and compaxe different 

algorithms. Therefore, function G = [Gi, G3, G4] represents a multicriteria 

measure that is utihzed to cissess the performance of multiobjective optimization 

algorithms. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, a description of the algorithm to solve for the multiobjective 

optimization problem is given. The multiobjective complex evolution (MOCOM-

UA) algorithm uses a population of points in a single complex and evolves the 

individuals using three steps: (a) Pareto ranking, (b) rank-based selection, and (c) 

evolution. In order to analyze the MOCOM-UA algorithm eind compare it against 

other mmtiobjective techniques, a series of standard mathematical test problems 

and a three-criterion performance measure have been devised. The test problems 

axe of increasing difficulty in both the parameter and objective space, and they have 

known Paxeto sets. The performance measures describe efficiency and effectiveness 

and they axe used to compaxe different algorithms on an equal basis. 

Primary analysis of the MOCOM-UA algorithm on the test problems 

showed that, for high-dimensioned problems, the algorithm is unable to position 

a single point inside the Pareto set due to the error associated with the use of a 
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Figure 3.12 Representation of regular and irregular Pareto sets in two dimensions. 
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finite size poptdation. To circumvent this problem, a fine-tuning in the form of 

a local search was added to MOCOM-UA to further refine the final population. 

Fine-timing in the algorithm has proven to be useful in increasing the rehability of 

the algorithm to provide global eflScient solutions. As we will see in Chapter 4, this 

problem is not imique to the MOCOM-UA, but is likely to exist for any algorithm 

which is based on a finite population size. 
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APPLICATION OF MOCOM-UA TO TEST 

PROBLEMS AND COMPARISON TO MOGAs 

4.1 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

In this chapter, the regular multiobjective optimization problems defined 

previously are solved using the multiobjective complex evolution (MOCOM-UA) 

approach. The test problems used are of increasing dimensionahty, thus, com

plexity. Seven regular problems of dimension 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 30 are used 

to test MOCOM-UA. The problems are presented in Table 4.1. In all cases, the 

feasible space is confined in the interval [-10, 10] in all parameter directions, and 

the vertices of the Pareto set are fixed on the orthonomial basis in the correspond

ing dimension. Pareto sets in one- and two-dimensional spaces are shown in both 

parameter space and objective space in Figure 4.1. In one dimension, the Pareto 

set is defined by a Une segment joining the origin, x = 0, to point x = 1 and the 

corresponding tradeoff is a ctirve where F2 = l) , with 0 < < 1 (Figui-es 

4.1a-b). In the plane (n = 2), the Pareto set is defined by a right triangle, and 

the tradeoff is a portion of a sphere as shown on Figures 4.1c-d. Note that the 

volume of the Paxeto set (VPO) in comparison to the search space (Vq) decreases 

with increasing dimension of the problem as: 

— = ^— (-11) 
Fo n! 20" ^ ^ 
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Therefore, increasing the dimensionality of the problem should yield a more difficult 

problem for any solution technique. 

A population of 100 individuals generated vmiformly in the feasible space is 

used to search for the Pareto set in all test problems. The population is recursively 

ranked, evolved, and replaced according to the procedures provided in Section 

3.2. The algorithm stops when all points in the population are mutually non-

dominated or when the maximum number of function ev-aluations (10®) is reached. 

For each problem tested, ten independent nms, started from randomly selected 

initial populations, are conducted to yield more reliable performance statistics. 

4.2 MOCOM-UA APPLICATION TO TEST PROBLEMS 

4.2.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The performance of MOCOM-UA on regiilar problems is shown in Table 4.2 

and Figure 4.2, where effectiveness and efficiency measures are displayed against the 

nimiber of variables. Each point shown on the graphs represents an average of ten 

independent runs. In Figure 4.2a the total number of function evaluations increases 

(at a decreasing rate) with the dimensionality of the problem. For low dimension 

(1-3), the nxmiber of function evaluations ranges from 475 evaluations at n = i to 

955 evaluations at n = 5, an increase of more than 100%. For higher dimension 

(5-30), however, the deterioration in efficiency occurs at a slower rate; efficiency 

ranges from 1032 function evaluations at n = 5 to 1512 function e\'aluations at n = 

50, a 47% increase in efficiency from a moderately difficult to an extremely difficult 

problem. Therefore, efficiency of the algorithm does not deteriorate significantly 

with dimension where the increase in total function evaluations is linear, a desirable 

property. When the ntunber of function evaluations is divided by the niimber of 
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Table 4.1: Description of Regular Convex Test Problems. 

Dimension No. Objectives Pareto Set 

1 2 Line 

2 3 Tricingle 

3 4 Tetrahedron 

5 6 Hypersvirface^ 

10 11 Hypersurface 

15 16 Hypersurface 

30 31 Hypersurface 

^Paxeto set is a hypersurface of dimension, n. 

Table 4.2: MOCOM-UA Algorithm Performance Statistics on Regular Problems. 

Dim Gi Gs G4 

1 475 8.00e-03 7.11e-05 

2 827 2.45e-01 3.03e-02 

3 955 4.37e-01 1.18e-01 

5 1032 7.15e-01 2.73e-01 

10 1150 1.00 4.58e-01 

15 1244 LOO 5.78e-01 

30 1512 1.00 7.55e-01 
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b) Objective Space (1,2) 

c) Parameter Space (2,3) d) Objective Space (2,3) 

Figvire 4.1 Paxeto set representation for one- and two-dimensional regular problems. 
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variables (Figure 4.2b), the relative efficiency (^) shows an improvement with 

increasing dimension indicating that MOCOM-UA is actually more efficient as the 

number of variables increases. 

In Figure 4.2c, examination of the in-effectiveness measure (G3) shows a 

sharp increase in the number of points feiUing outside and away from the Pareto 

set. The probability of points falling outside the Paxeto set rises rapidly from zero 

(at n = I) to 1 (at n > 10). In other words, for the one-dimensional problem, the 

entire population has converged inside the Pareto set whereas for regular problems 

in ten dimensions and beyond the final population falls completely outside the 

Pareto set. In addition, the individuals are farther away from the Pareto set as 

indicated by the increasing distance. However, the average distance from the Peireto 

set (Figure 4.2d) is less than the size of the Pareto set itself. The distance shown 

in Figure 4.2d is calctilated relative to the size of the Pareto set; the distcince is in 

percentage of the size of the Paxeto set. Thus, for n = SO the population is within 

a distance from the Pareto set that is about 76% its size. 

Although performance of the MOCOM-UA algorithm seems satisfactory 

using distance as a measiire of effectiveness (G4), the algorithm is vmable to place 

a single point in the Pareto set for problems in high dimension (n > 10). This 

observation indicates that MOCOM-UA hzis the tendency to stop prematurely 

with the final population close to but not on the Pareto set. 

4.2.2 PARETO OPTIMALITY VERSUS INDISTINGUISH ABILITY 

For dimensions higher than one, MOCOM-UA is not able to put all points of 

the population inside the Paxeto set, resulting in non-zero in-effectiveness (G3 > 0). 

Moreover, for the higher dimensions (n = 10, 15, and SO), all individuals in the 
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population are outside the Paxeto set, even though points in the population are 

mutually non-dominated. This suggests the existence of a region arovind the Pareto 

set in which, for a given finite population of points, it is not possible to distinguish 

between points inside the Paxeto set axid points falling outside. In Figure 4.3 the 

final population for a run is shown for the two-dimensional regtdar convex problem 

in parameter space. Gray dots indicate points that are inside the Pareto set, while 

dark dots indicate individuals falling outside the Pareto set. A test for dominance 

indicates all individuals to be mutually non-dominated. 

The phenomena described above present a real difficulty for any multiobjec-

tive problem where a population of points is used to search for the Pareto set. Based 

on our Uterature search, we believe that this problem has never been addressed. 

Even though an algorithm may have converged to a set of mutually non-dominated 

solutions, it is not guaranteed that the solutions obtained belong to the Pareto 

optimal set. Therefore it is important that we find an approach to circtmivent this 

problem. 

First, a distinction should be made between points that actually belong to 

the Pareto set and points that axe efficient. We denote by indistinguishable so

lutions, points that are efficient based on dominance tests, while Pareto optimal 

solutions axe utilized to define points belonging to the Paxeto optimal set. More

over, indistinguishable solutions define a region containing the Pcireto set called the 

indistinguishable region. This region represents the error in identifying the Pareto 

set and is an unavoidable consequence of using a finite size population. 
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Figure 4.3 An illustrative example of Pareto optimality and indistinguishabiiity. 
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4.3 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO INDISTINGUISHABILITY 

Two solutions to remedy the extent of the indistinguishable region are: (a) 

increasing population size, and (b) using a local search procedure. Increasing the 

population provides better sampling of the space, hence, better representation of 

the landscape associated with the objectives to fvirther direct the search into the 

Pareto set. A local search procedure can improve individuals one at a time taken 

from the converged indistinguishable population. A possible method that can be 

used is the weighing method. 

4.3.1 EFFECT OF INCREASING POPULATION SIZE 

A finite population of p points in the feasible parameter space defines a re

gion where any point selected from that region will be indistinguishable from the 

population. Figure 4.4 illustrates a two-dimensional problem with two quadratic 

objectives (a fully degenerate problem) where the Pareto set is a straight line. In 

Figure 4.4a, a single point (large dot) defines the indistinguishable region (shaded 

area) which is determined by contour lines representing the objective functions 

ev£duated at those points. Any other points selected from that region wiU be non-

dominated with respect to the initial point, because as one objective function is 

decreased while the other is increased. Note that the darker gray area represents a 

direction of improvement; any point selected in that region will yield lower objec

tive function values (i.e., lower-ranked points) than^ point A. If the population is 

increased by an additional point, say point B, the indistinguishable region is signif

icantly reduced as shown in Figure 4.4b. Therefore, by increasing the population 
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size, the region of indistinguishability is reduced, providing a smaller error in the 

representation of the Pareto set. 

To study the extent of increasing population size on effectiveness, two regular 

problems of two and 15 dimensions respectively are used with population sizes 

of 100, 200, 500, and 1000 individuals. All results obtained are based on ten 

independent runs of the MOCOM-UA algorithm where the statistics reported in 

Table 4.3 axe averages over these nms. 

Table 4.3 MOCOM-UA Algorithm Performance Statistics on Regular Problems 
with Increasing Population Size. 

Dim Size Gz G4 
100 827 2.45e-01 3.03e-02 

n = 2 200 1696 1.95e-01 1.95e-02 
500 4354 1.44e-01 1.02e-02 

1000 8800 1.15e-01 6.55e-03 
100 1244 1.00 5.78e-01 

n = 15 200 2532 LOO 4.76e-01 
500 6431 1.00 4.07e-01 

1000 12880 1.00 3.66e-01 

Examples of final populations for the two-dimensional problems are shown 

in Figure 4.5. In this figure, the darker dots represents points falling outside the 

Pareto set (triangle) and lighter dots represent point inside the Pareto set. As 

population size increases, it can be seen that the larger dots come closer to the 

true Paxeto set boundary, indicating that effectiveness, as measured by population 

distance fi:om the Pareto set, is reduced. In fact, both effectiveness measures 

improve with larger population size as shown in Figure 4.6. However, the rate 

of increase in effectiveness seems to be diminishing as the graphs become flatter 

at larger populations (Figure 4.6a). In addition, effectiveness improves at the 
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a) Indistinguishable region for one point 

b) Indistinguishable region for two points 
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Figvire 4.4 Effect of increasing population size on indistinguishability region. 
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expense of efficiency (Figure 4.6b); the total number of function evaluations for the 

two-dimensional regular problem increzises exponentially with population size. A 

reduction in probability from 0.245 to 0.115 (53%) resvilts in more than ten times 

an increase in total function evaluations from 827 to 8800 evaluations. However, 

the average population distance from the Pareto set is decreased from 0.03 to 

6.55 X 10"^, a 78% improvement. 

Performance of the algorithm on the 15-dimensional regular problem is dis

played in Figure 4.7. MOCOM-UA was not able to locate a single point inside the 

Paxeto set because this problem is of high dimension (Figure 4.7a). Furthermore, 

the population distance from the Pareto set does not significantly reduce with in

creasing popidation size and, in general, the population is farther from the Pareto 

set than in the two-dimensional case, as indicated by larger values of the statistic. 

Graphs of effectiveness against efficiency in Figure 4.7b revezd that 1000 individ-

ueds are not enough to identify the Pareto set and that improvement in average 

distance from the Pareto set from 0.58 to 0.37 (36%) is achieved by increasing the 

total number of function evaluations from 1244 to 12880, a ten-fold increase. 

As expected, increasing the popvdation size can enhance the abihty of 

MOCOM-UA to locate the Pareto set but at the expense of efficiency. In addition, 

for highly dimensional problems, results seem to indicate that MOCOM-UA would 

require a very large population to locate the Pareto set in a reUable fashion. To 

obtain comparable effectiveness results across dimension, population size must be 

significantly increased with the dimensionality of the problem. In general, however, 

the benefit of increasing population cannot be justified because the improvement in 

effectiveness is greatly outweighed by the deterioration in efficiency. Furthermore, 
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Figiire 4.5 Final population for the two-dimensional regtdar problem. 
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this option may not be practical because of computation and memory concerns. 

An alternative solution must be devised to circimavent this problem. 

4.3.2 FINE-TUNING BY LOCAL SEARCH 

The inabihty of MOCOM-UA algorithm to locate points inside the Pareto 

set for high-dimensional problems arises due to the utilization of a finite-size pop

ulation. MOCOM-UA has the tendency to stop prematurely with the fined popu

lation close to but not on the Pareto set. A procedure must be devised to further 

refine the solutions obtained so that they fall inside the Pareto optimal set. A 

viable multiobjective approach that can provide further refinement to the final 

population is the weighing method. 

The weighing method requires selection of weights in order to aggregate all 

objectives into a single function which is then optimized. The obtained solution is 

necessarily efficient due to the necessary conditions proposed by Knhn and Tucker 

[1951]. In fact, for the test problems used in this dissertation, the exact solution is 

known and is dependent on the weights as: 

Argmin^^gx {wi^i + W2F2 -f-. . .  -I- W ^ F M }  =  ["^2 W 3  . . .  W M ]  ̂  (4.2) 

where YlfLi ^ weights Wi axe non-negative. It can be shown that the 

optimal solution above belongs to the Pareto set. 

In general, however, objective functions in a multiobjective problem are not 

so simple, and an analytic solution to the weighted method is not possible. Then 

to obtain efficient solutions based on the weighing method an optimization search 

procedure is needed. Because the final population is already close to the Pareto 

set, a local optimization procedure would be as reliable as a global optimization 
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procedure and yet will require less fiinction evaluations and computer time. The 

optimization procedure that will be used here is the downhiU simplex method 

[Nelder and Mead, 1965\. 

4.3.2.1 GENERATION OF WEIGHTS 

For any multiobjective problem, it is desirable to have a set of efficient 

solutions that tmiformlj" cover the Pareto set, especially in the objective space; the 

objective space represents the amoimt of resources available or the costs incturred by 

the decision maJcer (DM). Therefore it is important that all tradeoffs be represented 

for the DM to achieve good decisions. 

For the test problems, each solution to the weighing method will yield a 

known point inside the Pareto set as shown in (4.2). Thus, to achieve a imiform 

coverage of the Pareto set, the weights must be generated according to a conditional 

probabiUty function whose cimiulative distribution function (cdf) is: 

of the Pareto set in the parameter and objective space. For a given nmnber of 

objective functions, M, the weights i«i, 1^2, •••, wm-i are generated iteratively 

using the inversion technique [Law and Kelton, 1982]. To generate weight Wi a 

uniform random number U is generated in (0,1) and the weight is computed by; 

T  M - l  

i  =  l ,  . . . ,  M - l  (4.3) 

where 0 < lOj < 1 — Wj- This conditional cdf ensures a uniform coverage 

i = -I (4.4) 

and then cedculate: 
M-l 

(4.5) 
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4.3.2.2 FINE-TUNING BY DOWNHILL SIMPLEX METHOD 

In general, the solution to the weighted objective in Equation (4.2) is not 

known and must be evaluated using an optimization procedvire. Here the down

hill simplex method [Nelder and Mead, 1965; Duan et al., 199^ is employed to 

search for the minimvun of the weighted objective. Recall that the downhill sim

plex method utilizes a set of predetermined rules (reflection, extension, contraction, 

and shrinkage) to gmde the simplex in the lowest point of the objective response 

surface. To determine the optimiun value of the weighted objective, the simplex 

of n+l points is selected at random from the final population determined in the 

primary phase (Phase I) of MOCOM-UA. Each point of the simplex is selected 

without replacement with equal probability, i/p, from the Phase I final popula

tion of p individuals. Second, the weighted objective function is calculated at each 

point of the simplex, given the weights generated via (4.4-4.5). Using reflection, 

extension, contraction, and shrinkage, the simplex is iteratively evolved imtil con

vergence. Convergence is reached when the geometric average of the normalized 

range of the simplex determined by: 

is below a prespecifled value, say gtoi- In Equation (4.6), the quantities 

direction, respectively. Stopping criterion gtoi is specified as a percentage of the 

final population from Phase I. For example, gtoi = 1% implies that the simplex 

range in any parameter direction is less than 1% of the range of Phase I final 

popxilation. To guarantee the downhill simplex method to stop, two additional 

criteria are used: (a) fractional range [F.R.) from lowest to highest point in the 

mm 

max mtn 

^Inaxi ^maxi ^nd represent the range of the simplex and population in each max 
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simplex and, (b) maximum nimiber of fimction evaluations (Nmax)- The stopping 

criterion F.R. < ftoi ensvires that the downhill simplex method stops when a flat 

region is encountered. 

The downhill simplex method is a local search method. To enhance its 

reliability to reach the global optimum several starts are required [Duan, 1991; 

Duan et ai, 1992]. First, a simplex is generated and allowed to converge. Then 

another simplex is generated, preferably including the best point from the previous 

optimization, and allowed to converge. By repeating this "multistart" process, the 

probability of reaching the global optimvmi is increased [Duan et ai, 1992]. In 

the case of MOCOM-UA, however, the simplexes are generated from a population 

already close to the Pareto set; hence, the chance of the simplex reaching the global 

optimimo. in a single steirt is much larger than selecting a simplex from the initial 

feasible space. Indeed, selecting simplexes from the Phase I final population elim

inates a large niomber of local optima on the response surface because the simplex 

spans a smaller space. Reliability of the downhill simplex method to converge to 

the global optimimi is more dependent on the \'alue gtoi than on the nimiber of 

simplex starts. For that reason, a single-staxt simplex procedure is utilized. 

Although a fine-timing of the Phase I final population presents the clear 

advantage of having more efficient points, it has some disadvantages as well. First, 

by including a local search, more function evaluations are needed; hence, a deterio

ration in efficiency must be expected. Degradation in efficiency, however, should be 

balanced by a significant improvement in efiectiveness where the latter outweighs 

the former. Second, the weighing method requires weights to be selected; the 

weights must be chosen preferably so that the corresponding solutions uniformly 
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span the tradeoff space. Finally, the weighing method has the inherent disadvan

tage of missing concave portions of the tradeoff curves. This drawback, however, 

can be eliminated by choosing another multiobjective technique such as the goal 

attainment method. 

4.4 RESULTS 

The weighing method was applied on regular and irregular test problems. 

Based on a population of 100 individuals, fine-ttming was performed by selecting 

100 simplexes where each local search was allowed up to Nmar = 5000 fxmction 

evaluations and F.R. = 10~®. Each simplex was allowed to converge within 0.1% 

of the Phase I population range; best function value and number of function eval

uations were recorded when the simplex geometric range reached 10%, 5%, 1%, 

0.5%, and 0.1%. Essentially, this scheme provided results as if the geometric range 

was varied along those values. At the end of Phase II, when all simplexes con

verged, the 100 best final points of each simplex were then allowed to replace the 

Phase I final population. Note that the number of points generated by fine-timing 

is not limited to the population size, but one could generate as many points as 

desired provided the amoimt of available resources, as measured by the maximum 

number of fiinction evaluations, is not exceeded. A simmiary of the MOCOM-UA 

algorithm performance is provided in Table 4.4. All statistics reported here are 

based on the average of ten independent trials. In all experiments, the algorithm 

completed in less than one million function evaluations. 

4.4.1 REGULAR PROBLEMS 

We recall that regular problems zire composed of n+1 objectives for n-

dimensional problems and where the Pareto set is delimited by the orthonomial 
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Table 4.4: MOCOM-UA Phase II Algorithm Performance Statistics. 

Totzd Function Evaluations (Gi) 

Dim Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

1 475 921 1151 1667 1879 2351 

2 827 1897 2450 3637 4110 5113 

3 955 2621 3524 5829 6726 8632 

5 1032 4093 5762 11292 13980 18953 

10 1150 8463 12555 33942 47961 78519 

15 1244 15379 25218 85080 126860 238388 

Probability of Point Falling Outside the Pareto Set (G3) 

Dim Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

1 8.00e-03 1.50e-02 8.00e-03 3.00e-03 2.00e-03 0.00 

2 2.45e-01 5.00e-02 2.95e-02 3.01e-03 5.01e-04 0.00 

3 4.37e-01 1.05e-01 6.38e-02 1.56e-02 8.08e-03 l.OOe-03 

5 7.15e-01 1.47e-01 1.12e-01 3.56e-02 1.79e-02 4.87e-03 

10 1.00 2.46e-01 1.95e-01 8.04e-02 4.58e-02 1.04e-02 

15 1.00 7.72e-01 4.70e-01 1.22e-01 7.83e-02 2.43e-02 

Population Distance from Pzu-eto Set ( G 4 )  

Dim Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

1 7.11e-05 2.49e-04 6.69e-05 2.35e-06 1.13e-06 0.00 

2 3.03e-02 3.35e-03 1.08e-03 3.90e-05 1.12e-06 0.00 

3 1.18e-01 1.34e-02 6.10e-03 9.93e-04 6.18e-04 6.28e-05 

5 2.73e-01 2.81e-02 1.72e-02 3.72e-03 1.51e-03 2.91e-04 

10 4.58e-01 6.22e-02 4.52e-02 1.60e-02 8.90e-03 1.91e-03 

15 5.78e-01 1.17e-01 S.76e-02 3.49e-02 2.32e-02 7.03e-03 
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basis. Results for regular problems are shown in Figvire 4.8. Also shown eire re

sults for Phase I indicated by 100%. Efficiency of the MOCOM-UA algorithm is 

deteriorating with decreasing geometric range, where the effect of that deteriora

tion is more severe a.t n = 15 (Figure 4.8a). On the other hand, the smaller the 

geometric range, the more effective the edgorithm becomes. In fact, for gtoi = 0.1% 

all points are inside the Pareto set for n = 1, £, while for higher dimension the 

probability of a point being outside the Paxeto set is very small and never exceeds 

0.024. In other words, out of 100 points, less than three points can be expected to 

be outside the Pareto set in each parameter direction. Simileirly, when considering 

the average population distance, a smaller x'alue of gtoi provides closer populations 

to the Paxeto set. In general, however, effectiveness measures deteriorate with in

creasing dimension, an effect that is expected due to the increased difficulty with 

dimensionality. 

In Figure 4.9, in-effectiveness is plotted against efficiency for each dimension 

studied. Points on each line (from left to right) represent increasing values of gtoi-

In both figures, it is seen that effectiveness is improved at the expense of efficiency, 

where the rate of improvement is dependent of the number of variables. In fact, 

the largest improvement in effectiveness is observed foTn = 2 and least for n = 

15. For n = i, an anomaly is observed where effectiveness is worse for gtoi = 10% 

than for Phase I. This restdt could be attributed to the extreme simplicity of the 

one-dimensional regular problem, where identification of the optimal Pareto set 

solution is trivial and does not necessitate any fine-timing. In general, from Phase 

I to Phase II, with more rigorous reqioirements, a tradeoff exists between efficiency 

and effectiveness. The deterioration in efficiency, however, is seen to be outweighed 

by the improvement in effectiveness, especially in higher dimension (n = 10, 15). 
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Nevertheless, depending on the resources available (total number of fimctions eval

uations), fine-ttming provides more eflBcient individuals (the corresponding final 

population is closer or inside the Paxeto set) than the strategy of increajsing popu

lation size. 

4.4.2 IRREGULAR PROBLEMS 

Results on regular problems with increasing population size have shown this 

strategy to be inefficient (large number of function evaluations). Thus, the exercise 

of increasing popvilation size was not repeated for irregular problem, but only Phase 

II was applied on irregular problems. Table 4.5 presents relevant statistics of Phase 

I and II, the latter with decreasing geometric ranges, on two-objective problems. 

In Figure 4.10, average total function ev'aluations and average population distance 

from the Pareto set are shown against dimensionality for fully degenerate problems 

(no. of objectives = 2). Note that the probability of a point outside the Pareto set 

is not shown because the Pareto set is not a volume (Dim{Pareto set} < n). As 

expected efficiency deteriorates with decreasing geometric range but effectiveness is 

improved. For larger geometric ranges {gtoi = 10%, 5%), Phase II final population 

is located on the average within similar distance from the Pzireto set than the 

Phase I final population (Figure 4.10b). This indicates that gtoi < 5% may not be 

a condition rigorous enough to achieve good efiectiveness. For smaller geometric 

ranges {gtol = 1%, 0.5%, 0.1%), the algorithm provides closer final population for 

low-dimensionality problems than high-dimensionality problems. In Figure 4.11, 

in-efiectiveness versus efficiency is presented. 

Algorithm performance for 15-dimensional problems with an increasing 

niimber of objectives is presented in Table 4.6 and Figtures 4.12 and 4.13. Clearly. 
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Table 4.5: MOCOM-UA Phase II Algorithm Performance Statistics 
on 2-Objective Irregular Problems. 

Total Function Evaluations (Gi) 

Dim Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

2 1215 2287 2866 4145 4695 5769 

3 1690 3486 4416 7263 8407 10579 

0 1995 5312 7154 14257 17448 23737 

10 2376 11597 18918 50042 67577 108988 

15 2818 25430 47825 151755 210857 361438 

Population Distance from Pareto Set (G4) 

Dim Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

2 3.73e-02 2.49e-02 1.36e-02 3.04e-03 1.14e-03 1.41e-04 

3 5.29e-02 3.22e-02 2.25e-02 5.67e-03 2.74e-03 5.52e-04 

5 7.20e-02 3.74e-02 2.83e-02 8.94e-03 4.89e-03 7.61e-04 

10 8.01e-02 5.68e-02 4.36e-02 L98e-02 1.34e-02 4.15e-03 

15 9.45e-02 7.90e-02 6.22e-02 3.58e-02 2.90e-02 1.69e-02 
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Figure 4.10 MOCOM-UA Phase I and Phase II performance on two-objective 
irregular problems. 
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Table 4.6: MOCOM—UA Phase II Algorithm Performzmce Statistics on 
15-Dimeiisional Problems. 

Total Function Evzduations (Gi) 

No. Obj. Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

2 2818 25430 47825 151755 210857 361438 

3 2028 23042 40812 126675 176074 303726 

5 1628 18330 31771 100706 148638 267296 

10 1385 15626 26017 86444 131936 247747 

15 1275 15589 25634 82867 123323 235170 

16 1244 15379 25218 85080 126860 238388 

Population Distance from Pareto Set (G4) 

No. Obj. Phase I Phase II 

100% 10% 5% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

2 0.094 0.079 0.062 0.036 0.029 0.017 

3 0.199 0.116 0.090 0.045 0.032 0.013 

5 0.337 0.147 0.114 0.058 0.039 0.014 

10 0.460 0.144 0.116 0.058 0.039 0.015 

15 0.539 0.122 0.091 0.039 0.026 0.008 

16 0.578 0.117 0.088 0.035 0.023 0.007 
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Figure 4.12 MOCOM-UA Phase I and Phase II performance on 

15-dimensional problems. 
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Figure 4.13 MOCOM-UA Phase I and Phase II performance tradeoff on 15-dimensional problems. 
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three groups emerge based on efficiency (Figure 4.12): (1) gtoi = 100% (Phase I), 

(2) Qtoi = 10%, 5%, and (3) gtoi = 1%,0-5%, 0.1%. The efficiency does not seem 

to be highly sensitive to the number of objectives. In addition, efficiency is seen 

to improve slightly with the number of objectives, indicating that the MOP is 

somewhat easier to solve as the number of objective functions is increased. This 

observation results from the fact that the Pareto set becomes larger; the Pareto set 

changes from a single line segment {m = 2), to a. triangle (m = 5), to a tetrahedron 

(m = etc ... This enables the algorithm to converge faster to the Pareto set. 

From Figure 4.12b, effectiveness is seen to decrease with an increasing number of 

objectives for Phase I of the algorithm. For Phase II (gtoi € {10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5%}), 

however, the average population distance from the Pareto set increases up to five 

objective fvmctions, then decreases after. It is hypothesized that the slight increase 

in in-effectiveness may be attributable to statistical variation; ten runs may not 

be enough to grasp the impact of an increasing number of objective functions on 

efficiency. Plots of effectiveness against efficiency (Figure 4.13) show the tradeoff 

between efficiency and effectiveness. 

4.5 MOCOM-UA ALGORITHM COMPARISON TO 
MULTIOBJECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Previous tests of the MOCOM-UA algorithm have led to the development 

of a fine-tvming method to increase the reliability of the algorithm in identifying 

global efficient solutions. Now, MOCOM-UA is compared against another type 

of multiobjective optimization algorithm, namely, multiobjective genetic algorithm 

(MOGA). MOGA is similar to MOCOM-UA because it uses a population of in

dividuals to search for the Pareto set. The MOGA search, however, is based on a 

discretized gridded space as opposed to a continuous space for MOCOM-UA. 
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4.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

4.6.1 MULTIOBJECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM (MOGA) 

In this dissertation, the GA package was used to implement the multiob-

jective genetic algorithm, namely GAUCSD. GAUCSD (version 1.4) weis devel

oped by Schraudolph at the University of Califomia-San Diego, and it is based on 

GENESIS (version 4.5) [Schraudolph and Grefenstette, 1992]. The algorithm is 

available for pubUc use on the internet at cs.ucsd.edu under pub/GAucsd direc

tory. This algorithm was chosen because it is written in C in an open architecture 

format; the users can add and modify modules for their own purposes. For mul-

tiobjective programming, GAUCSD was modified to handle several objectives at 

once. Modifications of GAUCSD included addition of the routines Parjmk() and 

multjevalQ for Paxeto ranking and multiobjective function evaluation, respectively, 

as well as modification of routine Select() for the selection of parents for evolution. 

Because the GA operates with a population of individuals, an initial popula

tion must be specified. In GAUCSD, the routine Imtialize() has the responsibility 

of generating the initial population. Here, the initial population was generated ran

domly using a imiform distribution over the discrete space defined by the coded 

variables. 

Ranking in GAUCSD is achieved using Pareto ranking. Pareto ranking 

assigns rank to each individuals based on dominance within the population. Indi

viduals with similEir ranks are non-dominated among each other, i.e., they lie on 

the same Pareto firontier. Depending on their overall remk in the poptdation, indi

viduals are selected for reproduction using the probabilistic assignment of Equation 

(3.2) in Chapter 3. Again, high-ranked individuals tend to be selected more often 
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than low-ranked individuals to determine the parent pool from which children are 

created. In MOGA, children are generated by applying crossover and mutation 

operators to the parents. Details of these procedures are presented in Appendix B. 

4.6.2 ALGORITHMIC PARAMETER SELECTION 

It has been acknowledged that choice of algorithmic control parameter val

ues such as population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate can influence the 

performance of GAs. Yet, there have been few studies devoted to optimal usage of 

GAs [Schaffer et ai, 1989], where results of these studies (see Appendix B) have 

been incorporated into GAUCSD as "dynamic defaults" parameters. 

For the multiobjective optimization, depending on the length of the string, 

empirical equations (B.5-B.6) were used to define the crossover and mutation rates 

for a given poptdation size of 100 individuals and a maximtun of 10® function 

evaluations. (The population size and maximum fxmction iterations are identical 

to the ones used in MOCOM-UA.) Moreover, for each test fimction, the same initial 

population selected in MOCOM-UA was utilized to start the search. Parameters 

for the genetic searches were represented with 10-bit Gray-encoding providing a 

resolution of 1.95 x 10"^ on [-10, 10] in each parameter direction. Default MOGA 

parameters are displayed in Table 4.7. Note that, given a mutation rate, one 

can compute the mutation probability which is the probability that at least one 

individual in the population is mutated from one generation to the next: 

= 1 - (1 - (4.7) 

where Mrate is the mutation rate, Popsize is the population size, and L is the total 

number of bits used to represent a point (x) in n-dimensional space. Mutation 
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probabilities gicen in Table 4.7 indicate high, chances that at least one individual in 

the population will be mutated; for n = 15, at least one individual will definitely 

undergo mutation at each generation. 

Even though the "djmamic defaults" provided in GAUCSD are a nice 

feature and work well in practice, the heuristic employed by no means guarantee 

good, nor even adequate, settings of GA parameters. Research on how to find good 

values is stiU in infancy, and there axe no residts that covdd substitute the intmtive 

exploration of these paxEimeters by the user. In addition, the defaidt settings have 

been derived for specific single-objective optimization, but the test problems on 

hand have multiple objectives. Therefore, it is important to try to find other GA 

parameter values in an efibrt to "tune" the MOGAs. 

Our efibrts have concentrated on the optimal selection of the mutation rate. 

Crossover rate {Crau) was set at 0.90 to allow an aggressive search of the feasible 

space at the global scale. This value for Crate is within the range 0.75-0.95 provided 

by Schaffer et al. [1989]. Tested GA operator \'alues are displayed in Table 4.8. 

Note that the mutation rate (not shown in table) varies with the total string length 

(X = 10 X n) according to: 

Mrau = 1 - (1 - (4.8) 

For each experiment, ten independent trials were performed. Experiments consisted 

of using the six mutation probabiUties: 0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, and 0.99 on the 

six regular problems. These experiments required a total of 10 x 6 x 6 = 360 

optimization runs. Initial population at each run was identical to MOCOM-UA. 
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Table 4.7: GAUCSD Algorithm Default Parameters. 

Dim String Crossover Mutation Mutation Expected # 

Length. Rate Rate Probability of Mutations 

1 10 7.50e-04 2.60e-03 0.9260 0.075 

2 20 1.50e-03 1.80e-03 0.9728 0.150 

3 30 2.30e-03 L50e-03 0.9889 0.230 

5 50 3.80e-03 1.20e-03 0.9975 0.380 

10 100 7.50e-03 8.20e-04 0.9997 0.750 

15 150 l.lOe-02 6.70e-04 1.0000 1.100 

30 300 2.30e-02 4.80e-04 1.0000 2.300 

Table 4.8: GAUCSD Algorithm Selected Parameters. 

Experiment Crossover Rate Mutation Probability 

1 0.90 0.00 

2 0.90 0.01 

3 0.90 0.10 

4 0.90 0.50 

5 0.90 0.90 

6 0.90 0.99 

Table 4.9: GAUCSD Default - Performance Statistics on Regular Problems. 

Dimension EflS.ciency (Gi) Effectiveness (G3) Effectiveness (G4) 

1 205 9.78e-01 5.98e-04 

2 628 8.10e-01 4.49e-02 

3 2003 7.59e-01 8.36e-02 

5 5737 5.59e-01 2.25e-01 

10 177278 0.00 5.41e-01 

15 2864322 0.00 8.20e-01 
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4.7 COMPARATIVE RESULTS 

Statistics of MOGA performances are presented in Tables 4.9-4.10 and in 

Figure 4.14. Efficiency performance of the default MOGA deteriorates very rapidly 

with dimension (Figure 4.14a). Its performance, however, is best for low to mod

erate dimension (n < 5) and worst for high dimensions (n = 10, 15). Comparison 

of efficiencies among the selected parameters reveals that the total nmnber of func

tion evaluations increases with mutation probability. Performance corresponding 

to mutation probabilities up to 0.5 are essentially the same across aJl dimensions. 

Higher mutation probabilities result in poorer efficiency where the increase in func

tion evaluations is not constant. For instance, the increase in function evaluations 

from 0.5 to 0.9 is smaller than the increase from 0.9 to 0.99. Contrary to the 

default MOGA, function evaluations of the other MOGAs do not increase dramat

ically with dimension. Examination of the MOGAs effectiveness performance as 

measured by the probability of a point falling outside the Pareto set indicates that 

the MOGA corresponding to Pm = 0.99 performs best, while the default MOGA 

performs worst (Figure 4.14b). Similar conclusions can be achieved with the dis

tance from the Pareto set (Figure 4.14c). However, for the 15-dimensional problem, 

none of the GAs were able to put a single point inside the Pareto set. 

Based on the performances of the different MOGAs tested, two sets of pa

rameters are retained because they produce the best compromise when all per

formance results are considered in all dimensions. On one hand, the first, GAi 

(0.90 , 0.1), provides good efficiency (low function evaluations) but at the expense 

of poor effectiveness. On the other hand, the second, GA2 (0.90 , 0.99), yields good 

effectiveness measures but poor efficiency. 
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Table 4.10: GAUCSD Performance Statistics on Regular Problems 
for Selected GA Parameters. 

Dim Efficiency (Gx) Effectiveness (Gs) Effectiveness ( G 4 )  

Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability = 0.00 
1 1192 9.91e-01 1.44e-04 
2 2418 9.60e-01 5.15e-03 
3 3698 9.41e-01 1.25e-02 
5 6739 7.13e-01 8.83e-02 

10 11823 0.00 5.35e-01 
15 14788 0.00 1.14e+00 
Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability = 0.01 
1 1288 9.92e-01 2.32e-04 
2 2525 9.75e-01 3.48e-03 
3 4015 9.29e-01 1.75e-02 
5 6143 S.lOe-Ol 8.20e-02 

10 11061 0.00 6.69e-01 
15 13896 0.00 1.23 
Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability = 0.10 
1 1135 9.94e-01 9.57e-05 
2 2488 9.67e-01 4.99e-03 
3 3661 9.31e-01 1.66e-02 
5 5547 8.20e-01 8.29e-02 

10 11400 O.OOe+00 4.67e-01 
15 14891 O.OOe+00 1.19 
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Table 4.10 (cont): GAUCSD Performance Statbtics on Regular Problems, 
for Selected GA Parameters. 

Dim Efficiency (Gi) Effectiveness (G2) Effectiveness ( G 3 )  

Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability 0.50 
1 1434 9.86e-01 8.68e-04 
2 2895 9.69e-01 5.06e-03 
3 4145 9.51e-01 1.42e-02 
5 6112 8.31e-01 7.01e-02 
10 12320 7.66e-02 4.14e-01 
15 18425 0.00 1.09 
Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability = 0.90 
1 2073 9.91e-01 5.02e-04 
2 4840 9.74e-01 4.42e-03 
3 6450 9.32e-01 1.78e-02 
5 10273 S.55e-01 6.40e-02 

10 16870 0.00 2.88e-01 
15 27600 0.00 6.22e-01 
Crossover Probability = 0.90 Mutation Probability = 0.99 
1 8206 9.94e-01 1.93e-04 
2 21559 9.68e-01 7.14e-03 
3 32739 9.46e-01 L81e-02 
5 37103 9.01e-01 5.13e-02 

10 37591 2.61e-01 2.57e-01 
15 51740 0.00 4.04e-01 
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Figure 4.14 Performance comparison between seven selected genetic algorithms on regular problems. 
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The inconsistent behavior of the default MOGA tends to discredit the useful

ness of empirically derived relationships for multiobjective problems; the relations 

in (B.3)-(B.6) were determined using single-objective optimization and may not 

translate well on the multiobjective optimization. This observation demonstrates 

one difficulty in using MOGA; choice of algorithmic parameters. MOGAs must be 

used with caution where the experimenter must always "time" the control param

eters to ensure good results. 

4.7.1 COMPARISON OF MOCOM-UA AGAINST MOGAs 

Given the "optimal" MOGAs determined above and MOCOM-UA devel

oped in Chapter 3 (Phase I) and Chapter 4 (Phase II), these algorithms are com

pared against each other using the test problems. In a first phase of this compar

ative analysis, the results obtained in Chapter 4 are plotted against each other on 

the same figure. In a second analysis, algorithm performances are tracked during 

their convergence toward the Pareto optimal set. 

Using results from studies in Chapter 4, efficiency (Gx) and effectiveness 

(Gs, Gi) measures of MOCOM-UA and MOGAs are compared against each other. 

Results on regular problems up to 15 dimensions for MOCOM-UA Phase I and 

Phase II [gtol = 0.1%) as well as GAi and GA2 are shown in Figure 4.15. Also 

shown are results for the default MOGA. Results for default MOGA are not used in 

this comparison, but they are shown to represent the worst case scenario, especially 

for high-dimensional problems. 

In Figure 4.15a, the efficiency criterion points to MOCOM-UA Phase I as 

the best algorithm overall. MOCOM-UA Phase I consistently achieved the lowest 
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total number of function evaluations in all regular problems; Phase I of MOCOM-

UA takes on the average 200 times less (when compared to Phase II at n = 30) 

to about half (when compared to GAi and n = 1) function e\'aluations. Similarly, 

GAi ranks second in efficiency, whereas MOCOM-UA Phase II ranks third on low 

to moderate (n < 5) problems but last on high-dimensional problems (n > 10). 

It is possible, however, to render Phase II more efficient by relaxing its simplex 

convergence criterion gtoi from 0.1% to, say, 1%. 

Comparison of effectiveness (Figure 4.15b) reveals that MOCOM-UA Phase 

II is the best while Phase I is worst. Phase I resiilts are even worse than the default 

MOGA except for one-dimensional problem. Ranking of the different algorithm is 

as follows: (1) MOCOM-UA (Phase II), (2) GAj, (3) GAi, and (4) MOCOM-UA 

(Phase I). It is important to note that MOCOM-UA Phase II is the only eilgo-

rithm that was able to position points inside the Peireto set for the IS-dimensioneil 

problem. This establishes the advantage of fine-timing in identifying the Pareto 

set over other methods. Compeirison of the ability of each algorithm to provide 

solutions close to the Pareto set is depicted in Figure 4.15c. Again, MOCOM-UA 

Phase II was able to yield the most effective population. This algorithm produced 

populations that, even on high-dimensioned problems, are within a distance of 1% 

smaller than the size of the Pareto set. The second and third best algorithms in 

terms of distance from the Pareto set axe GA2 and MOCOM-UA Phsise I, where 

the latter can be seen to close in on the former, particiilaxly on high dimension. 

Although GAi provided a more effective population in terms of locating points 

inside the Pareto set, MOCOM-UA Phase I produced a closer population to the 

Pareto set. The fined solutions given by GAi axe seen to lie farther away from the 

Pareto set as dimension increases. 
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Pareto ranking of the aJgorithms based on efficiency and effectiveness per

formances was done, and results are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 for all regtdar 

problems. Points on each graph represent the tradeoff between efficiency and effec

tiveness where the rank of each method is also displayed. The line shown connects 

only the algorithms that provide non-dominated performances (points with rank 1 

on the graphs) and from which selection of a suitable method can be achieved. 

In summary of this first comparative analysis, MOCOM-UA Phase II pro

vides the most effective population whereas MOCOM-UA Phase I is the most 

efficient algorithm. Furthermore, if we were to allow a slight deterioration of effec

tiveness, i.e., by increasing the convergence criterion gtoi, efficiency of MOCOM-

UA Phase II would be lowered without same sacrifice in overall effectiveness. In 

fact, that avenue is carried out in the second phase of the comparison where the 

convergence criterion gtoi is set to 1%, a less-stringent criterion. 

The second part of the comparative analysis consisted of tracking the per

formance of the MOGAs and MOCOM-UA algorithms. For given ntunbers of 

function evaluations, the nvunbers of efficient solutions and population distance 

from the Pareto set are computed. This strategy enables us to determine the effec

tiveness of each algorithm given the same amount of resources, i.e., a fixed number 

of function evaluations. For all test problems, a maximvun of 10® function evalu

ations was allowed, Eind performance statistics were computed at every 0.05 log of 

function evaluations. For instance, results were computed for the following niunber 

of function evaluations: Nmax = 10^, 10^ °®, 10^"^, 10^'^'', etc ... The results are pre

sented as follows. Performances on regular problems are displayed in Figures 4.IS 

and 4.19 for one, two, three, five, ten, and 15 variables. In Figure 4.20, efficiency 
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as mezistired by distance from the Paxeto set is displayed for two-objective irregu

lar problems. Finally, restilts for 15-dimensional problems are depicted in Figure 

4.8. In each figure, the graphs axe tradeoff curves showing the tradeoff between 

efficiency and effectiveness. 

In Figure 4.18, for low to moderate problems, GAi seems to be more effec

tive than GAa as its tradeoff curve is below the GA2 tradeoff cur\'e. For n = 5 and 

10, however, GA2 yields more effective solutions, provided the number of maximum 

function evaluations is increased; GAi tends to converge prematurely, leaving no 

room for improvement even when the maximum number of function evaluations is 

increased. On higher-dimensional problems, both MOGAs perform poorly. In fact, 

aX n = 10 and 15, none of the GAi trials were able to locate a single solution inside 

the Paxeto set. For GA2, effectiveness is very poor (G3 > 0.75) at n = iO, while 

no non-dominated solutions were foimd 3X n = 15. In addition, it is noted that 

the performance of GA2 tends to flatten but remains variable as the number of 

maximimi function evaluations is increased. This is an axtifact of a common prob

lem encoimtered with GAs in single-objective optimization; GAs are able to locate 

the general location of the global optimum but axe unable to pinpoint its exact 

location. In multiobjective problems, the population converges to the location of 

the Paxeto set, but is imable to remain inside from generation to generation. This 

happens because the mutation probability is higher in GA2 (Pm = 0.99) than GAi 

{Pm = 0.1). Compaxison of MOGAs to MOCOM-UA shows the latter to com

pletely dominate the former. In fact, on all problems, MOCOM-UA has its entire 

tradeoff ctirve below the MOGAs curve. Moreover, in high dimension (n > 10), 

MOCOM-UA still can provide efficient solutions while the MOGAs caxmot. We 
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Figure 4.21 Population distance from the Pareto set (G4) for fifteen-dimensional problems. 
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note, however, that efficient solutions are solely found in Phase II for those prob

lems. Even so, the ability of Phase I in identifying efficient solutions is clearly 

seen to diminish eis dimension increases. Performance comparison based on pop

ulation distance (Figure 4.19) reveals MOCOM-UA to be superior to its genetic 

coimterpart, with some rare exceptions where all algorithms have similEu- perfor

mance. Moreover, a change in performance is seen between Phase I and Phase II 

as indicated by a break in the tradeoff curve. 

Performance results on two-objective irregulcir problems are displayed in 

Figure 4.20. In two and three dimensions, GAi and MOCOM-UA provide similar 

performance where GAi gives slightly closer final population with Nmax > 5000. 

On higher dimensions, however, MOCOA'I-UA outperforms both MOGAs. As pre

viously noticed, increasing dimension while keeping the number of objectives con

stant creates more difficult problems for MOCOM-UA as indicated by an increasing 

distance from dimension to dimension. For GA2, however, algorithm performance 

does not change with the increase in dimension; the final population seems to stag

nate at a distance about 0.5% of the Pareto set. In addition, GA2 did not converge 

even after 10® function evaluations for n > 3. This lack of effectiveness might be 

attributed to the fact that GA2 was selected based on its effectiveness on regular 

problems only. 

In Figure 4.21, a comparison of performance results among the three al

gorithms is shown for the 15-dimensional problems with an increasing nvunber of 

objectives. For all problems, both phases of MOCOM-UA provide better results 

than the MOGAs. An increase in the niunber of objectives does not seem to affect 

the performance of MOCOM-UA because effectiveness performances are similar. 

On the contrary, GA2 performance ameliorates with a higher number of objectives. 
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Indeed, this MOGA did not converge (some points in the population axe still in

ferior) up to 10® function eN'aluations for two-, three-, and five-objective problems 

(Figures 4.21a-c) but convergence (population is indistinguishable) occurred in all 

trials for ten-, 15-, and 16-objective problems (Figtu-es 4.21d-f). For GAi, selection 

of its parameters based on efficiency is consistent as it converged before GA2, even 

though its final popiilation is farther away from the Pareto set. 

The secondary analysis of MOCOM-UA against MOGAs provides some fur

ther insights into their efficiency and efiiectiveness. Overall, with an equal nvunber 

of fvmction evaluations allowed, MOCOM-UA outperforms the MOGAs, in peir-

ticular on multiobjective problems with a moderate to large number of variables 

(> 5). The selected MOGAs challenged MOCOM-UA during its primary phase 

(Phase I) and only on some low-dimensional problems. Among the MOGAs, only 

one (GAi) provided a consistent behavior throughout all test problems; GAi con

sistently required less function evaluations to yield an indistinguishable population 

than GA2 on regular and irregvdar problems. This behavior is consistent with the 

criterion used to calibrate this algorithm, i.e., ntunber of function evaluations. On 

the other hand, GAo, in some cases did not converge before 10® evaluations. This 

indicates that, for genetic algorithms, selection of control parameters must be car

ried out first and where function e\'aluations should be included cis a criterion for 

its calibration. Nevertheless, the calibrated MOGAs were inferior to MOCOM-UA 

in their ability to provide both an efficient and effective search for the Pareto set. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

Primary analysis of the MOCOM-UA algorithm on the test problems 

showed that, for high-dimensional problems the algorithm is unable to position 
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a single point inside the Pareto set due to the error associated with the use of a 

finite size population. To circvmivent this problem, a fine-tuning in the form of 

a local search was added to MOCOM-UA to further refine the final population. 

Fine-timing in the algorithm has proven to be useful in increasing the rehabihty of 

the algorithm to provide global efficient solutions. 

In this Chapter, a detailed two-level comparison between the MOCOM-

UA and two carefully calibrated genetic algorithms was performed. Resxilts of 

the primary comparative study on regular: problems showed MOCOM-UA to be 

either a very efficient edgorithm but at the expense of efi"ectiveness (Phase I) or 

vice versa when a refinement procedure is added (Phase II). Because MOCOM-

UA performance varies between those two non-commensurate criteria (efficiency 

and efiectiveness), a secondary euialysis was realized by relaxing the simplex con

vergence criterion gtoi during Phase II. In this second part of the comparison, the 

algorithms were allowed to find the Pareto set for difierent problems tmder the same 

initial starting conditions, including identical populations and maximum number 

of function evaluations. Even with a more relaxed simplex convergence criterion, 

MOCOM-UA outperformed the two multiobjective genetic algorithms. This algo

rithm is able to provide efficient solutions or place them as arbitrarily close to the 

Pareto set as the maximtmi niunber of function evaluations {Nmax) a^d simplex 

convergence criterion (gtoi) allow. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EXAMPLE: APPLICATION OF MOCOM-UA TO 

CALIBRATION OF THE NWSRFS-SMA MODEL 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The selection of a proper objective function plays an important role in the 

identification of parameters in hydrological model calibration. Current automatic 

calibration relies on the usage of a single-objective function to guide the optimiza

tion in search of the best set of parameters. However, different solutions obtained 

using different objective functions can yield "good" simulations with respect to 

the observed data, indicating that, in model calibration, the emphasis should not 

be on identifying a unique set of parameters. Instead, tradeoff among objectives 

shoiild be identified to provide the DM with the corresponding alternatives: the 

DM can then select a single to a few alternate solutions, based on his preferences, 

in confidence that the selected solutions are objectively equi\'alent to each other. 

The MOCOM-UA algorithm developed and tested in Chapters 3 through 

4 provides an effective and efficient optimization method in which non-dominated 

solutions can be identified for a given set of objective functions. In this Chapter a 

full-scale implementation of the MOCOM-UA algorithm is applied to calibration 

of the National Weather Service River Forecasting System Soil Moisture Account

ing (NWSRFS-SMA) model. Illustration of this new multiobjective algorithm to 

the calibration of a realistic model is provided by two examples, where bi-criterion 

functions are used. In the first example, the multiobjective function is composed of 

the Daily Root Mean Square (DRMS) criterion and the Heteroscedastic Maximum 

Likelihood Estimator (HMLE) criterion. In the second example, a tradeoff between 
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matching of the rising and falling limb of the hydrograph is sought. In both ex

amples, the search population size is varied to determine the minimum population 

size required to obtain reliable results. 

5.2 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

5.2.1 THE MODEL 

The NWSRFS-SMA model [Bumash et al., 197S; Peck, 1976] (Figure 5.1) 

is used by the River Forecast Centers (RFCs) of the U.S. National Weather Service 

(NWS) to perform real-time river and flood forecasts as well as extended streamflow 

predictions (ESP) [Yapo et al., 1996], In this dissertation, a research version of the 

model maintained by the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources at The 

University of Arizona was used. The model is originally written in FORTRAN 77 

code, but was treinslated to C language for the purpose of this research. Inputs 

to the model are meaxi areal precipitation (MAP) in millimeters per six-hoiu: and 

potential evapotranspiration (PET) in millimeters per day. Outputs to the model 

are estimated evapotranspiration in millimeters per day and total channel inflow; 

the latter is converted into streamflow (in cubic meters per second) by using a 

unit hydrograph (UH). In systems theory, channel inflow represents the input to 

the system, while the vinit hydrograph is the system response to the unit input 

function u{t). By convolving total channel inflow with the unit hydrograph, system 

response or streamflow is obtained [Singh, 1988]. 

The NWSRFS-SMA model is termed a conceptual rainfall-runoff (CRR) 

model because it simulates the flow of water at the siorface and into the groimd 

based on physical mechanisms. Conceptual models are fundamentally different 

than systems-theoretic models which include statistical models (e.g., autoregressive 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the NWSRFS-SMA model. 
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moving average with exogenous inputs, ARMAX). The NWSRFS-SMA model can 

be divided into three subsystems as shown in Figure 5.2: (a) surface, (b) upper zone, 

and (c) lower zone. Each section of the model is parameterized by some physical 

or conceptual parameters which define the input-output relationship within and 

across all three subsystems. 

5.2.2 HYDROLOGIC DATA 

The Leaf River basin located near CoUins, Mississippi has been the sub

ject of previous calibration studies [e.g., Brazil, 1988; Brazil and Hudlow, 1981: 

Sorooshian et al., 1983]. Additionally, Yapo et al. [1996] (see Appendix A) re

cently provided a comprehensive czilibration study of the NWSRFS-SMA based 

on data collected from this beisin. Data from the Leaf River span a relatively 

long period (40 water-yeax^) ranging from October 1, 1948 to September 30, 1988. 

The 40-year period includes daily streamflow (cms), potential evapotranspiration 

(mm/day), and six-hour mean areed precipitation (mm/6-hr). Statistics pertaining 

to the data are displayed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Leaf River Basin Statistics (Area = 1944 km^). 

Daily Statistic Flow (m^/s) Precipitation (mm) P recipit ation^ (mm) 

Mean 30.90 3.92 8.69 

Standard Deviation 65.46 10.14 13.66 

Minimum 1.58 0.00 l.OOe-4 

Maximimi 1444.17 221.52 221.52 

Coefficient of Vax. (%) 221.85 258.76 157.22 

Coefficient of Skew 6.85 4.93 3.41 

•••Non-zero precipitation. 

^ A water-yeaj is defined as the period beginning October 1 of a given year and ending 

September 30 of the following year. 
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Based on the previous calibration study (see Appendix A), it has been deter

mined that eight water-years are siifficient to obtain parameter estimates that are 

insensitive to the data selected for calibration. In addition, in order to maximize 

the chance of obtaining reliable parameter estimates, the wettest periods should 

be selected. For the purpose of illustrating the MOCOM-UA method, a one-year 

calibration period was used in this study; the calibration period consisted of the 

wettest water-year on record (October 1, 1979 to September 30, 1980 - water-year 

1979), i.e., the year with the largest mean annual flow. 

5.2.3 PARAMETERS OPTIMIZED 

The Soil Moisture Accounting model has 16 parameters, an evapotranspi-

ration adjustment curve, and a unit hydrograph to be determined by the user. 

Paxcimeters of the model axe displayed in Table 5.2. Following the recommenda

tion of Peck [1976] £md restilts from Brazil [1988], the three parameters SIDE. 

RIVA, and RSERV were fixed at prespecified values: SIDE = 0.0, RLVA = 0.0. 

and RSERV = 0.3. Moreover, the evapotranspiration adjustment curve and the 

imit hydrograph were asstuned to have been previously optimized. The remaining 

13 parameters were optimized using the upper and lower parameters boimds indi

cated in Table 5.2. The feasible region used here is larger than the one used by 

Brazil [1988] in the interactive multilevel calibration search; hence, the cedibration 

undertaken represents a more challenging problem. 



Table 5.2: Parameters, State Variables, and Feasible Region of the NWSRFS-SMA Model. 

Parameters Description Lower Upper 

Optimized Bound Bound 
Maximum capacity thresholds 

UZTWM Upper zone tension water niaxinimn storage (mm) 1.0 150.0 
UZFWM Upper zone free water niaxinmm storage (mm) 1.0 150.0 
LZTWM Lower zone tension water inttxiinuiii storage (mm) 1.0 1000.0 
LZFPM Lower zone free water i)rimmy maximum storage (mm) 1.0 1000.0 
LZFSM Lower zone free water supplemental maxinmni storage (mm) 1.0 1000.0 
ADIMP Additional impervious area (decimal fraction) 0.0 0.4 

Recession parameters 
UZK Upper zone free water lateral depletion rate (i/ai/~') 0.1 0.5 
LZPK Lower zone primary free water dej>letion rate (</«!/"') 0.0001 0.025 
LZSK Lower zone sujiplementid free water dejiletion rate [d(iy~^) 0.01 0.25 

Percolation and other parameters 
ZPERC Maxinmm percolation rate (diniensionless) 1.0 250.0 
REXP Exponent of the percolation equation (diuiensionless) 1.0 5.0 
PCTIM lmi>erviouB fraction of the watershed area (decimal fraction) 0.0 0.1 
PFREE Fraction of water jjercolating from ujjper zone ilirectlj' tt) 0.0 O.G 

lower zone fnx* water storage (decimal fraction) 
I'nranicters Description Kixeil 

Not Optimizeil Value 

RIVA Rijiarian vegetation area (decimal fraction) 0.0 
SIDE Ratio of deep recharge to channel baseflow (dimensionless) 0.0 
RSERV Fraction of lower zom; free water not transferrahle to lower zt)ne 0.3 

tension water (decimal fraction) 
Slate Variables De^jcriptioii 

UZTWC Upi)er zone tension water storage content (nnn) 
UZFVVC Upper zone free water storage content (nnn) 
LZTVVC Lower zone tension water storage content (mm) 
LZFPC Lower zone free jirimary water storage content (nnn) 
LZFSC Lower zone free secondary water storage content (mm) 
ADIMC Additional impervious area content (mm) 
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5.3 MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MODEL 

5.3.1 DRMS CRITERION VERSUS HMLE CRITERION 

Automatic calibration procedures typically require the selection of a single-

objective function for optimization in order to identify the best set of model pa

rameters. This implies proper choice of an objective function. For hydrological 

model calibration, proper choice of the objective function is determined primarily 

by the assumption of a distribution of the errors present in the observed data. For 

instance, the DRMS criterion: 

DRMS{e) = 
\ 

1 ^ 2 

(51) 
n t=i 

is the imbiased, minimvun variance estimator, and it is the maximmn likelihood 

estimator imder the assimiption that measurement errors, approximated by et = 

9?"" ~ 9?^^' normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance cr^. 

The HMLE criterion: 

( n - ) ^  
HMLE{e ,  A) = —n (5-2) 

is the maximima Ukelihood estimator under the assumption that the measurement 

errors axe normally distributed with zero mean but unequal variance (cr^); the 

variance of the errors is proportional to the observed flows [Sorooshian and Dracup, 

1980]. 

Proper choice of objectives can be determined by verification of the as

sumptions made on the distribution of the errors. This is usually accomplished by 

a residual analysis. In Yapo et al. [1996], the NWSRFS-SMA was independently 
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calibrated using DRMS and HMLE criterion as objective functions. Standard resid

ual analysis based on simulation over the 40-year period using each parameter set 

supported HMLE as the more appropriate among the two objectives. However, fur

ther cmalysis of the residuals indicated that the DRMS criterion provides slightly 

better model performance on high flows (small residuals) over HMLE, while the 

latter provides consistent performance (constant residuals) across all flow ranges 

(Figure 5.3). Depending on the intended purpose of the model, DRMS can be 

used as the objective function for matching of peak flows (e.g., flood forecasting), 

whereas HMLE can be used when the emphasis is on good performance across all 

flows (e.g., extended streamflow prediction); usage of either function for calibration 

amounts to minimizing the errors in different portions of the hydrograph. Thus, 

there exists a tradeoff among the these two objectives that the DM must be aware 

of in order to arrive at better decisions. 

In light of the tradeoff that exists between DRMS and HMLE, corresponding 

efficient solutions must be fotmd. MOCOM-UA provides a tool, as a miiltiobjective 

method, in identifying the Pareto optimed set for problems posed in a midtiple 

objective framework. Here, the multiobjective problem is defined as: 

mn F = {DRMS , HMLE) (5.3) 

5.3.2 RISING LIMB VERSUS FALLING LIMB 

An important aspect of model calibration is to provide parameter solutions 

that accurately simulate periods of changes in the hydrograph. Periods of change 

on the hydrograph occur at the onset of peak flow events and immediately after. 

A period of increasing streamflow is called the rising limb. Period of decreasing 
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streamflow following a peaJc event is called the falling limb. These two periods 

axe illustrated in Figure 5.4. There may be an advantage in separating these 

two events using two objective functions to provide a better representation of the 

rainfall-runoff process. 

Representation of peaJc flow events can be identified by grouping all flow 

events into rising and falling limbs, where classification of individual data points 

can be accomplished by computing the first difference of the observed flow time 

series (the observed hydrograph): 

dt = qf'-qttU = 2,...,n (5.4) 

The set of indices of rising limb (Tr) and falling limb (Tp) points axe defined as; 

T R =  E  T /dt > o| (5.5) 

Tf = {< e T/dt < o} (5.6) 

where T = {l,2,...,n}. Using the sets of indices defined above, the following 

multiobjective problem can be specified as: 

min F = min (RISE . FALL) (5.7) 

with: 

RISE = ./;fE {«'""(«)-9?'")' (5.8) 

FALL = (5 9) 
y teTF 

where, t i r  = and n p  = The multiobjective problem depicted in (5.13) 

entails minimizing the errors on the rising and falling hydrographs separately, but 
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simultaneously and it represents an alternative to minimizing DRMS by itself. In 

fact, DRMS is a function of RISE and FALL as: 

DRMS^ =nR RISE^ + np FALL^ (5.10). 

It is anticipated that the tradeoff described by RISE and FALL will provide some 

insights into the model structure of NWSRFS-SMA by identifying which parame

ters influence better matching of the rising and falling hydrograph. 

5.4 RESULTS 

5.4.1 DRMS VERSUS HMLE 

Calibration of the NWSRFS-SMA model was performed using the two-

objective function (DRMS, HMLE) with increasing population size. Population 

sizes selected were 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000. For each population size, 

MOCOM-UA Phase I was executed imtil all individuals became mutually indistin

guishable. Using the Phase I population 50 points were generated using Phase 11. 

Weights for Phase II were generated randomly according to (4.4-4.5). Simplex con

vergence was set at 1%, i.e., a simplex selected at random from Phase I population 

was evolved imtil its geometric range was 100 times smedler than Phase I popula

tion geometric range. To avoid additional bias other than the one introduced by 

the weights, each objective function value was normalized in the range determined 

by the Phase I final popxilation. The weighed objective for the downhill simplex 

evolution was computed as: 

DRMS HMLE 
^ DRMS"*'''' - DRMS"'''' HMLE""'^ - HMLE"''" 

where DRMS"»^-\ DRMS®'°, HMLE®«, HMLE®'" are the minimum and maxi

mum values for each objective over all points of Phase I final population. Equation 
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(5.11) enables each objective function to be comparable in value (both are rescaled 

to 0-1 range) so that minimization of the weighed objective Fu, does not degenerate 

into minimization of the larger of the two objectives, DRMS or HMLE. It should be 

noted that the same weights were used in generating the 50 Phase II solutions for 

each population size. Thus, each Phase II final point should in principle converge 

to the same location, provided the weighed objective has no local minima. 

Phase I final populations for increeising size are shown on Figure 5.5 in the 

objective space. Statistics pertaining to each population size are displayed in Table 

5.3. First, MOCOM-UA does seem not suffer from the "middling" of individuals 

associated with VEGA [Schaffer, 1985]; each population seems to span its corre

sponding Pareto front evenly. Second, the tradeoff curve is convex, providing more 

credibility to the results obtained in Phase II (Phase II is based on the weighing 

method which cannot identify concave portions on the tradeoff curve). As popu

lation size increases, the Pareto front is seen to improve gradually. A significant 

improvement is observed from p = 50 to p = 100 to p = 500. Beyond 500 points, 

however, refinement of the Pareto front is margined, suggesting that there may ex

ist a minimum population size that guarantees a reliable Pareto front. This result 

is encouraging because the nvmiber of function evaluations increases dramatically 

for p > 500 (see Table 5.3 emd Figure 5.7). A noticeable improvement, however, is 

seen for low DRMS values for population size larger than 500. Such improvements 

might indicate that the surface response associated with DRMS presents a lot more 

significant local minima than HMLE, whose surface is relatively smooth. 
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Table 5.3: NWSRFS-SMA Calibration Results - (DRMS, HMLE). 

Population Total Niunber of Phase II Phase LPhase II 

Size Function Evaluations Indistingui Indistin-

Phase I Phase II shable Points guishability 

50 22558 27145 16 6:16 

100 32532 28176 30 34:30 

200 31807 34264 27 164:27 

500 68890 21493 35 430:35 

1000 265124 15681 32 918:30 

2000 2819128 14570 39 1931:36 

Fine-tuning of the fined, population presents further evidence that a min

imum population size is required to obtain a reliable Pareto front. Results of 

MOCOM-UA Phase II are shown on Figure 5.6. In each plot, the Phase II results 

(50 points, displayed as circles) are compaxed to the Phase I fined populations. With 

increasing Phase I population size both final solutions (Phase I and II) are seen to 

be more homogeneous. From 500 individuals on, Phase I and II final populations 

lay virtually on the same Pareto front. Comparison of the nimiber of indistin

guishable points from Phase I and II is given in Table 5.3; column 5 of Table 5.3 

represents the nvunber of indistinguishable points obtained when the populations 

of both Phase I and Phase II are combined. However, for p = 50, six and 16 (6:16) 

solutions from Phase I and II, respectively, belong to the Pareto front, for p = 

500, 435 solutions from Phase I and 35 from Phase II comprise the Pareto front. 

The total function evaluations for MOCOM-UA Phase I and Phase II are plotted 

against population size in Figure 5.7, revealing an exponential increase of fimction 

e\'aluations for Phase I. For Phase II, however, the ntunber of function evaluations 
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required is, in general, diminishing. With increasing population size, MOCOM-

UA is able to provide a Phase I final population that is close to the true Paxeto 

set; in tvun, it takes less efibrt for Phzise II to refine the solutions. The ability of 

MOCOM-UA Phase II to improve significantly on Phase I solutions is diminish

ing as population size increases, indicating that Phase I provides a more reliable 

Pareto front with a laxger population size. As indicated in Table 5.3 (column 5) 

and Figm-e 5.6 some solutions provided by the fine-tuning process (Phase II) are 

inferior. These inferior points can be attributed to convergence of the downhill 

simplex method to local minima on the weighed objective function response sur

face. However, those "failures" of the downhill simplex method could be avoided 

if selection of the initial simplex for fine-timing is done objectively instead of ran

domly. The initial starting simplex can be formed by selecting n+1 points with 

the lowest weighted function values from the Phase I final population. In addition, 

this selection scheme has the potential of reducing the number of simplex steps, 

hence function evaluations, to convergence. 

Final Phase I popvdations in the parameter space are shown on Figures 5.8 

and 5.9; each parameter has been normalized by its respective feasible range dis

played in Table 5.2. The parameters are arrEmged in the order upper zone (UZTWM 

- UZK), percolation process {ZPERC - REXP)^ and lower zone (LZTWM - LZSK) 

parameters. The graphs show the corresponding evolution of the best approxima

tion of the Pareto set with increasing population size. Using the best approximation 

of the Pareto set obtained for p = 2000 (Figure 5.9c), it is seen that some param

eters do not vary with the tradeoff between DRMS and HMLE, e.g., UZFW^[, 

ADIMP, UZK, REXP, LZTWM, LZFPM, LZFSM, and PFREE while other pa

rameters do, e.g., UZTWM, PCTIM, ZPERC, LZPK and LZSK. For LZPK, a 
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Figure 5.8 NWSRFS-SMA parameter solutions for 50, 100, and 200 points-
(DRMS, HMLE). 
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a) Population Size = 500 - GMRNG = 5.749% 
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Figxire 5.9 NWSRFS-SMA paxaxaeter solutions for 500, 1000, and 2000 points-

(DRMS, HMLE). 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison between 10 best solutions with emphasis on DRMS 
or HMLE, based on population size of 1000 individuals. 
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bifurcation in the parameter is observed, while PCTIM, ADIMP, ZPERC, and 

REXP axe at the boundary of their respective feasible ranges. The fact that some 

parameters axe located at the bomidary of their feasible range suggest that these 

ranges may be expanded. Using Phase I final popvdation for p = 2000, the ten 

best points based on DRMS and HMLE criterion axe plotted against each other in 

Figure 5.10 in objective space (Figure 5.10a) and parameter space (Figure 5.10b). 

Paxameters obtained with emphasis on DRMS tend to cluster on a portion of the 

space different than paxameters obtained with emphasis on HMLE (paxticularly the 

parameters PCTIM, ZPERC, and LZPK). This shows how multiobjective calibra

tion can provide useful insights into the impact of choice of objective on parameter 

location. 

5.4.2 RISING LIMB VERSUS FALLING LIMB 

Restdts for multiobjective calibration of the NWSRFS-SMA model based 

on matching rising and falling limb are presented in Table 5.4 and in Figures 5.11-

15. In Figvu-e 6.11, the Pareto front representing the tradeoff between the RISE 

and FALL fimctions is seen to improve as population size increases up to p = 

500. However, the tradeoff curve for p = 1000 is worse than p = 500 where all 

the points from the latter are superior to all points from the former. This result 

seems contradictory with results from the previous calibration, where an increasing 

population size provided a better Paxeto front. Examination of the Pcu-eto front 

for p = 1000 reveals the following; 

(1) The Pareto front is not imiformly covered, because a few points (five points) 

seem quite far from the remaining popiilation (Figure 5.11). 

(2) The final population in the parameter space (Figture 5.12) reveals a disjointed 

Paxeto set, resulting in Ein imusually laxge geometric range; 1000 individuals 
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MOCOM-UA Phase I Final Population 

Figure 5.11 MOCOM-UA Phase I final population for increasing size-

(RISE, FALL) case. 
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Population Size - GMRNG = 57.22% 

UZrWMUZFWM PCTIM ADIMP UZK ZPERC REXP LZTWM LZFPM LZFSM L2PK LZSK PFREE 

Parameter Name 

Figure 5.12 MOCOM-UA Phase I paremaeter spread for 1000 points-

(RISE, FALL) case. 
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Figure 5.13 IVIOCOM-UA Phase I and Phase II final population for increasing size - (RISE, FALL). 
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a) Population Size = 50 - GMRNG = 3.885% 
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Figure 5.14 NWSRFS-SMA parameter solutions for 50, 100, and 200 points-

(RISE, FALL) case. 
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a) Population Size = 500 - GMRNG = 1.742% 
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Figiire 5.15 NWSRFS-SMA parameter solutions for 500, 1000, and 2000 points-

(RISE, FALL) case. 
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have converged to a space larger than half of the feasible space in each 

parameter direction {gmg = 57.2%). 

(3) The total number of function evaluations reqviired for Phase II is extremely-

low as compared to the resvilts obtained with other population sizes (see 

Table 5.4). 

Table 5.4: NWSRFS-SMA Calibration Results - (RISE, FALL). 

Population Total Number of Phase II Phase IrPhase II 

Size Function Evaluations Indistingui Indistin-

Phase I Phase II shable Points guishability 

50 4090 37003 16 0:16 

100 33414 19426 23 5:23 

200 66182 15486 24 146:24 

500 120842 15841 38 408:38 

1000 1703216 3285 40 976:33 

2000 2180884 1776 1989:41 41 

These observations suggest that MOCOM-UA may have converged to a loced mini

mum on the search space; the result for p = 1000 should be discounted as a failure. 

This shows that premature convergence can happen even with a large population 

because the algorithm uses Pareto ranking to determine the direction of improve

ment (i.e., away from the points with highest rank). It is possible to have all points 

in a population rest on a suboptimal Pareto front where the aJgorithm terminates. 

Because MOCOM-UA failed for p = 1000, the corresponding results are discarded 

from further interpretation. 

Similar to the previous calibration, 50 independent refinements were con

ducted based on the final Phase I population. The Phase I eind II final populations 



axe shown in Figure 5.13 for each population size; the Phase I population is de

picted by dots, while the Phase II population is depicted by circles. We note that 

for up to 100 individuals (Figure 5.13a,b), the Phase II population improves signif

icantly the Paxeto front determined during Phase I. In fact, for p = 50, the Phase I 

population is dominated to Phase II population (Table 5.4). For larger population 

sizes, (p > 200), however, Phase II does not seem to have an impact at improving 

the Phase I final results. Interestingly, Phase II was not able to "leap" out of the 

local Paxeto front for p = 1000 (Figure 5.13e). This is probably due to the fact 

that the initial simplex for Phase II refinement was selected solely from the Phase 

I final population. It may be advantageous to construct the initial simplex from a 

combination of randomly chosen points from the Phase I population and from the 

entire feasible space to provide a more globed natvire to the refinement procedme. 

Noteworthy of attention is that the Phase II population does not improve 

significantly on the extremities of the Paxeto front for p > 200. This indicates 

that both fimctions tend to be "smooth" in the region of the global optimiun. 

Separating DRMS into RISE and FALL objectives (see Equation (5.10)) results 

in two functions that have smoother response stufaces. Pcirameter spreads for 

increasing population sizes axe displayed in Figures 5.14-15. The final populations 

are seen to be at the botmdary of the feasible range, again suggesting that the 

current feasible range may be a factor Umiting further improvement of the Pareto 
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5.4.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN DRMS-HMLE AND RISE-FALL 
CALIBRATION RESULTS 

In this section, results obtained from calibration based on (DMRS, HMLE) 

and (RISE, FALL) for p = 500 are compared. The comparison is done in the pa

rameter space and the output (hydrograph) space. In the parameter space, spreads 

of (DRMS, HMLE) and (RISE, FALL) calibration final parameters are plotted on 

the same graph (Figure 5.16a). Arithmetic averages for each parameter over the 

final populations are also plotted in Figure 5.16b with ± two standard deviations. 

Table 5.5 provides a classification of the peirameters based on the following compar

ison: (a) convergence to same or difierent location, (b) convergence to the upper 

or lower bound of feasible range, and (c) overlap in value. From the figures and 

Table 5.5, the following are observed: 

(1) Parameters UZFW^I, LZFPM, and LZFSM have essentially converged to 

the same location in both calibrations. 

(2) Parameters UZTWM, LZSK, ZPERC, and PFREE have converged to sig

nificantly different values. 

(3) Parameters ADIMP, UZK, REXP have converged to the upper bound of 

their respective feasible ranges in both calibrations, while ZPERC has 

reached its maximvun value in the (RISE, FALL) calibration. 

(4) Parameters PCTIM, LZTWl/I, and LZPK have overlapping values. 

(5) Both calibrations provide Pareto sets which have small variability in each 

parameter except for PCTIM, LZPK, LZSK, and PFREE, where the vari

abilities are largest (Figure 5.16b). 
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Figure 5.16 NWSRFS-SMA parameter comparison between (DRMS, HMLE) and (RISE, FALL) 
calibration based on 500 points. 
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Table 5.5: NWSRFS-SMA Parameter Comparison Between (DRMS, HMLE) 
and (RISE, FALL) Calibration. 

Parameter Same DifTerent Convergence to Overlapping 

Name Location Location Boundary 

UZTWM YES 

uzFmi YES 

PCTIM YES 

ADIMP YES YES" 

UZK YES" 

ZPERC YES YES" 

REXP YES YES" 

LZTWM YES 

LZFPM YES 

LZFSM YES 

LZPK YES 

LZSK YES YES" 

PFREE YES YES^ 

^Converged to upper boiind. 

^Converved to lower bound. 

Calibration using these two bi-criterion objective functions provides some 

useful insights into the processes represented into the model. Indeed, peirame-

ters UZFWM, LZFPM, and LZFSM depict the free water storages, and different 

assTomptions on the distribution prediction errors yield same parameter values. 

Parameters UZTWM, ZPERC, £ind PFREE are partitioning parameters, i.e., they 

determine which axnount of water remains in the upper zone and which amount 

goes into the lower zone (see Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2). Depending on the func

tion used for calibration, these parzimeters are inferred differently. For instance, 
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(DRMS, HMLE) calibration yields PFREE > 0.5, suggesting a significant base-

flow increase after a storm, while (RISE, FALL) calibration indicates no significant 

increase in basefiow after a storm PFREE = 0 (see Figure 5.16b). Values for 

parameter ADIMP and UZK indicate a rapid rise and decay of surface runoff as 

determined by both calibrations. 

For all final parameter sets, a simulation of the model was performed on the 

calibration period (WY 1979). This provided 500 hydrographs for each calibration, 

where the maximum and minimvmi flows at each time step were determined. The 

minimimi and maximum flow determines a range, the hydrograph range, within 

which the simulated values faU. Mathematically, for a given population of points, 

the hydrograph range is defined as: 

All simialated hydrographs contained within Hmj are indistinguishable because 

their corresponding parameter sets Eire mutually non-dominated. The hydrograph 

range for the calibrations performed are shown in Figure 5.17. Comparison of the 

two hydrograph ranges reveals some noticeable difference between them. On the 

one hajid, the (DHA'IS, HMLE) hydrograph range is able to bracket observed flows. 

On the other hand, the (RISE, FALL) hydrograph range brackets the observations. 

For some portion of the hydrograph, the observations are not contained within the 

prediction range (or hydrograph range) indicating limitations in the model itself. 

/ / - m i n  
r n j - i W i  , qt )lt=i (5.12) 

where P is the Pareto set and: 

,min 

(5.13). 
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Figure 5,17 NWSRFS-SMA hydrograph range comparison between (DRMS, HMLE) calibration and 
(RISE, FALL) calibration based on 500 points. 
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This suggests that multiobjective ceilibration can also provide some insights into 

inadequacy of model structure, especially in the recession part of the hydrograph. 

5.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, an illustrative example of MOCOM-UA to a realistic prob

lem was presented. The MOCOM-UA algorithm was used to calibrate the Na

tional Weather Service River Forecasting System Soil Moistiire Accoimting Model 

(NWSRFS-SMA) using two bi-criterion objective functions, namely, (DRMS. 

HMLE) and (RISE, FALL). These objectives were selected because each criterion 

emphasizes different portions of the hydrograph. Results obtained in this illustra

tive example hint that MOCOM-UA can determine the Pareto set in a reliable 

fcLshion with a population of size (p •= 500) similax to the one used in the single-

objective SCE-UA algorithm when applied to the same model [Yapo et ai, 1996]. 

This may suggest that MOCOM-UA is not adversely affected by the use of a large 

number of objective functions. However, further tests are needed. In the second 

calibration example, a failure of the algorithm was recorded. Thus, there exists a 

non-zero probability of failure to the algorithm. This suggests that MOCOM-UA 

must be improved. In the next Chapter, suggestions for further development of the 

method are presented. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Since the pioneering work by Edgeworth [1881] and Pareto [1971] related to 

multiobjective issues on welfare theories, midtiobjective prograjuming has emerged 

as a weU-established discipUne. In multiobjective programming, the goal is to 

determine the set of non-dominated solutions or the Pareto set. The Pareto set is 

seldom composed of a unique solution: typically, it has many solutions. Current 

multiobjective techniques, including the weighing method, e-constraint method, 

and goaJ-attairmient method, can generate non-dominated solutions one at a time 

by solving single-objective optimizations. Other methods generate nondominated 

solutions through extensive interaction with the decision maker (DM). In general, 

current multiobjective techniques are either computationally expensive or time-

consuming, where the need for more efficient methods is required. 

Recently, a single-objective global optimization method developed by Duan 

et al. [1993] at The University of Arizona was implemented to solve for the global 

optimum on a surface with many local optima. This method is called the shuffled 

complex evolution (SCE-UA) and uses three concepts that make it suitable to 

multiobjective programming: (a) population, (b) competitive evolution, and (c) 

shuffling. The first two items were borrowed from the genetic algorithm and the 

last is vmique to SCE-UA. The concept of using a population to search for the 

optimal solution is a very useful tool to MOP because the Pareto set contains 

many solutions. 
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In this dissertation, a new multiobjective optimization algorithm based on 

the SCE-UA method was developed. The new method is labeled multiobjective 

complex evolution (MOCOM-UA) because it uses a population of points to search 

for the Pareto optimal set. At the heart of this new method is a newly developed 

miiltiobjective downhill simplex (MOSI^I) method that utilizes the properties (re

flection and contraction) of the downhill simplex method [Neldtr and Mead, 1965] 

but adapted to handle several objectives simultaneously. Also of importance is the 

concept of Pareto ranking suggested by Goldberg [1989] to successfully sort points 

based on several objectives. Based on Pareto ranking and a competitive evolution 

scheme, namely rank-based selection, the MOCOM-UA algorithm determines a 

direction of improvement and evolves the entire population towards the Pareto set. 

It is important to note that this new algorithm solves for the Peireto set in a single 

optimization run; current generating techniques require as many optimizations as 

non-dominated solutions are sought. 

In development of MOCOM-UA, the algorithm was compared to another 

type of algorithm, namely the genetic algorithm (GA). GA is similar to MOCOM-

UA because a population of points and competitive evolution are used to direct 

the population towards the optimiun. Moreover, GA weis adapted to heindle mul

tiobjective optimization by utiHzing Pareto ranking for fitness assignment. The 

resulting miiltiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) is of the most basic type. An

other MOGA exists in the literature [Fonsecas and Flemming, 1995] but was not 

utilized in the comparison. 

Comparison between the MOCOM-UA algorithm and MOGA was accom

plished by comparison of their individual performances on test problems. The test 

problems consisted of mathematical functions (quadratic functions) in low (1-3). 
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moderate (5), and high (10, 15, 30) dimensions with a varying number of objec

tives. The test problems consisted of convex regular and irregular problems where 

the Pareto sets were convex. Thus, these test problems are the easiest problems 

that can be encoimtered in MOP. Performance of the algorithms involved the uti

lization of two measxires, namely the efficiency and effectiveness criteria, where the 

former describes the ability of an algorithm to converge quickly, and the latter 

defines the abihty to locate the Pareto set. This bi-criterion measure provides a 

standard algorithm test performance which should be used in general to compare 

any algorithms. Performance comparison between the MOCOM-UA and MOGA 

algorithms seem to favor the former. 

Additionally, it was discovered that, even though all points in a population 

can become non-dominated, it does not guarantee that they actually lay inside the 

Paxeto set. Points in a population can arrange themselves to rest on a Paxeto front 

that may be significantly different than the Pareto optimal set. In MOCOM-UA, 

this potential problem is alleviated by providing a secondary fine-ttming stage that 

is achieved with a local optimization procedure (downhill simplex method), that 

can locate points inside or come arbitreirily close to the Pareto set. However, this 

enhanced effectiveness is offset by a deterioration in efficiency. 

Finally, the performance of the MOCOM-UA algorithm was illustrated with 

an application to multiobjective calibration of the Soil Moisture Accoimting model 

used in the National Weather Service River Forecasting System (NWSRFS-SMA). 

Two studies were conducted. In the first, a bi-criterion objective composed of the 

daily root mecin squeire (DRMS) and heteroscedastic maximiun likelihood estimator 

(HMLE) developed by Sorooshian and Dracup [1980] was used. In the second study, 

the bi-criterion objective consisted of matching the rising cind falling limbs of the 
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hydrograph. These realistic applications provided the following facts about the 

algorithm: 

(1) There seems to exist a minimum population size for identification of a reli

able Pareto front where that value is related to the SCE-UA optimal pop

ulation size. 

(2) MOCOM-UA in its present form can be attracted to the local Pareto opti

mal set. 

(3) MOCOM-UA seems to provide a imiform coverage of the Pareto set with

out the usage of special technique such as "niching" [Fonsecas and Flem-

ming, 1994]) avoid the "middhng" phenomena encoimtered in the vector-

evaluated genetic algorithm [Schaffer, 1985]. 

The MOCOM-UA algorithm, however, needs further improvements in efficiency. 

In addition, its apphcation to hydrological model calibration can be improved. A 

discussion of suggestions for future work is provided in the next section. 

6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Currently, the MOCOM-UA algorithm uses a single population as a complex 

to search for the Pareto set. It has been shown for the SCE-UA [Duan et al., 1993], 

that brealdng the population into smaller communities of 2n-f-l points, and involv

ing them independently but shuffling them periodiczdly, Ccin improve the efficiency 

of the algorithm. A similar shuffling procediire can be added to MOCOM-UA, 

resulting in a multiobjective shtiffled complex evolution (MOSCE-UA) algorithm. 

Separating the population into complexes hzis the advantage of using the implicit 

parallelism of the method. In fact, all complexes can be evolved simultaneously on 

a computer with parallel capabilities. It is anticipated that this parallel process 
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will reduce the amount of CPU time significantly. Ideally, MOSCE-UA will evolve 

a complex independently of the others xmtil all of its points become mutually non-

dominated or for a prespecified number of evolution steps, e.g., as majiy times as 

the complex size as recommended in the SCE-UA algorithm. Complex evolution is 

based on the principle of evolution of the worst points in MOCOM-UA. However, 

it is possible that all points within a complex become mutually non-dominated 

before 2n+l evolution steps. (A complex which has all its points mutually non-

dominated is labeled Pareto complex.) In either case (after 2n+l evolution steps 

or when a Paxeto complex is obtained), the complex is returned to the population 

for shuffling. In MOSCE-UA, shuffling wiU occur when all complexes have been 

evolved. 

Preliminary results with MOSCE-UA indicated that the algorithm can pro

vide a significant nimiber of Pareto complexes in a few shuffling loops. This happens 

because Pareto ranking at the complex level is done with fewer points {2n-hl) than 

at the population level. Thus, the indistinguishable region (the error in the Pareto 

set associated with a finite-size population, see Section 4.4.2) defined hy 2n -h 1 

points is larger. It is inefficient to shuffle the complexes for further independent 

evolution when most of them axe Paxeto complexes. A possible remedy to this 

problem is to gather all complexes into a single imit and evolve it. The advantage 

of such a unification procedure is that the indistinguishable region is smaller as 

more points are used for Pareto ranking. The time to imify all complexes can be 

determined by a parameter called Ngfrac which represents the number of Pareto 

complexes at a given shuffling loop. Whenever Ngfrac exceeds a prespecified nvmi-

ber, say a NGS (0 < a < 1, NGS = number of complexes), edl complexes are 

combined into a single large complex of size p = NGS x (2n 1). 
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Test problems devised in this dissertation defined convex tradeoff curves. 

The next logical step is to test MOCOM-UA on non-convex problems of increasing 

diffictdties. Therefore it is anticipated that the refinement procedure to the Phase I 

final solutions must be changed. Indeed, the weighing method is unable to identify 

non-convex portions of the tradeoff curve. A more general method capable of 

identifying solutions on both convex and nonconvex tradeoff curves is reqxiired; for 

example, the goeil attainment method [Gembicki, 1974] satisfies such requirements. 

In Chapter 6, it was noted that the downhill simplex method failed to reach 

the global minimum of the weighed objective used for fine-timing. Failures of the 

downhill simplex method can be avoided by selecting the initial simplex of n+1 

points using a rank-based selection scheme similar to the one used in the SCE-UA 

method. This will require sorting of the Phase I final population by increasing 

value of the weighed objective and then assigning a selection probability based on 

a trapezoidal distribution in the form depicted in equation (3.1). This selection 

scheme enables the downhill simplex method to start relatively close to the global 

optimiun of the weighed objective function. 

In hydrological model calibration, the choice of objective functions plays 

an important role in model performance. Depending on the objective selected 

for calibration, different portions of the hydrograph can be emphasized. In the 

illustrative calibration examples provided, only bi-criterion objectives were used. 

In reality, however, the DM might be faced with several objectives including bias, 

matching of total volume nmoff, timing of peaks, and matching of baseflow, to name 

a few [Brazil, 1988]. Although it is desirable to include as many objective fimctions 

of interest as possible, it may be more efficient to include the most important ones. 
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Hence, a study to determine the most appropriate objectives for calibration of 

NWSRFS-SMA and other hydrological models in general should be conducted. 

Finally, with the emergence of hydrological models with multiple outputs 

and distributed models, a multiobjective optimization technique is needed to cal

ibrate such models. MOCOM-UA provides a useful tool for matching of multiple 

fluxes and model outputs from several sub-imits operating within a watershed. 

Even though development of this new method was moti-'/ated by the need 

for a more efficient multiobjective optimization method for hydrological model 

calibration, the MOCOM-UA edgorithm is not limited to such models. By itself, 

this algorithm represents an important milestone in multiobjective programming, 

and it is anticipated that it, or similar algorithms, will become universally used. 
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APPENDIX A 

AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION OF CONCEPTUAL 
RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELS: 

SENSITIVITY TO CALIBRATION DATA 

A.l INTRODUCTION 

This appendix presents the paper entitled "Automatic calibration of con

ceptual rainfall-nmoff models: sensitivity to calibration data" by Yapo, Gupta, 

and Sorooshian (1996). It represents prelimineiry research that was essential to the 

completion of this dissertation. 
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Abslraci 

The Idenlincniion of hydiolngic mmlcis requires thai apprnpriale dad be selected for tumlcl 
calibrafion In Ihe research piesenlej heic, ihe xhunied cnmples evoluiion (SCIMIA) gloh.il 
pptlmiMllon melfiod wax used fo calihrale the NWSRrS>SMA conceplual rainfRll lunnff 
flood forecasting model of (he U.S Nalional Weather Service, using a 40 year record of 
historical data. Based on 344 calibration runt using dilTerenl lengths of data from dinerent 
lections of the hUtotical tecntd. we conclude (hal apptcvMmaUly R yeatt of daU att tequhed lo 
obtain calibrations that ate relatively insentiiive to the period telected Further, the reduction 
in pnrameler uncetlainly is maximal when Ihe welleil data periods on tecnrd are used A 
fesidunl nnalyslt Is tiscil lo compare Ihe performance of ihe daily rnol mean square (URMS) 
and heietOKedastic maximum likelihood error (HMtE) obj^tive funcllons The resulli 
tuggesi that Ihe facior currently limiting model performance It the unavailability of tiralegics 
thai explicitly account for model error during calibration 

1. Inlroducllon and scope 

ConcepltJiil rainfnU' rtinofT(CRR) rnr)dels cnn assist in decision*itiflkirig problems 

ranging from nn line nnod forecasting lo Innd-use change evalunlinns nml Ihe de.sign 
of hydraulic sitticliires. The confidence Ihai can be ascribed lo Ihc model Mmulations 
depends on Ihe moilel unceitainiy remaining afler ihe model has iKen calibraled. 

Because Ihe calibration process is dinicull and complex, there is a need for rohusi and 

reliable aulomalic calibration procedures. This area has been the focus of a significant 
amount of research during (he pasl two decades. 

* Coirciponding author 
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The Impkmcniilion of in lulomitic model calibrillon procedure requiro the 
icicclion of; (t) • cilibrallon dili <el, (b) • 'loodneu-oMil' meiiute (objecllve 
funcllon), (c) «n lulomilic pirimelct Kirch procedure (opiimlullon ilgorilhm), 
(d) I region of Ihe pirimeler ipice lo be seirched (reisible parimeler ipice -
lypicilly dcHned by illowable minimum ind minimum viluei for eich pirimeler), 
ind (e) I vilidilion procedure (letli lo determine Ihe degree of uiicerliinly remiinlng 
in Ihe model). 

The selection of in ipproprlile objective Tuncllon hii been diicussed exleniively In 
Ihe literiture. While Ihe most commonly used Tunclion hii been SLS (simple leist 
squires), compirillve studies hive suggested thil Ihe IIMLE (heleroscedistic error 
miximum likelihood estimilion) criterion can result In pirameter estimites Ihil ire 
superior lo those obtained using SLS (Sorooshlan and Dracup, 1978, 1980; 
Sorooshlan, 1981, 1982; Lemmer and Rao, 1983; Walker, 1984; Ibblll and 
Hutchinson, 1984; Oelleur el il., 1984; Sotooshfin and Oupta, 1985; Famigllelll, 
1986; Smith, 1986). The IIMLE is Ihe minimum variance, asymptotically unbiased 
cttimitor when Ihe errors in Ihe output data are gaussian, lero mean, uncorrelated, 
and have nonstationary variance in lime. Other promising methods reported In the 
literature include i Dayesian methodology (Kuczera, 198)) and an lulocorteliled 
error misimum likelihood approach suitable Tor slreamllow data collected at unequal 
lime intervals (Duan el al., 1988). 

The selection of an automatic parameter opiimlullon algorithm has also been 
studied extensively. Until recently, virtually all calibration studies have used 'local-
search' procedures such as Ihe downhill simples method (Nelder and Mead, 1965), Ihe 
pattern seirch method (llooke ind Jeeves, 1961), ind the routing directions method 
(Rosenbrock, I960). However, such methods ire unieliible; the 'optimil' pirameter 
estimales which Ihey provide vnry considerably with choice of Stirling point. It is now 
known Ihil Ihe objective function response surfice typically contains hundreds. If not 
thousands, of local optima, nested al several scales (Duan el al., 1992), thereby 
confronting any optiniiintinn strategy with a large number of local solutions to 
avoid while proceeding towards Ihe global optimum. While initial attempts lo addreu 
this diflkult optimiiitlon problem with 'global search' methods met with limited 
success, the shulHed complex evolution (SCE-UA) global opiimizatlon algorithm 
(developed al The University of Arizona) has proved lo be both eflectlve (consistently 
able lo And Ihe region of llie global optimum) and relatively elTlcienl (not requiring 
too many function evaluations) (Duan et al., 1992, 1993, 1994; Sorooshlan el al., 
1993). More than 50 researchers around the world have requested Ihe code for testing. 
Luce and Cundy (1994) used the SCE-UA method to validate Ihe performance of Ihe 
downhill simplex algorithm for pirimeler estimilion for i physlcilly bised Infillra-
lion ind (uniilf model. II. Tinnkamura (personal communication, 1994) reported 
that Ihe SCE-UA provided superior performance (both in terms of elDciency and 
elfectiveness) than seven other optimization algorithms (including the downhill 
simplex method, Powell's conjugate gradient method, the genetic algorithm, 
combinations of genetic algorithm with downhill simplex or Powell methods, aqd 
multl-starl versions of the downhill simplex and Powell methods) for parameter 
identilicition of Sugawin's link model. 



Thli paper eilcnili on our previoui reiulli (mosi recenlly, Duan el al., 1992, 1994; 
Sorooshian el al., 1993) by Tocusing on issues telaled lo ihe calibration data. II has 
been implied in Ihe literature that the data used for calibration should be 'repre
sentative' or the various phenomena experienced by Ihe watershed. Many researchers 
have attempted lo satisfy this lequiremenl by using as large a data set as possible. 
Sorooshian et al. (198)) suggested that it is not length, but the quality of Ihe informa-
lion contained in the data that is important, and the use of additional data beyond a 

certain amount will only marginally improve Ihe parameter estimates. Gupta and 
Sorooshian (l9RSa,b) provided a theoretical analysis to support these hypotheses 
which indicated that data sequences that contain greater 'hydrologic variability' are 
mote likely to activate the operationat modes or the model sufDciently to result In 
reliable parameter estimates. 

In this paper, the SCE-UA optimization method is used to calibrate Ihe soil 
moisture accounting model (NWSRFS-SMA) of Ihe US National Weather Service 
(NWS) river Torecast system using a •lO-year data set from the Lear River basin 
located north of Collins, Mississippi, (n particular, we eiplore three main 
questions; 

(1) How much data aie necessary/enough to obtain a good model calibration, such 
that the results ate relatively insensitive to the particular period of data selected? 

(2) What characteristics should the selected data have lo masimize the chances of 
obtaining reliable parameter estimates? 

(3) In what manner is the performance of Ihe calibrated model dilTerenl when the 
two dilTerenl objeclive Tunctions, dally root mean square (DRMS) and HMLE, are 
used Tor model calibration? 

2. Ihe model, hydrologic data used, and parametera opllmlted 

The NWSRFS-SMA model (Fig. I) is used by Ihe River Forecast Centers (RFCs) 
of Ihe NWS to perform real-lime river and flood forecasts as well as extended stream-
llow prediclions. In this study, a research version of the model maintained by the 

Talilcl 
Lcif Rivcf (lAiin ilNliMlcslAicR = 1944 km') 

Sialiilk Flow (rmi) Daily mcaiurcmenli 

Predpitalion (mm) Piedpiiailon* (mm) 

Mean )0 90 3 92 • 69 
Sid. dtviaiion 6)46 1014 1)66 
Minimum 1 SI 0 DOOOl 
Maiimum 1444 17 221 32 22152 
Cocn var {%) 2211) 2SB76 IS7 22 
CocfT. ikcw ARS 4.93 3.41 

' Non-mo prcdpilition 
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Department of llydtology and Water Resources, The University of Aiizona, was 
used. The Inputs are mean area! precipitation (mm 6h'') and potential 
evapntranspiration (mm day"'). The outputs are estimated evapoltanspiration 
(mm day' ) and channel inllow; the latter is converted into stieamllow (cubic 
meter per second) by means of a unit hydrograph. 

The Leaf River basin (ar^a 1944 km') has been extensively investigated (e.g llrazil 
and Hudlow, 1981; Sorooshian et al., 1983; Brazil, 1988). A reliable 40 water-year 
data set (October I, 1948 to September 30, 1988) that represents a variety of hydrn-
logical conditions was obtained from the Hydrologic Research Laboratory (MRL) 
(see Table I). The mean annual precipitation for this period is 1432 mm, and the mean 
annual runolT is j02 mm (30.90 cms). The hyetograph and hydrograph for tlie 
water-year with the largest mean flow are shown in Fig. 2. 

The model has 16 parameters (Table 2), an cvapotranspiration adjustment curve, 
and a unit hydrograph to be determined by Ihe user. Following Brazil (1988), the 
three parameters SIDE, RIVA, and RSGRV were fised at prespecified values 
(RSERV a 0.3, RIVA 00, and SIDE " 0.0); and the evapntranspiration adjust
ment curve and the ordinate! for the unit hydrograph were assumed to have been 
previously optimized. The remaining I) parameters were optimized using the upper 
and lower parameter hounds indicated in Table 2. 

(a) Hyalogiaph 
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Fl| 2 U«r Rivet biiln obscivcddtily hycia|(»ph and hydrogitph for lh« «alcr >f«r «»iih Ihe lariesi daily 
mean Aomt (waleryear 1979) 
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Table 2 
Pinmetera and sate varaMo of the f(WSRFS>SMA tnoriri 

Pvaaetas opcifflizBd Oaatp^ ^ "PI" DMIS.y9 HMLE.39 s 

eopdctiy thrtsMds 
Upper sooe touMM Mio-fnumua stoca^ (fflm) 
Upper SMC &«e wmar axinmua stormfc (anal 
Lowet nm itamaa waicr wMMimun notay (nan) 
Lower xooe fine water pnnury magmian ftonps (atm) 
Law« me tee waitf npplcaaual aaamoB oorafe (801 
Addttioaal impemom am (deaaai fractieo) 

Uppersooe Cree water laioal depkooo rate: (day'*) 
Lower xooe pnmaxy fitee water dcpktioa rate (day'*) 
Lower sooe imiphinrnfal fns water deptetioo rate (day'*) 

uzrwM 
UZFWM 

AD [MP 

IJ) ISO.0 I5J3 (49.t 

IJ) IX.0 tl.Tt 

IJ> lOOOO VIJi 3oao 

\Ji lOOOO 155J 6t.40 

IJO IQQOO 9.II 17J7 

0^ 0.4 0J2Z 0.176 

0.1 OJ QJU 0J44 

djoni 0.025 0.0118 0M52 

OJ)t (US 0047 Q.l3t 

ZPERC Manaam pseotaooo race (dtBMBfioaJ CBI 14) 230.0 246J r4J 
REXP Fipomjin of tbe psooiaooo eqnatioo (< lU) SJO 2J2S 1.449 
PCHM Impervioue ftacooa of the watenbed ai tea (denmal fnokio) 0.0 0.1 ojooca 04)094 
PFREE Fraeooo of water percolsttag from iip( Rr xooe direetly to ao a6 QJ0006 0.254 

low^ awe fi»e water notafe (deeaaal Caeami 

Paraaeten ooc opoau sed Deaenpooa Ftxed value 

RIVA Ripanaa vcfetaooo area (dflOBB Ufncnoa) 04) 
SIDE Ratio of deep redar^ to cbaaa d hewitnw rdinwiinnnia; •I 0.0 
RSERV Fractne of lower aooe wate T ooc iraaifcrTaMe to lo« «rzooe.cem oowatff(decB Bal&acboa) OJ 

StasevanaMei Deropboo 

tj<.tWC Upper aooecettaoo water norateeo0teBt(mia) 
U^WC Upper sooe Ave water ftorafeeoQteac (BUB) 

Lower sDoeoessMo water scocafecooteot(aiB) 
LZFPC Lower vneCraepcaaiy water storafecontaBt (mm) 
L2FSC Lo««r8m6«iiaooadary watersiorafecoateDt(ina) 
ACMC Additiooii impeif iuu» ma oooteot (mtn) 2. 
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3. I he oliJcrlUr funcllnm u$cd 

Two objeclive riinclions were used in these studies; the daily root mean square 
cslimallon crMetion (l)RMS = (SLS/A'j'", where N is the number of dsln polnis) 
and Ihe HMLE ctilctinn. In IIMLE, ihe error variance i» auumed lo vary with Ihe 
level .of Ihe oiilpul (magniliide of Ihe llowi) in a manner believed lo be common in 
tlreamflnw data. The IIMLE ajtumes that a traniformatinn of the tlreamnows can 
be used lo slabilire Ihe residual variance across flow ranges by using Ihe relationsliip; 

(I) 

where X i« an unknown transformalion parameter estimated from the data. The 
IIMLE has the rotm: 

I 

min IIMLE = ~ns 

I " 

is-jl 
„' ll/» 

FJ-I 
where /, •> is Ihe model residual il lime I; qf" and (I*" are observed and 
simulated flows, re.tpeclively: and H', is Ihe weight assigned lo lime I, computed as; 

(3) 

where/, = is thecupected Irue flow (I lime (, approKlmiled usingijf''. DelaiUof 
Ihe recommended implcmcnlation procedure appear in Sorooshian el al. (199]). 

4. The shunitd cnmplex ftnlulion (SCE-UA) opllmltallon method 

The SCE-tl A nutlwul i« a general purpose global optimiration strategy designed to 
handle the various response surface problems encounleted in the calibration of non
linear simulation models, particularly the multi-level or 'nested' optima problem 
encountered with ('RR models. Detailed explanations of Ihe method appear in 
Duan el al. (1992, I99J. 1994). In brief. Ihe SCE-UA method involves Ihe initial 
selection of a 'popul.ilion' of points distributed randomly Ihroughoul Ihe feasible 
parameter space. 7 he population is partitioned into several 'compleies', each 
consisting of 2/i 4 I points, where ti is the number of parameters lo be optimized. 
Eacii complex 'evolves' independently in a manner based on Ihe downhill simplex 
algorithm. The populotinn is periodically 'shullled' and new complexes formed so 
that the information gained by the previous complexes is shared. The evolution and 
shulHing steps repeat until prescribed convergence criteria are satisDed. Recom
mendations on Ihe use of Ihe SCE-UA appear in Duan el al. (1994). In each of Ihe 
studies reported here, Ihe number of complexes used was IS (this gave a population 

rO fl al I Jotiinilt of llythohgy mi (}3 

si« nf 1.^ X (2 K M I I) = 405 points) and each search wns terininntcd after 20 
shnining loops. 

S. Tlie InipacI of length nf data 

The Itr.'l question explored In this paper is how much data are necessniy/sullicient 
to obtain a 'good' model cnllhralion. 

S.I. Alrllioil 

Calibration runs were conducted using liala lengtlis of I, .1, 5,8, anil 11 consecutive 
water-years selected from the 40 water-year data set. For each data length, all possible 
cnmbinalions of chronologically consecutive water-years were selected In each case, 
a ft monlh warm-up period was used to minimize initializatinn eiiois. Iherefoie, 
there are 39 possible isels of length I water-year, 37 sets of length 3 water-years, 
and I.S, 32, and 29 sets of lengths 5, 8, and II water-years, respectively, this is a 
total of 172 data sets with differing lengths and hydrologic characteristics. Tor each 
data set, a single optimization tun was conducted using each nlijcctivc fuiictiun 
(URMS and IIMI.E) 

The performance of each calibration was evaluated for Ihe .19 watei-year period 
(Oclober I, 1949 lo September 30, 1988), using Ihe percent bias (fniAS) and Nash 
Sutclilfe (NS) statistics of Ihe residuals, defined as: 

PDIAS = K 100% ,4) 

NS = I - f;(,r -
I'l ' 

where <}""° is the mean nhseived daily flow. PHIAS measures Ihe temlcncy of the 
simulated flows to be larger or smaller than their observed counterparts; the opiinial 
value is 0.0, positive values indicate a tendency to ovetcstimatinn, and negative values 
Indicate a tendency to underestimation. NS measures the fractinn of Ihe variance nf 
Ihe observed flows explained by the model In terms of the relative magnitude of the 
residual variance ('noise') to the variance of the flows ('information'); the optimal 
value is 1.0 and values should be larger than 0.0 lo indicate 'minimally acceptable' 
performance. Use of Ihe entire 39 water-year pciind for performance evaluation 
permits all the values of Ihe NS and PIIIAS performance statistics to he cimsistent 
and directly comparable. 

i.}. Rtsiilit 

The empirical cumulative distrihutinn functions (cdQ for each statistic for the 
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dtfTeient data lengthi were consuucied (Ftgs. 3(8)-(d)). Bach cdf indicates Ihe chance 
of ohiaining a slalislic of magnitude less than a speclRc value if a data set of (hat 
length is selected at random and used for calibration. 

From Figs. 3(a) -(h) (DRMS calibrations), we notice (hat; 
(1) The NS (measure of residual variance) cdfs become steeper and clostr (ogethc? 

as we progress from l>year to ll*year data sets. Increasing steepness indicntes 
reducing sensitivity of model performance to selection of data set. The shift of (he 
distribution towards the tight indicates impiovement of model performance with 
longer data sets. Dased on a visual comparison, il appears that (he difTerence between 
the R-ycar and 11-year cdfs is very small. 

(2) From 3 years on, the PBIAS (measure of systematic error) cdfs show Ullte or no 
change as data length increaiies. indicating no improvement in the distribution of 
systemalic errors. Notice that the PBIAS values range from approximately ~3V« to 
^ IS%, indicating a tendency of the model to oveiestimate flows on the average. 

In contrast, from Figs. 3(c)-(d) (IIMLE calibrations), we notice that: 
(1) The NS cdfs steepen progressively with Increasing data length, indicating 

decreasing sensitivity to selection of the data set. However, the distributions remain 
centered on the same value Indicating that average model performance does not 
improve with increasing length of data set. 

(2) The PBIAS cdfs steepen progressively as data length increases. Notice (hat the 

(•) DHMS CalitNallon (b) ORMS Calbritton 
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(c) HMLE CftttMBlton (d) MMIE C«ttK«Hon 
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Fi| ). Emptrkil cumulalivc litiirihuiion funclioni of Ihe Ntih- SuiciifTc (NS) and pcrccnl bUi (PBIAS) 
tialifllct foi diifeitnt cilibralinn djia kn|lhi. 
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year PBIAS vnlues range ftom -7V. lo +1%, Inilicaling n Icmlcncy iii 
undet«(imn(e Rows on Ihe avciagt. 

Theie observation) inillcale some similarilles and dilTerencei in how ORMS stntl 
IIMLE influence the outcome of model cnlibralion. In particular, with DRMS, Ihe 
benefit of ming more than eight water-years of consecutive data may be marginal; i e, 
the improvement in model performance becomes minimni, nnil the cnlibialioni 
become relatively Insensitive (in terms of PBIAS and NS) lo the data period selected 
for parameter estimation. This result is consistent with Ihe recommendation of Peek 
(1976), based on ejtenslve NWS e>peticnce using a combination of manual and 
automatic (DRMS based) methods, that 8 to 10 years should be used for calibratiiin 
of Ihe model. In contrast, with IIMLE, Ihe average performance of (he model does 
not Improve with increasing length of data, although the sensitivity to sclectlnn of Ihe 
data sel (of a given length) does decrease. The impact of Ihe calibration on diiretenl 
How ranges of the hydrograph was explored by repealing Ihe analysis with Ihe data 
separated into two groups, consisting of sltcomilows above and below the 39 water-
year daily mean flow (<?„,,„ = 30.18 cms). The DRMS and IIMLH results ate 
presented in Pigs 4 and 5. respectively. From Tigs. 4(a) (tl) (DRMS results), we 
notice that; 

(I) For below mean flows, NS (Fig. 4(a)) tends lo he negative (the residual variance 
is larger than the flow variance), indicating poor model performance. In contrast, for 

(•) Nasti-SutcWIa ISalaw Maan (DnitlS) 
II 

) Percent Bias Below Mean (DBMS) 
tr 

•25 0 2S 50 
PBIAS 

(d) percent Blet Above Meen (DRMS) 
• 

08 f 
ILOO / 02 j\ 

0 
—f'l 

0 
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4 Fmpiikal cumuUiive ditlribuiton runcilont of Ihc Ntih Suicli/Tc (NS| and pcictnl bitk (PRIAS) 
fUllKki evaluated on hctow mean and above mtan flow raniei for the DHMS ralihiailoni 

CO 
to 
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nhove-mcan flnwj (Pig. 4tc)), NS nppfoachei 0.9 (Ihc tesidual variance is only lOV. of 
llie flow vBiiance), indicoling relalively good model pcifortnance. 

(2) For bclow-mcnn flowi. Ihere is a dramatic shift in the NS cdf (Fig. <(a)) from I 
year lo .1 years, nnil (here is lillle change after S years. In conlrait, for above-mean 
flows (Fig. "((c)). 8 years of data are required for NS lo stabilize (please note the 
dilTerence in x-aiis Kale between Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)). 

(1) For hetnw-incan flows, ihtie » • tendency Inwards large PBIAS (Fig. 4(b)) 
while, for above inenn flows, the systematic bins (Fig. 4(d)) varies symmetrically 

around zero. 
(4) For both below-menn and above-mean flows, the PHIAS cdfs steepen progres

sively as data length increases, with marginal improvement after S years (please note 
the dilTerence in .x-asis scale between Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). 

From these results, it is inferred that automatic calibration of Ihe NWSRFS-SM A 
model, using URMS, lends lo Mas Ihe results towards matching larger strcaninow 
values, while low-flow performance is poor. 

From Figs. S(a)-(<1) (IIMLE results), we notice that; 
(I) For below-mean flows, NS (Fig. i(a)) lends to be small, but positive, indicating 

much belter model performance than with DRMS. For above-mean flows (Fig. S(c)), 
the mean of NS approaches 0.8, indicating slightly worse model performance than 
with URMS. 

(a) Niih-SulcliK* Bekm Mun (HMIE) (b) Paicwit Blai Balow Mean (tlMlE) 
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Fi|. 5. Emp<fka1 cumulnlivc diiiribulion funclioni of the N»ih-Sulcli(Tc (NS) tnd percent biei (PBIAS) 
•lalltlici evaluated on bclow-mean and at>ovc mean flow iinfei for Ihe HMLE calibiatlont. 
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(2) For bclow menn flows, NS (Fig. 5(a)) gets steeper anil shifts to the right ftum I 
year to 5 years, with little change thereafter. For above-mean (lows (I'ig 5(c)), tlicie is 
only a small effect of increasing data on the shape and location of the cdf. (I'lease note 
Ihc diflcrence in x-a*is scale between I-igs. 5(a) and 5(c).) 

(J) For below-mean flows, there is a tendency towards large negative I'DIAS (Fig 
5(b)) while, for above-menn flows, the systemntic bins (Fig 5(d)) varies syminetiically 
around ztro. 

(4) For both below-mean and above-mean flows, the PIIIAS cdfs steepen ptogres-
sively as dnta length increases, with niatginnl impiovemcnt after 8 years in the first 
case and 5 years in Ihe second. 

From these results, we infer that use of IIMLE results In n stronger ei)i|itiasi.s (thnn 
URMS) on matching below-mean flows, while sacrificing to some estent the fitting of 
above-mean flows. 

6. Ilic Intpact o( chMacteilsllcs of data 

The second question we explore in this paper is what characteristici ihe selected 
calibration data should have in order lo maximize the chances of obtaining reliable 
parameter estimates. 

d . / .  A f e i h t u t  

As a basis for comparison, the model wns calibrated using the 39 water-ye.'ir period 
(October I, 1949 to September 30, 1988) to estimate the 'optiiiiar (best aveingc) 
parameters for this watershed. For each objective function (URMS anil IIMMi), 
ten imlependent S(.'fi-UA optimization funs were performed. All len runs convetged 
lo the same parameter values (dilTerenl for each function), giving us confldence that 
Ihe SCE-UA was actually converging lo the global optimum These 'optimal' 
parameter locations are labelled nRMS-39 and IIMLE-39 (see Table 2). Nem, Ihc 
parameter estimates obtained in Ihe previous section were analyzed for each objective 
fuuction as described below. 

6.2. C'losslfifailnn of Idenlifiahiliiy 

The empirical cdfs for each parameter for each data length of 1, 3, 5, 8, and 11 
consecutive water-years were constructed, and the parameters were classifled into si* 
groups, based on two criteria. Data identiflability (1)1) classifies a parameter arcoid-
ing (o whether or nol increasing lengths of calibration data result in distinguishably 
steeper cdfs (preferably converging Inwards (he 39-year parameter estimates). 
Uncertainty reduction (IIR), classifies a parameter accoiding lo whethei nr nnl 
90% of Ihe ll-ycnr parameter distribution falls in a range larger than 5(1V. (poor 
UR), between 50Vi and 25V« (moderate UR), or less than 25% (high UR), of its 
feasible parameter range. A parameter can be considered 'properly identifiable' if il 
falls in the Ulfyes} and UR(moderate lo high) classifications, and 'poorly 
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l<lcnlifi»b1e' If il fnlls )n Ihe UR|poor) clasjlficalion. The DRMS paramcler cdfs 
ptescnled in Figi, 6(a)- (d) illuilrale four typical condilioni. The numbers on Ihe 
*-a*is Indicate the lower and upper bounds on Ihe parameters, and the vertical dotted 
lines indicate Ihe 39 yenr estimates. Notice that Ihe Dl of UZTWM (upper lone 
tension water thteshold) Improves with Increasing length of data, and the IJR is 
high; Ihe Dl of LZPK (lower tone primary storage recession constant) improves 
signillcanlly from I to 3 years (with only marginal improvement Ihereafier), and 
Ihe UR Is moderate; the 1)1 of REXP and UZK (percolation equaliort esponent 
and upper zone recession constant) do not improve with data length, and their 
UBs are poor. The cdf for UZK ii particularly Inlereiting «il Indicates • blmodal 
disiribution with the value tending towards either end of the feasible range, depending 

on Ihe data set used. 
The classilications of the DRIVtS and HMLE parameters appear In Tables J and 4, 

respectively. Notice that ten of Ihe DRMS parameters and only si* of Ihe IIMLE 
parameters, are "properly idenlillable'. Comparing Ihe results, wc notice that: 

(1) UZFWM, ADIMP, ZPERC, and LZFSM are properly Identifiable using 

DRMS and became less idenliflable using IIMLE. 
(2) UZK is poorly identifiable using DRMS and becomcs mote identifiable using 

HMLB. 
(J) REXP and LZSK are pnoily Identifiable, whichever objective function is used. 
In addition we see, from Table 2, thai the 39 yeat DRMS and HMLE parameter 

(•) UZTWM (b)UZK 

(djUPK (c| nExp 

ll'TMl 

0.02S 

6 Fmpliical cumulative diilribulion rtinciiont of four stiecied parimelen for diffeieni Mlibtallon data 
kn|lhi u»in| DRMS ciMetion 

PO Yoiutrl ill I thdrohgr tJtl (t99At }J 
Tahle J 
aaiiiflcallon of ihc parnmcicii calibtaUd utiot DRMS objective function 

Data McnllflablUijr (Dl) 

No Ye« 
Uncetlainty icduclion (DR) 

P®«>» UZK, REXr,I.2.SK 
ADIMP, LZTWM. t-ZPK 
IIZTWN. UZFWM, rtniM, Zl'FRf. 
t ZFPM. LZhSM, Pt-REE 

estimates are not very dinTcrent (the difference is less than 25V. of the atigiiinl 

PFREe" ""'"We exceptions of UZTWM, ADIMP, LZSK, and 

6.}, Hcasons for poor Uleniifiahilily 

The nnalysia nhovc Indicates ihn( several of Ihc piiranieicrs appear (o be poorly 
Idenlinable. The possible reasons why a model paramcler may be poorly identinable 
include: 

(a) Parameter interdependence: Pararnelers interact strongly with other pniamclers 
allowing for compensating variations in the feasible parameter space. 

(b) Parameter nonslationarily; Parameter l(x:ation and precision are correiaicd to 
varying chnracterijllcs of the watershed or the data that ate nol accounted for during 
calibration. 

(c) Data nonit>foimalivcncss; The data do not contain the hydrolngic conditions 
required to properly identify the parameters. 

(d) Criterion inadequacy: The objective function does not properly extract Ihe 
infotmalion contained in Ihe data. 

(e) Insensitivity; Variations in the values of Ihe patameteii do nol signincanlly 
affect the model output. 

Tiblc4 
Cliiiil>c»llon or IIk panmclcn calibialed uiin| Ihe IIMLE objctll« ruiKllon 

Dili ideminalilllly (ni| 
No Vo 

tJnrcrliinly fcduclion (UR) 
Poor 
Modciale 
tilth 

UZFWM, AIJIMP, ZPERC, REXP, LZrSM, LZSK tIZK 
LZIWM, IZFPM, PFREE 
lIZIWM.PCtlM, tZPK 

«o J-
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In Ihe InjI cajr, Ihe patsmeler Is unimpotlani and can be flued *1 a nominal value. 
However, Ihe fiisl four reasons conililule « hierarchy; i.e. lo delecl criterion 
inadequacy, one musi first eliminate Ihe reasons thai are higher on the list. 

First, the correlation matrices for Ihe patimeler estimates for each objective func
tion and calibration data length were computed. U was found lhat none of the 
correlations was large enough to support parameter interaction as the dominant 
reason for the large variability of Ihe poorly identifiable parameter!. 

Nent, Ihe parameter estimates were examined for evidence of nonslationarily by 

plotting Ihem in chronological order of Ihe 29 dtl* samples used for callbralion. The 
plots for four selected f)RMS-l I parameleri appear in Figs. 7(a)-(d). The apparent 
systematic variation of some parameters (e.g. UZK, LZPK) with dala set (i.e. lime) 
might suggest lhat Ihe wateishcd has undergone hydrologic changes. However, when 
the dala are replolted (Figs. 8(a)-(d)) in order of decreasing "wetness* of the calibra-
llon period, an alternative hypothesis emerges. In this analysis, Ihe mean flow level of 
Ihe dala set was used lo repre.senl Ihe wetness of the climate during the corresponding 
11-year period. From Hie figures, we were able lo see lhat; 

(1) The vaiiahility of Ihe piirameler estimates incieases with 'dryness' of Ihe data. 

(2) The variability of parameter eslimales obtained using the ten 'weltesf data sets 
(first ten points) is small compared lo Ihe overall variabillly. 

(3) Some parameters show a shift in mean value with increasing 'dryness' (e.g. UZK 
and LZSK). 

(4| For some paranielers, Ihe mean of Ihe first ten (wettest dala set) estimates Is 

t>)unv(M (b)tnK 

I 10 20 30 40 
lA 

f 

(c) USK 

V 
(cO L2FK 

I 10 20 30 40 1 10 20 30 40 

fin 7. Time tcrkt of bnt paitmclet etUmtlet {tloUcd Iti chionolofical ocdei Fof (he I caUhrallont 
mini Ihc DRMS ctiletinn 
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close to the .19 year estimate (e.g. DZTWM, LZSK) while, for others, it Is quite 
different (e.g. UZK). 

These general observations hold for both the DRMS-II and HMI.G-II calibra
tions. In addition, the results were Identical when, instead of the mean, (he vaiiahility 
(standard deviation) of the daily flows was used as the index of wetness. The reason is 
that, for Ihls watershed, Ihe correlation between mean (low and standaid deviation is 
0.9, so that increased mean flow automalically indicates a more hydtologiraliy 
variable (low record. 

Next, Ihe parameter estimates were examined for evidence of data noninformalive-
neis. When the focus is limited lo Ihe ten welle.M dala periods, all of Ihe parameters 
fall In Ihe category of UR(high| (i.e. high uncertainty reduction, parameter 
variabillly less than 25% of Ihe original range) and can Ihcrrfore be conslilcieil 
•properly Idenliflable'. Dramatic examples of this are UZK and REXP, which had 
previously been classified as 'poorly Identinahle'. 

Finally, Ihe parameter eslimales were examined for evidence of criterion 
Inadequacy. A comp,iri.son of Ihe DRM.S-II and HMLfi-ll plots (not included) 
showed that, for Ihe'average lo dry' periods, the variability of Ihe HMI.U-II p,i(a-
meler eslimales lends lo be larger than that of the f)RMS-11 estimates. 1 his result is 
reasonable. Insofar as Ihe 'dry' dala may not provide sullicienl variability of stream-
flow for the variance stabiiintion parameter A to be precisely eslimaleil. However, 
when altenlion is focused on the ten wettest data perio<ls, Ihe oveiall idenlifiahilily of 
Ihe parameters obtained by both criteria is similar. 

(a)urrwM 
0.5 

(b)U2K 

ipr 

I 
1 10 20 30 40 1 10 20 30 40 

(c) 12SK (d) LZPK 

1 10 20 30 40 0 20 30 

Fi| 8 Time trrief of bcti pRmmcIrr cillmairt ploilcd in wclneti oidcr foi Ihe I} ycai calihraliont mint Ihe 
DRMS criterion. 
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6.4. Cmiclmintif 

1he rciiulls indicale lhal, In addition lo requiring approximitetjr 8 conseculive 
water-yeaii or data For calibration, the data should span the wettest period on record 
lo guarantee data inrormativeneii and thereby maslmlie the precision of the 
parameter estimates. In Tact, when 'wet' t-year periods were used for callbtation, 
all of the model parameters were found to be properly identiflable. Note lhal there 
is no inherent necessity for the data to conslit or consecutive water-years - for 
esitmple, Ihe 8 wettest years on record might be used instead. While this option 
was not esplorcd, the results appear lo support such a strategy. Further, Ihe analysis 
suggests lhal much of the apparent nonslalionarity in the time-iequenced parameter 
estimates may be an illusion arising from Ihe fact that the model is unable to match 
dinerent sUcnmnnw levels with Ihe same accutacy. In other words, the culprit may be 
'model error' (see discussion in Section 9). 

7. Comparison of DBMS and liMLE model calllirallam 

In this seclinn, the performance of Ihe 8 water-year DRM.S and MMLE 
calibrations are compared. The means and standard deviations of the 10 wettest 
R-year parameter estimates, for each criterion, are listed in Table 5. These mean 
parameter estimates were used to simulate ttreamllows for Ihe 39 water-year data 
period (October I, 1949 to September 30,198B). The properties of these simulations 
are analyzed below. 

Mean parimelrr cilimnln of Ihr f<n wclteil S-yeir calibritlon rctullt 

ruiamcfer nimet DRMS HMLE ruiamcfer nimet 

Mean Sid. dev. Mean Std. dev. 

UZTWM 15(0 |4j 62 561 
uzrwM 1017 2 67 17 2) 231 
PCIIM 000 000 001 OOO 
ADIMP 0 29 OOS 007 004 
U7K 0 47 0 03 0 47 005 
7.PI-RC 246 fiS 4 30 JJ7 7) 969 
RrXP ) 17 0 62 1 51 0 51 
LZIWM 76 19 12 4IS 70 59 15 
i.zrpM 1)732 21 n 72 66 1320 
IZfSM 40 7S 977 1726 10 27 
tZPK 002 000 001 000 
t7-SK 0 74 001 Ot7 005 
TFREE 006 005 0 24 003 
X - -0096 0011 

r 0. Yaptt n 0I. I JfHirMi0/ tilt (1996} 2J-M 
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The tradUlnnal scadergrams showing simulated flows on Ihe .I'-anis) against 
observed flowi on the *.nKis) are displayed In Figs. 9(b)-(h). Both simulattons 
appear lo be 'good', although (he HMLE limulatloni have more scatter at larger flow 
kveli lhan DRMS. The same data are shown In Figs. 9(c)-(d) using log-log plots, 
revealing that the DRMS and HMLE residuals are dislrtbuird differently at various 
flow levels. 

fSOO 
(•) CRMS CaRbraOon 

500 tOQO tSOO 
Oob«(ema) 

(e) DBMS CaRt>rallan 

to' lo' to' to' 
Oobt(cms) 

(•) ORMSCaRbratkm 

Qobt (cms) 

t500 
(b) HMIE CaBtKillon 

SOO 1000 1500 
Oobaicmt) 

(d) HMLE CaHbrtllan 

to' to' to' to' 
Qobtfcmt) 

(f)HML6 Ca>lbrBtlon 

Oobt tcmi) 

Flf. 9. SralUrirtmi Rnd reiMuRl ploli bated on ihe mean pirtmeler cilimtlet of Ihe 10 weiint S')TRr 
rallbfiilflni. 
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7.2. I'rnficrttioii of amwuptions 
The use of Ihc URMS (or SLS) ai an objective funclion involve] Ihe Implicil 

assumplinns thai Ihe siteamnoH' measurement errors are independent and identically 
distrihuled (i.i d.), with zero mean and homogenous variance. Similarly, Ihe MMLE 
Involves Ihe assumptions thai the sireamflow measurement errors are i.i.d. with zero 
mean and heleroscedastic llatv-dependenl variance. If the errors are normally 
dislrihuteU, the eslimalnrs will provide maximum likelihood estimales under Ihote 
assumptions (Snroo.ihinn and Uriciip, 1980). Therefore, if Ihe assumptions are 
reasonable, they should be supported by the properties of Ihe model residuals. 

(1) Independence of the residuals: The aulocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 
statistics (not presented here) revealed thai, for both DRMS and liMLE, the 
residuals display significant linear correlations to three lags. Indicating that the 
assuniplion of error independence is not supported. 

(2) Statinnarity of residunl variance: The standardized residuals are plotted against 
observed llow levels in Figs. 9(c)-(0. The ORMS residual variance Is clearly related to 
the flow level, contradicting the assumption of homogeneous error variance. In con-
IrasI, ihe HMLE residuals (plotted after transformation) appear lo be homogeneous 
across flow levels, indicating support for ihe underlying assumption of helero-
scedaslic error variance. Note also, that Ihe 8-year estimate for the MM LB parameter 

(a) Bias ol ftasMuib (b) Slandaid Oavlallon ol Ratlduala 
iOOr 

500 1000 
Oobslcmt) Oobi (OTIS) 

(cf) PercontSaa ol Rasldualt |c) Slivw ol Ratlduala 

Oobs|ani) 
SOO 1000 
Oobt |cm») 

Fi| 10 Slallilks of Ihc dliliibuiinni of (lie leiMuiti foi (tie mcin paiimtiti tiilmXtt of Ihc Icn wtllcil •• 
year cllibrillonl 
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A is about -0.1 (see table S), and Ihe J9-year cslimole is -0 2, iculicating iltat Ihe 
transformation required to stabilize the variance is sliongei Ihnn Ihe lug Irans-
formation (A = 0; see Eq. (I)) commonly suggested lo deal wilh helciosccdnstic 
errors. 

(3) Test for nnimalily. A plot (not shown here) of Ihe rcsidH.-ils on norninl 
probability paper indicated that Ihe assumption of normalily of Ihe Iransfoimed 
IIMtC residuals is supported 

7.i. Fmlhrr n/mlysif of the rrsliluah 

A further analysis of the distributions of Ihe residuals piovi<les more insiglil into 
Ihe comparative performance of URMS and IIMLE. The slieamflow range was 
divided into several segments ((low intervals) of equal width in the log-iransfotmed 
space of observed slreamflows, wilh no segment containing less than 20 data points 
(escept for Ihe liighest segment, which had 19). Within each segment, Ihe appropriate 
statistics of Ihe residuals (discussed below) were computed and plotleil against Ihe 
midpoints nf the flow intervals. 

The distribulions were analyzed in terms of the actual residuals (I'igs. 10(a)- (d)) 
and the relative residuals (Figs. I l(a)-(d)) (residual divided by its associated observed 
sireamnow). The properties examined were; (a) Ihe residual mean (DIA.S), (b) Ihe 

(a) Bias <* naltllva RaiMuala |b) Standard Davlalion ol llalalln RasMuali 
I 

to 
Oobs (cm*) 

(c) Shaw ol 

to* 
Ooba (cma| 

(d) Ptfrcvnilta* o| flelaUv* RotMuaU 

-3 
10* 10' 10' 

Gobi torn) Oobi (cms) 

Fi| 11 Sialiiika of ihe diiliibuiioni of Ihe icltiikc rcsiduali for Ihc mttn pirameui cKlmtUi of (he (en 
B-)rrar calihralloni 
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residual slanilaid dcvialion (STD UGV), (c) Ihe lesidiial skew (SKEW), and (d) (he 
5lh and 9}lh percentiles (PERCENTL) (I.e. 90% of Ihe residuals Tall belwecn Ihese 
Iwn values). Frnm Figs. 10(a)-(d), il is seen (hal Ihe IIMLE actual residuals lend lo 
have lacgec variance and snialiet bins than (heir URMS counterpaiti. In padicular: 

(1) 1 he MM LI: residual bias (Fig. 10(a)) is close lo lero for flows less than 400 cms; 

above that, the bias is ptnilive and varies up lo 31 cms. In contrast, Ihe DRMS 
residual bins is close lo rero only for flow levels up In 125 cms: above that, Ihe bins 

is negative and increnses lo larger than -SO cms. On averiige, Ihe IIMLE residual.s 

have a smaller bias over Ihe entire flow range, 

(2) The re.fidual standard deviations increase with flow vnlue. The HMLB residual 
slandntd devialinn (IHg. 10(h)) is tip to S2Vt larger than the DRMS residua) standaid 

deviation. 
())The residual skew (Fig. 10(c)) tends to be positive at flows less than 200cms and 

negative at larger flows Tor both URMS and IIMLE. 
(4) The IIMLE residual distribution (Fig. 10(d)) is wider than Ihe DRMS residual 

distribution, and Ihe dilTerence is almost entirely on Ihe positive side. 
The properties of the relative residuals are displayed In Figs. 11(a)- (d). Note that 

Ihe .T-anis scale is logarithmic lo show Ihe residual behavior at small flows. The plots 
indicate that; 

(1) The IIMLE relative residual bias (Fig. 11(a)) lends to be smaller at afl flow 
ranges (less than :tl8V« average error), while Ihe DRMS relative residual bias peaks 
lo 150% at the 6 cms flow level. For flows smaller than 50 cms (nearly t5% of all flow 
events), the DRMS relative residual bias Is larger than 10%, 

(2) For flows heldw 25 cms (74% of all flow events), the DRMS relative residual 
standard deviation (Fig. 11(b)) is Iwicc as large as the IIMLE relative residual 
standard deviation, while (or flows above 2S cms it is smaller. 

(}) The IIMLR relative residual distribution has approximalely constant width 
over the now range, indicating that Ihe relillve prediction error Is consistent Tor all 
flow levels. In contrast, the DRMS relative residual dislribution is wider for low flows 
and narrower Tor high (lows. 

In summary, the llMLE relative residuali have more cnnslant biai and variance 
over Ihe entire flow range than Ihe DRMS relative residuals. The DRMS 
performance is poor at low flows with large positive bias and large standard 
deviation. At high flows, the DRMS relative residuals have small standard deviations 
while being negatively biased. For completeness. Fig. 12 shows Ihe ability or the 
model to match the observed hydrographi Tor water year 1979 (the walec-year with 
Ihe largest mean daily flow), using Ihe DRMS and IIMLE parameter estimates listed 
in T able 5. 

8. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper, some results from our ongoing rtscarch into automatic calibration of 
hydrologic models have been presented. The SCE-UA global oplimizatlon method 
was used to calibrate the NWSRFS-SMA conceptual rainrall-runolT model using a 
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40.year data set from the Leaf River basin near Collins, Mississippi. 1 he lirst question 
investigated was "How much data are necessary/enough lo obtain a good model 
calibration such that Ihe results are relatively insensitive to the particular period of 
data selected?" The residls suggest that, for watersheds similar to the Leaf River 
basin, apprnsimately 8 years of calibration data may be iieceMaiy In obtain a 
calibration that is relatively insensitive In Ihe period selected. I'urthrt, the henrfils 
of using more Ihun 8 yeais of cnlibrntion data may be muiginnl. 

The second question invesligated was "What characleristics should the selecled 
data have to maximize the chances of obtaining reliable paratnetcr estimates?" The 
analysis suggests that the Idenllflahiiily of model parameters can be strongly related 
to hydrocllmalic condilions. Il appears that paratneler identiflabillty can Iw 
signillcanlly improved by selecting the wettest peiinil of data for calibration. 

The flnal question investigated was "In what manner is the performance of the 
model dilTeient when two difl'erent objective functions, DRMS and IIMt.E, are used 
for calibration?" An analysis of residuals indicated that Ihe simulated hydrographs 
can be quite diirercnl, depending on which criterion is selected as the objective 
function. In particular, Ihe assumptions underlying the use of IIMLE are better 
supported than those underlying DRMS, and the model performance is more 
consistent over all flow ranges when calibrated using IIMI.E. Ilowever, Ihe forecast 
error variance for large flow events is less when DRMS Is use<l for ciilibralion 

(•) OnMS-Patftn>»i»r Basod SWnuUtkm 

bci ' fJov Oae ' Jan FiB Mar ' Api ' May ^ June * Aug ^55^ 
Moniha 

(b) MMLE-Paiamalaf Basad SInHilaikwi 

Monttit 

Fl| 12. SJmuUUoni of ihe h>dfc>tiBpk» uilni the DRMS and IIMLE m«an naiamelrr 
ntimairi filled in Table S. 
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AbslracI 

Suspended Kdinient coiiccntialion ««l dclcimlned bolh on the i Wng mil f»llin| limbj o{ Iht 
How hydiogriph helwccn 28 Auguil and 21 Scplembcr 1992 and 2) Oclnhct lo 17 Nnvcmhct 
1991 wilhin a 6<X)'ni (each of Ihe Uokilanl Glacier poiial, Oanga basin, Oathwal Himalaya. In 
Ihe Oanga basin pioglacial slieam paKecnt of tedimenl dut Aiil rollow ihc tpiing liw in 
dluhaige belween Apiii and iune, then Ihe fiequency of occuircncc of moiisuonal rainslnims 
hai an impacl, increasing Ihe discharges wllh high sediment flu< between luly and mid Sep-
lembet, and a(l« Ihe ccttalion of lalnhH thedlKhaigti are m»ln\y contiolltd by ouinowi finm 
lubgticia! waleti. Coupling KdlmenI with lunolT lujgesli (hit glacially conliollcd tedlnient 
exhaustion li olTset between July and the middle of September by Ihe monsoonal regime and 
later maintained Mdlment transfer by Ihe lubglaclat linked cavily or dislrlbuled lyslem. 

I. Inlroducllon 

The IlimnlByan rivers draining the lectonically acllve bells, show a very high sccll-
menl yield. Tlic present estimates of sediment yield of Ihc Oanga - Drahmapulra 
Rivers logelher is ahoiil a hillinn I year'* (Subramanian, 1993) compared with ihe 
global annual sediment Dux of about IS billion I year"' (Miliiman and Meade, 198]). 
The history of sediment measurements In Die River Ganga dates bacit lo the early 
I9lh cenlury when Rev. R. Everest published his report In Ropil Aslnilc Snrirly, 
Bengal, on (soluble and insoluble) sediment transport (Hverest, 18)2). Rut, unfortu
nately, since then measurements of discharges and sediment concenlralions near Ihe 
portals of Ihe glaciers have not been continued and Ihe country lost an early Initiative 
on long term time-series. Contemporary ralei of denudation in the Himalaya are 
undoubtedly high by comparison with continental averages, as might be espected 

0022.|«94/96/SI50nC> 1996 - Ellevlcr Scknce B V All ii|hll rcKrvcd )_• 
00}}.|694|9])029I7.6 CO 
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9. Iliscunlon 

Theie rcsulli might Icsd one to conclude thai neither DRMS nor >iMLE li 
luperior, and that Ihe choice of which lo use muil depend on Ihe intended purpose; 
e.g. use DRMS when Ihe inlention It belter matching of flood peaks and use HMLE 
when the inlention is matching of the entire range of flow events. While having no 
quarrel with such a statement, we wish to bring to light an important and neglected 
issue, namely, that the properties of the model error (errors arising due to inadequacy 
in model structure) need to be recognized and considered when designing a 
calibration strategy. 

In general, research on objeclive runclions for model calibraiion is usually based on 
assumptions regarding the distribution of the measurement errors associated with the 
data. Rarely, if ever, are statements made about the properties of the 'model error'. 
This could Implicilly suggest that either the model error Is small compared with Ihe 

measurement error (a hazardous assumption at best), or that the minimization of the 
objeclive function will tend lo force Ihe model errors lo match Ihe assumed distribu
tion of Ihe measurement errors. We suspect that the model errors in many hydrologic 
models may actually be as large as, if not larger, than Ihe errors in Ihe measurement 
data. It is also nnl clear what advantage there might be lo forcing Ihe model errors lo 
match Ihe distribution of Ihe measurement errors. 

The analysis presented in this paper demonstrates that a major elTect of selecting 
dinrerenl objeclive functions is that Ihe model errors gel distributed dilTerently; with 
DRMS, the lesult is smallet lesiduals at high Bows and larger residuals at low flows 
while, with HMLE, Ihe result is « more uniform dislribulion of residuals across flows. 
Thttcfoie, we believe that Ihe factor currently limiting model performance is model 
error. This implies Ihnt il is necessary (o ezplicitly decide which portions of Ihe model 
performance to emphasize and which to sacriflce, and lu design Ihe calibration 
strategy accordingly. 

An approach that lins the nc>ibilily of emphasizing dilTcienl portions of the model 
tesiduals according to one's preference is mulli-objective optimization. The advan-
IRge of a multi.ohjcclive approach is lo explicitly focus altenllon on Ihe model 
perfotmance/uncetlninly trade-olTs that are inevitable during model calibration. 
This, in turn, will lead lo explicit consideration of Ihe uncerlainliet inherent in the 
modeled estimates of Ihe flows. We are currently investigating this Issue and will 
repoit on our results in due course. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE GENETIC ALGORITHM 

B.L INTRODUCTION 

The genetic algorithm was developed by Holland [1975] at the University 

of Michigan, and it has since been improved and introduced into numerous fields 

including biology [Bac and Perov, 1993], chemistry [Wienke et ai, 1992; Hibbert, 

1993], mechanical engineering [Queipo et ai, 1994], and system control [Fonsecas 

and Fleming, 1994]- GA is a search algorithm which uses the concepts of naturcil 

selection and genetics. A GA operates on a population of points called strings. 

Strings or chromosomes are made up of genes representing coding of the parame

ters. A coded sequence of genes is called a genotype, while the decoded sequence 

(the parameter value itself) is known as phenotype. Goldberg [1989] showed that 

optimum coding can be achieved with binary coding, although other coding forms 

do exist, such as integer fixed coding [Goldberg, 1989], real floating point cod

ing [Janikow and Michalecewicz, 1991], and Gray coding. There are three basic 

operators that composed the GA: (a) selection, (b) crossover, and (c) mutation. 

B.2 SELECTION 

Given a population of p points (initially selected at random in the feasible 

space), selection is the process of choosing strings for the next generation from 

the current generation. Selection is a stochastic process where each string has the 

abihty to produce ofispring in proportion to its objective function \'cdue. The pro

cess consists of choosing p strings at random (with replacement) from the current 

population to form a parent population. Selection of a string is based on the string 

fitness, a value directly related to the objective function value. In other words, 
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strings with high fitness (i.e., low function value) tend to have more duplicates in 

the parent pools than strings with low fitness (i.e., high function value). 

B.3 CROSSOVER 

Crossover exchanges genetic material among strings. Once the parent popu

lation (or mating pool) is formed, strings are paired randomly to produce children. 

Crossover is implemented as follows. First, a random position is located uniformly 

along the parent string, and then all genes to the left of that position are swapped 

between the two parents. The resulting strings are the children and they are mem

bers of the next generation. Crossover occurs at a certain rate or probability defined 

by the user, usually in the range 0.75-0.95. 

B.4 MUTATION 

To ensure a diverse population and avoid premature convergence, that is 

when all strings tend to have the same genetic material too quickly, genes from 

the children are randomly selected for mutation. Mutation consists of occasionally 

(with low probabihty) flipping a gene value. In case of binary and Gray coding, 

mutation is performed by flipping a zero to one or vice versa in a string. Typically, 

random mutation is kept low at about 0.01 or less per gene. The net effect of 

mutation is a small-scale random search. The resulting strings after mutation 

compose the population of the next generation. 

B.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MULTIOBJECTIVE GENETIC 
ALGORITHM 

In this dissertation, a GA package was used to implement the multiobjective 

genetic algorithm, namely GAUCSD. GAUCSD (version 1.4) was developed by 
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Schraudolph at the University of Califomia-San Diego, and it is based on GENE

SIS (version 4.5) {Schraudolph and Grefenstette, 1992]. The aJgorithmis available 

for public use on the internet at cs.ucsd.edu under pub/GAucsd directory. This 

algorithm was chosen because it is written in C in an open architecture format; 

the users can add and modify modules for their own purpose. For multiobjective 

programming, GAUCSD was modified to handle several objectives at once. Mod

ifications of GAUCSD included addition of the routines PaxjmkO and multjevalQ 

for Paxeto ranking and multiobjective function evaluation, respectively, as well as 

modification of routine Select() for the selection of parents for evolution. 

B.5.1 INITIALIZATION 

In the genetic algorithm, the search for the optimal solution, here the Pareto 

set, relies on a population of p individuals or stnictvires. Each structure is com-

posed of the parameter variables x = [xi ... Xn] and the functioned vector 

evaluated at x or [Fi , ..., Fm] • An individual's representation in the discretized 

space is achieved by coding the vector parameter x as a string of length L of zeros 

and ones called genes. In GAUCSD, parameters are coded using Gray coding 

[Golberg, 1989] instead of binary coding. Gray coding is used because of its abihty 

to represent adjacent numbers with a single bit difference. Comparison of Gray-

and binary-coding is shown in Table B.l. The longer the string, the finer the rep

resentation of the discretized search space of the actual parameter space. However, 

longer string requires more memory and provides more combinations of parameters 

to be evaluated. 

Because the GA operates with a population of individuals, they must be 

initialized. In GAUCSD, the routine InitializeO is used in generating the initial 



Table B.l: Comparison of Binary-Coded and Gray-Coded Integers 
(Goldberg, 1989). 

Integer Binary Gray 

0 0000 0000 

1 0001 0001 

2 0010 0011 

3 0011 0010 

4 0100 0110 

5 0101 0111 

6 0110 0101 

7 0111 0100 

8 1000 1100 

9 1001 1101 

10 1010 n i l  

11 1011 1110 

12 1100 1010 

13 1101 1011 

14 1110 1001 

15 1111 1000 
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population. Initialization can be realized using two schemes: (a) heuristic, and (b) 

random. Heuristic initialization consists of directly specifying a set of individuals 

within a file which are subsequently read into the program. These specified indi

viduals are selected based on experience with the problem at hand, where the user 

may have prior knowledge of good solutions. Random initialization, the scheme 

that was used in this dissertation, provides a tmiform generation of individuals 

within the discretized space [Schraudolph and Grefenstette, 1992]. 

B.5.2 RANKING, SELECTION, AND EVOLUTION 

Ranking in GAUCSD is achieved using Pareto ranking. Paxeto ranking 

assigns rank to each individuals based on dominance within the population. Indi

viduals with similar ranks are non-dominated among each other, i.e., they lie on the 

same Paxeto front. Depending on their overall rank in the population, individuals 

are selected for reproduction using the probabilistic assignment of Equation (3.2) 

in Chapter 3. Again, high-ranked individuals tend to be selected more often than 

low-raxiked individuals. 

In multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA), reproduction of individuals 

for the next generation is achieved via crossover and mutation. First, a parent 

(or mating) population of p individuals is selected from the current population 

and based on an individual's rank. Note that the parent population can have 

duplication of some individuals because they are selected with replacement from 

the current population. In fact, the expected nimiber of an individual, say the z-th 

individual, can be computed from its selection probability as E = [iV;] = p x pi^ 

where iV,- is the number of copies of the z-th individual in the parent population. 

Given the selected mating pool, parents are randomly shuffled, and the first p x Crate 
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are marked for crossover. Crate, represents the probability that any parent will 

undergo crossover with another parent. Thus, in a mating pool of size p, it is 

expected that p x Crau individuals will be mated. Mating occurs by selecting 

two adjacent parents, say i and t-f i, and generating two uniform crossover points. 

Then, genetic material is swapped between the two parents as depicted in Figure 

B.l. The two resulting chromosomes are the children. 

To ensvire a diverse population and hence prevent premature convergence, 

a mutation is applied on each gene of a child. In GAUCSD, mutation occurs 

by concatenating the children into a single long string of length p x L, where 

L is the length (number of genes) of em individual. Then, positions indicating 

where mutation occurs are generated according to a geometric distribution. This 

is implemented by computing an interarrival interval between mutations as: 

Position = -— r {B.l) 

where Ulsa. uniform random nmnber in (0,1), and Mrate represents the probability 

that any gene in an individual will be mutated. Given the position of mutation, the 

actual mutation occurs by flipping the corresponding bit from zero to one or vice 

versa. Once the mutation process is completed, the long string is deconcatenated 

into the individual strings which in turn forms the new generation. 

B.5.3 ALGORITHMIC PARAMETER SELECTION 

B.5.3.1. GAUCSD DEFAULT PARAMETERS 

It has been acknowledged that choice of algorithmic control parameter 

values such as population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate can influ

ence the performance of GAs [Schaffcr et ai, 1989]. Yet, there has been 



Psu-ent i Parent i+1 

Crossover 
points 

Child i Child i+1 

Figure B.l Two-point crossover operation in genetic algorithm. 
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few studies devoted to optimal usage of GAs. In a milestone study, however, 

De Jong [1975] combined theory and computer experimentation on a test bed 

of mathematical functions to provide optimal parameters. Five mathematical 

functions were used [Goldberg, 1989] with various characteristics, including con

tinuous/discontinuous, convex/non-convex, imimodal/multimodal, quadratic/non-

quadratic, low-dimensionality/high-dimensionality, and deterministic/stochastic 

functions. Results from these studies provided a set of parameters values that 

were found to generally work well. Recommended parameter values were: 

population size 50-100 

crossover rate 0.60 

mutation rate 0.001 

In a subsequent and more robust study, Grefenstette [1986] provided a dif

ferent set of parameter values which yielded significantly better performance than 

de Jong's parameters. His study suggested the following parameter values: 

population size 30 

crossover rate 0.95 

mutation rate 0.01 

Theoretical work by Goldberg [1985] resulted in an expression for optimal 

popialation size, a formvila used in GAUCSD, based on the string length L as: 

Popsize = 1.65 x ^ (S.2) 

This formula hints that population size increases very rapidly with string's length, 

an undesirable property. Schaffer et al. [1989] performed an extensive study of the 

proper choice of algorithmic GA parameters. Their study involved a combination 
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of 8400 genetic searches that required 1.5 year of CPU time to complete where the 

test functions expanded on de Jong test bed functions to include five additional 

fimctions. Recommendations provided the following parameter values: 

population size 20-30 

crossover rate 0.75-0.95 

mutation rate 0.005-0.01 

Based on the work by Schaffer et al. [1989], GAUCSD has built-in default 

algorithmic control parameter values for most of its parameters, including mutation 

and crossover rate. Derived empirical expressions are: 

( /L \ 
Popsize = 2^2 ^rate ' {B.3) 

2 

Nmax = { o OQ-. -p ;  ^—7- 5  ^—r  X  Popsize (5.4) 
2.88o4 X Crate. X log{Popsize) 

•I-/-, Nmai 
^ _ Y Popaire 

2.8854 X \og{Popsize) 

\/2.72/L 
U r a t e  =  / p  •  ( ^ * 6 )  

2 Popsize 

where L is the string length and Nmax is the maximum number of fimction evalu

ations. Initial values of Crate-, Mratei Popsize, and Nmax are 0.6, 0.01, 100, and 

it 1000, respectively. 
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